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One of the concerns in this paper in which I will
analyze visual representations from Life Magazine around
World War II will be to determine the reasons underlying
"woman's"
visibility in the dominant media during this
period. Throughout my paper I will use the terms women and
"woman"
as a rhetorical strategy to distinguish between
women as historical subjects and the notion of
"woman"
as a
single, ideal type produced by Life's hegemonic discourse.
I will keep these terms separate, as part of the intention
of this paper will be to explore the ways in which the
relationship between the two terms is set
up.1 The concept
"woman"
was a very specific fictional construct within the
context of Life magazine. Visibility was given only to
American, white, Anglo-Saxon, middle-class
"woman."
The
editorial bias underlying such a limited corpus of women was





was meant to stand for all women,
regardless of class, race and nationality-
Although women were excluded from the patriarchal
order, the dominant media specified
"woman"
in a particular
social and natural order within the domestic sphere,
established her in certain positions of meaning and fixed
her in a certain identification. In this paper I will
examine the workings of the systematic process of
objectif ication by which women were prepared for the
specific roles society assigned them.
"Woman's"
visibility
seemed a way to remove power from women, although it offered
them, on the level of appearances, a fake sense of their
equality to men. This seemed especially the case
considering that the frequency of
"woman's"
representations
did not mirror actual women's relation to power within the
cultural order.
"Woman"
was always being classified,
described and coded, but women were never setting up the
codes of classification for themselves. Equally important
was that what was given visibility was not a woman's voice,




place of and detached from her voice. The
"woman's"
body
obtained a potent legitimacy as the representation of women
through and as a result of the special authority given to
visual representations. This was particularly the case
around World War II when photographs were thought of as
being the most transparent and
"truthful."
Life Magazine, particularly, tried to sell its images
at this time not as representations, but as
"eyewitness"
accounts of life itself. Life's belief in the truthfulness
of the image was reflected in its statement of purpose,
written in 1936 (illus. 1) .
To see life; to see the world; to eyewitness great
events; to watch the faces of the poor and the
gestures of the proud; to see strange things
machines, armies, multitudes, shadows in the
jungle and on the moon; to see man's work his
paintings, towers and discover ies"; to see things
thousands of miles away, things hidden behind
walls and within rooms, things dangerous to come
to; the women that men love and many children; to
see and take pleasure in seeing; to see and be
amazed; to see and be instructed. Thus, to see,
and to be shown, is now the will and new expectan
cy of half mankind. To see, and to show, is the
mission now undertaken by a new kind of publica
tion,
Life.2
Part of my interest will be to uncover the codes in the
representations of Life Magazine in which the
"woman"
is
constructed as the possessor of an ahistorical, eternal
feminine essence. In this way it will be possible to show
that gender roles are not simply seized out of the "real
world"
and transmitted through the medium of the magazine.
Rather, Life, manufactured specific meanings in and through
the representations of
"woman"
it constructed which, I will
argue, served to keep women in "their
place."
A large
emphasis in Life during the war years which I will
elaborate on in the body of my paper was the excessive





The picture magazines, in a way, could be considered as
"family machines"^ (illus. 2-4) . They were one of the first
social technologies to reproduce pictorially the institution
of the family, among other things, on a large scale. As the
first and the largest of the picture magazines, 4 Life was
probably partially responsible for developing the visual
codes that typified the role of family during this period.
Prior to popular magazines, illustrations within books were
more personalized and the codes that organized them less
standardized. Individualized portraits of famous popular
figures or exotic representative types were featured and
because of their ordinariness, family members were given
less visibility. Thus, the redundancy and exaggerated
literalness of the visual images of the family in Life were
probably due in part to Life's specific need to develop
clear codes for the first time that enabled its images to be
able to communicate on their own, almost pantomimically.
Before the introduction of popular magazines ordinary
individuality the everyday individuality of
"woman"
remained below the threshhold of description. Although the
medium of photography was relatively young at this time, the
family narrative that it illustrated had its own strong
tradition within the culture. Therefore, the contribution
of the picture magazines was not so much to make up new
narratives but to typify, through visual representations,
the ones that already existed. I will reconsider this
issue, later in the paper, when I will discuss how the
authority of representations established and constrained the




Considering the frequently taken-for-granted character
of assumptions about women and photographic images of
"woman"
in society, a feminist approach to cultural
analysis, particularly popular photographic images of
"woman,"
is relevant. Unfortunately it has been too
neglected thus far by the photography community, who for the
most part, privileges art photographs over popular ones and,
even worse, tends to overlook the issue of gender in
representations altogether. This parochialness, however,
seems in the process now of breaking down, as theories and
methods from disciplines such as literary theory,
anthropology, and feminist film theory are seen more and
more as offering valuable methods by which to extend the
ways representations are studied.5 As I will attempt here
to articulate the relations of the female subject to
ideology and representation, I will appropriate certain
existing methods from these other disciplines as I see fit
for my purposes. I found such methods
useful insofar as
they provided a way to obtain a more privileged point of
entry into the workings of ideology and
enabled me to chart
and analyze some of the ways in which
"woman"
was
constructed as eternal, mythical and
unchanging.
Because Life had a multiplicity of readers, the
patterning system of codes
that marked gender distinctions
was also read differently by its diverse audience. Because
of this I will attempt to include in my
analysis a reading
of these codes from the different vantage points of its
audience. This, however, will be incomplete, as there is no
simple way of understanding the potential range of
"readings"
available to Life's original audience, whose
readings were informed by their own historically specific
class, race, and gender positions.
In addressing such considerations I will attempt to
analyze how certain broader cultural themes were expressed




body will thus serve as part
of a bounded system which will be treated as a diagram that
stands for a larger social model. 6 In this way it will be
possible to investigate how the ideology of patriarchy




body, and in doing
so mapped out the margins of what constituted the norm.
I decided that the best way to examine the parameters
of codes that fixed
"woman's"
body and effected the relation
between sexuality and gender roles was to choose to study a
period of disjuncture where there was a disruption of the
general cultural patterning system. The period around WWII
provided an ideal area for such a study because the codes
that previously constituted the
"woman's"
narrative within
the family had to be loosened temporarily to foster
solidarity within the system while the country was being
attacked from the outside. However, once the external
threats to the system were over, when the war ended, it
became important to reaffirm stability and bring the codes
back to normal within the internal structure. As a result
of the desire to straighten out the internal lines of the
system, which had been upset due to the war, extremely rigid
codes were enlisted to bind women and men to their alloted
roles within the family. Sexual deviation that would
threaten the structure of the family would not only be less
tolerated but publicly renounced as a way to reaffirm the
values of the system. Within the body of this paper I will
examine the disruptive changes brought about by the war in
relation to the threat it posed specifically to the social
institution of the family and trace the new steps taken by
the popular media after the war to justify the social




As I began to study the images of
"woman"
preceding,
during and after WWII, I realized that although there was
one unified narrative to contain all
"woman,"
it could not
definitively control their place within the culture. I
began to work by first locating the dominant narrative with
its recognizable codes and then finding the variations
within it. The impingement of other narratives on a more
central one was further affected by the changes brought on
by the war. To clarify the functioning of these codes I
will begin by laying out the dominant narrative and then the
multiple narratives I was able to identify. As I proceed I
will analyze their emergence in relation to one another.
What emerged from the set of images from the three
periods I looked at before, during and after WWII was
that visual representations that appeared to deal with
diverse ideas but which were aimed at women shared an
implicit narrative. This had a
"beginning"
(birth,
childhood, adolescence) and a
"middle"
(single but looking
for a man to marry; marriage; motherhood; family life) but
there was only minimal representation of its
"end,"
of
growing old and dying.
?
Motherhood as the most admired and awarded status
(illus. 5) obtainable for women was featured as the
narrative's period of high synthesis. As a privileged stage
Motherhood conferred signification on the other parts of the
narrative which it organized. This might explain why female
children were represented as proto-mothers (illus. 6-7)
in anticipation of the symbolic period their narrative was
moving towards and account in part for the minimal
representation of older women, except in the role of
grandmother (illus. 8). While the linear arrangement of the
chronological female narrative (diagram 1) presupposed that
the narrative would be left open, as the
"woman"
could
assume new narratives as she grew older, the same narrative
organized around motherhood, transformed this narrative into
a spatially closed circular system (diagram 2). Thus, in
the narrative structured around Motherhood (diagram 2) , all
the roles available became different versions of the same
part. The roles that were perceived as marginal to the
system (i.e., mistress, prostitute, spinster, etc.), outside
its regulations or between its social categories were
treated as sexually dangerous and physically polluting
because they were considered as potential threats to the
workings of the overall closed social system (illus. 9-
14) . This would apply to men who refused to conform as well
as women. The codes that defined women were given, however,
the greatest visibility.
In the most overdetermined examples, these marginal
roles were depicted as embodiments of Evil, particularly
during the pre and post war periods when the codes that
defined the female narrative were the most rigid (illus. 9-
10) . The mythical concept of the prostitute, which I will
refer to as the "loose
woman,"
was shown as someone who was
essentially unstable. She accepted the rules only when they
were useful to her and transgressed the formal continuity of
attitudes. She was depicted as unpredictable, therefore
asocial. She took refuge behind the law when she considered
that it was in her favor and broke it when she found it
10
useful to do so.
The "loose woman" was considered threatening precisely
because she provided one vector of resistance to the
dominant female narrative. Because she stood outside the
confines of the family narrative, limitations on her
mobility were less severe (illus. 15-17). While moral
invocations placed her in an inferior position to that of
the proper middle-class
"mother,"
her reality was far freer
and bore a broader range of worldly experience and
possibility. From such a position she was even able to
justifiably enjoy power and pleasure within the ambit of her
alleged transgressions. Unlike her counterparts within the
dominant female narrative, the "loose
woman"
was able to
transcend the functional definitions of procreation. She




Degraded by moral sanctions, she
was able to be more engaged and viable within the terms of
society. As a result, she was more active and less
self-
effacing than the conventional
"woman."
If pleasure in
sexuality was considered vulgar among the
"woman"
of the
home, for the "loose
woman"
it was not only permissable, but
encouraged. Thus, she was able to engage in sensual and
other worldly pleasures, unknown to
"mothers."
Erotic
satisfaction and power although limited to arenas of
sexuality found
fulfillment in the impropriety of her
11
role. The eroticism of female sexual power stood as an
exciting counterpoint to the dependency that marked the
limited horizon of motherly ethics. Although such coquetry
could be understood as part of the oppressive project for
female objectif ication, within this context it carried yet
another connotation. Breaking through the social imagery of
confinement, overt sexuality could be regarded as an
empowerment of women that offered the tools for a liberating
secular activity.
I will now return to the more sedate secular religion
embodied within the dominant female narrative and focus
particularly on the central position of Motherhood. As a
mythical concept, Motherhood was revealed in representations
on the level of form rather than content. The images worked
to turn the role into the unrepresentable by making the
mother the embodiment of abstract and intangible moral
qualities. For instance, in an image in which the
"mother"
was depicted as Madonna and Child the mythical concept of
Motherhood was re-presented in the form of an historical
icon (illus. 18, 38B) . Such representations that draw on an
iconographic connotation that already existed within the
culture conferred an authority and legitimacy to the role
depicted. However, even images that did not employ
historical codes similarly idealized the
"mother"
by
eliminating such human signs as wear, age,
or illness as
12
marks of the role (illus. 19-21) .
Many of these same elements that indicated the role of
"mother"
probably functioned in detrimental ways to women
readers. These images, although they were constructed
positively, implied to any real female subject, who tried to
live up to these ideal standards, that somewhere she would
always fall short of what was expected of her when she would
assume the part of real. The requirements of Motherhood
almost presupposed the transformation of the woman as human
being into a form "mother" that embodied the role.
The images in Life showed that the role of
"mother"
required
the woman to accept her appearance (role) as a typification
of herself. She had to learn how to become a
"mother"
because her real sense of being in herself was supplanted
once she entered into her role as
"mother"
for the family
(illus. 22) . No longer was she regarded as a concrete
gendered human being. She became, on the contrary, a
narrative function8 within the family story. The
"mother"
was thus a character that was simply a vehicle for narrative
action or agents. She appeared to govern the organization
and plot of the family narrative but her meaning was really
coterminous with the narrative meaning. She was situated
"already
there"
in the family story, rather than as the
outcome of active processes of signification.
As character, her appearance and demeanor determined to
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a large degree her success in the role which had been
assigned to her. In order to perform her part well, she had
to express to excess the qualities required of her, and, as
a result, this left little margin for ambiguity in her
presentation (illus. 21-26). Her character which
represented
"Goodness"
in the story had to be intelligible.
The story required an immediate reading of her inner
nature. She was required to display in her flesh her
kindness (illus. 27-29) (prettiness signified kindness).
Her face reassured the family that she was understanding and
generous (illus. 19, 22, 23, 26). Her smile signaled her
innate benevolence and approval of the family
members'
actions (illus. 20-21). All her expressions, gestures and
movements attested to her predictable behavior that was
required from her function within the narrative.
In order for her to conform in this capacity she would
be required to repress her sexuality, at least in front of
her children, as it suggested a contradiction in the role
required of her. (This is analogous to the dilemma posed by
the Immaculate Conception.) Thus her prettiness must
signify kindness, not sexual
desirability. Part of the
credibility and truthfulness of her role resulted from
maintaining the appearance of the
moral function required of
her, which assumed a smoothing over of any conflicts that
would arise from the contradictory nature this role
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presented within real life. As a result she needed to
secure her body as a perfect container if she was to show
her impermeability. To do this she, by necessity, had to
monitor her behavior in order that her goodness appeared
genuine and natural, rather than a matter of pretense.
Thus, in order for her to pull off her role successfully she
had to internalize the behavior expected of her. Because
her presence was so intrinsic to the role, she the woman
reader judged herself and was judged by others in terms
of the success in which she constructed her image in
accordance with her character function.9
In order for her to perform her major role to
protect the other characters in the family narrative from
all contact with Evil she had to constitute herself as
representative of Good. She not only had to set herself up
as a moral example but had to display her moral virtues
through her disciplining of her children and ordering of the
home. She had to arrange the home, which served as her
extension within the narrative action, to function as a
space apart from the ambiguities, contradictions and
obstacles of the outside world. In short, it was a site in
which it was possible for her to effectively administer her
control. Within the home, signs corresponded to causes and
thus the distinction between Good and Evil was able to






represented the ideological closure of Good (the
secular exemplar of Paradise) . The representation of the





body, the idealized aspects of the "home" were accentuated.
As "all mothers" were American, white and middle class, "all
homes"
were white, detached, with white picket fences,
shutters, porches, and neatly kept gardens (illus. 30-35).
As in the case with the "mother," the moral essence of the
"home"
must be comprehended at a single stroke. The details
of both maintained their similarities through exaggeratedly
apparent visual links. Like the mother's clothing that was
permeated with superfluous home-made and thus inexpensive
details that expressed her creativity and thriftiness, the
home was adorned with similarly low-budget details. While
the mother would wear frills on her apron and bows in her
hair, the house would be dressed in lamp shades with velvet
bows and chintz curtains with lace (illus 35) . The
juxtaposition of the excessively serious and excessively
frivolous, as the basis for the rhetoric of the home and the
mother, reproduced, the mythic situation of both, which was
at the same time sublime and
childish.10
The compatibility of these otherwise opposed
characteristics seriousness and childishness that




all the other parts of the female narrative, but with
different meanings attached to them. While it would be
considered positive for the young child to behave seriously
at times, an elderly woman who was childish would be thought
of negatively, as a victim of senility. In this respect the
visual similarity of the mother and the daughter that I
pointed out earlier could be reconsidered. This variation
however did not disturb the pattern of the overall self-
contained cycle. Instead of emphasizing the girl/child as
proto-mother , the mother and grandmother could now be seen
as post-children. Thus, while men as they aged grew
increasingly mature, wise and distinguished, women, instead,
just became more needful of care and as a result faded into
the background of the narrative as they became increasingly
superfluous with age (illus. 37). While the
"woman's"
narrative moved more and more towards motherhood, the mental
and emotional maturity of the
"woman"
within the narrative
remained stunted at childhood. In this sense the narrative
that organized the
"woman's"
narrative in relation to her
chronological age became a fiction, because the
characteristics that would by necessity mark the boundaries,
if in fact they were to be coded as separate stages, were
instead found to be common to each. In this respect it was
not surprising to find advertisements for products that were
shared among the female family members regardless of age
17
(illus. 38A and 38B) .
While the childishness of "woman" functioned for men as
a way to denounce women at any moment as an inferior group,
it worked in another way for women. This f rivolousness
allowed for a certain amount of playfulness in
"woman's"
role. It gave women the license to enjoy a cerain amount of
freedom and established a liberating space from their daily
role of self-discipline. More importantly, it allowed for a
safe variation in the mother's behavior as an outlet for her
repressed sexuality within the family. Childishness also
became permissible because it was an ingredient already
encoded within the closed female narrative.
The reappearance of a limited number of fixed
characteristics among
"woman"
family members of all ages
along with the complete absence of death from the cycle
created the illusion that both the female narrative and the
family narrative it was hinged to were timeless and
representative of an universal system. Thus, the
construction of both narratives as closed systems able to
generate their own ingredients for perpetuation through
their dependence on one another made them seem independent
from history, as if they appeared within the culture as
eternal and natural structures (diagram 3) .
Much of the reason why women stayed trapped within this
closed system had to do with the desirability of the status
18
of Motherhood, its authority within the culture and its
ability to offer women a legitimate identity, oppressive as
it might have been, that verified its existence in a society
that otherwise made women invisible.
What separated Motherhood from other parts of the
narrative was that it was the only stage that conferred
public respect to woman in relation to her work. What was
significant, however, is that her duties, which were
hierarchically ordered, were defined only in terms of the
domestic sphere. Priority was given to the maintenance of




36, p. 5). However, because all of her work existed outside
of the economic system, its value remained somehow ambiguous
as compared to men's work. One of the built-in flaws of her
duties was that there existed no set of concrete and thus
measurable criteria by which to judge the performance level
of her work in a way that gave it significance within
the
male public sphere which was where power was decided. For
this reason the credibility of her work somehow always
remained suspect. This kept women in a position where they
could endlessly try to prove their worth
without ever being
able to obtain the real legitimate
recognition they sought.
One of the ways in which women sought to justify their
value was through demonstrating not only
their capability
19







protect themselves from reproach. Their self-discipline in
their work would be a sign of their moral impeccability.
Since wasting time could be considered a moral offense, they
would devote their energy to finding new chores within the
house in which they could demonstrate their talents.
Jane Amberg, featured as Life Magazine's Model
Housewife, was shown proud to demonstrate the duties she
performed during her "24-hour-a-day job, including
Saturdays, Sundays and
holidays."
(illus. 36). Asleep or
awake she was always "on
call."
The article read as an
endless list of the details of all her responsibilities.
Amongst other things, we learned she "planned, prepared and
cleaned up after 10,000
meals."
In short, the article tried
to convince us that the more Mrs. Amberg found to do, the
happier she was.
The model mother thus assured us of the quality of time
she spent the elimination of anything that might disturb
or distract. Her goal was to constitute a totally useful
time in which she was able to extract even more available
moments.11 She tended towards an ideal point at which she
maintained maximum speed and
efficiency. Precision and
application with regularity were considered
virtues of her
disciplined time (illus. 22). Her body bore the signs of
20
the capacity she showed at her work, her movements displayed
the efficiency of her gestures. Her slim body expressed her
hard work; her rough hands, her daily scrubbing; her
pink-
cheeks, her healthiness; her old clothes, her thriftiness;
her clean house; home-made clothes and food, her boundless
energy, endless service and devotion to her family.
Ironically, as her capacity for work and self-discipline
increased with age, the power that resulted from it
decreased as her children grew up and her duties decreased.
No longer needed in the same way within her family, she was
able to exercise her motherly skills and attributes outside
the private domain in a milieu such as the schoolroom that
functioned as its extension.
An example of the extent to which women's legitimacy
rested on their ability to perform useful work can be seen
during the war years. The nation needed young women to
boost the morale of soldiers in order to deflect attention
away from the real dangers of war (illus. 39-42). One of
the ways women were able to function as pseudo-prostitutes
to men, without the negative moral judgment that would have
normally accompanied such loose behavior,
was through their
ability to turn sexual favors into
useful patriotic work
(illus. 43-44).
After the war men used women as scapegoats to push the
social order that had gotten out of control back into place.
21
Blame was cast particularly on idle and lazy women to cover
the real source of male anxiety the women that did not
want to return to the homes after the war (illus. 37) .
What made women's positions even worse was the male
prejudice that women's work from the onset was always less
demanding and pressured than their own. This functioned to
both trivialize the many duties women did perform, because
their work could never be accepted on the same terms as
men's work, and masked the actual implications connected to
women's acceptance of fitting into a role of dependence and
subordination to men.
The power women obtained as mothers within the domestic
sphere was undermined by women's general reliance on men for
support. Women's continuous dependence on men economically
was presumed and represented as a natural need on their
part. This was reinforced particularly after the war.
Woman's work was not depicted as an economic necessity (as
the husband was usually depicted as the
"real"
provider for
the family) but rather as a temporary solution to the
"woman's post-war
dilemma"
(illus. 45). Women's general
weakness was reinforced through representations that
illustrated women's apparent incapability of helping them
selves in numerous situations. This became accentuated
in
the post-war period as well when there was a strong male
backlash against women in order to get them
back in their
22
place within the social order (illus. 46A and 46B) . This
was also prevalent during the war period. In one
particularly heavy-handed example (illus. 47) American
daughters were shown as the potentially helpless victims of
the Nazis in need of being saved by the American male
military.
The elements and modes of behavior that characterized
the
"mother"





had its own separate part to fulfill
within the female narrative. Women were expected to perform
the important function of reproducing the family structure.
This group of "young
woman"
was allowed temporarily to leave
the domestic sphere and take a job outside of the home.
However, this stage within the narrative was expected to be
short-lived. Their real concern was shown not directly
related to their work. Thus, they were shown at work in
representations without actually working (illus. 48-49) .
This group of
"woman"
gave the appearance of being on the
job but were often shown psychologically removed from the
work at hand, absorbed in daydreaming about their main
preoccupation: finding a husband. This left them
disoriented in work, and presumably dependent on the
protectiveness and goodwill of others who were present.
The "young
woman"
played the part of the cardinal
function in the
narrative.12 She was the potential mother
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but her status remained ambiguous until she accomplished
what was expected of her. Her function within the family
narrative was, at the same time, the most risky but also the
most important. The "young
woman"
made the trip from one
family to another, and in the transition she was at her most
vulnerable. Outside of the safety of her family she was
most prone to encounter Evil and might fail to reach the
safety of the new family she would help to establish
(diagram 4) . If the "young
woman"
missed the route and
became tempted by the role of the "loose
woman,"
she faced
the threat of ostracization. As narrative function, she
represented the weakest part of the chain in the process and
revived the semantic tension of the discourse.
The stress inherent to her role within the narrative is
revealed in advertisements that depicted her as irritated or
depressed and thus needy of some product to alleviate
tension by helping her succeed in reaching her goal (illus.
50-52). Her trouble, as it is depicted in these ads, was
usually attributed to some lack in her appearance that she
herself was usually unaware of. Her need of a male to point
out the problem was assumed. His authority was not
questioned because he was thought to be the one that knew
all the answers to the problems. To be effective,
advertisements aimed at women assumed a male voice. They
spoke from the position of male authority and often employed
24
a male instructor to further legitimize what otherwise
appeared to be spurious advice. Part of the appeal of such
products came precisely from the easy solution they seemed
to offer to a difficult problem. Perhaps what "young
woman"
thought was impossible was effortlessly obtained if they
just bought the right product. Although this logic defied
the hard reality of the social system, where short-cuts
rarely existed, they gave expression to the desire to
believe in fantastic solutions to difficult problems and
thus made the burden of any difficult position easier to
cope with.
This stage of the woman's narrative was especially
fraught with danger because of the many contradictions
inherent to the role itself. In order to "get a
man,"
"woman"
was expected to appear both physically and sexually
appealing to men. The endless improvements of bits and
pieces of facial and body surfaces were supposedly in





had to simultaneously appear to be a "good
woman"
(virgin) she had to also be able to restrain her
sexuality in order to maintain an equally credible
appearance of virginal purity. In order for her to play the
different parts required of her, she had to show a
willingness to try out various guises in order to appear at
different times in different ones. Often her concern with
25
carrying an appearance off did not necessarily imply a deep
and abiding identification with that appearance, as was the
case with men. For instance, when awards were worn by men
they were clearly understood as representative of achieve
ment (illus. 54), however when worn by
"woman"
the awards
become merely an accessory to her everchanging costume
(illus. 55) . To maintain a balance between the two polari
ties of behavior expected from her, she needed to be able to
carry any given appearance off without implying a deep and
abiding identification with one particular appearance. This
prevented her from going too far in either direction and
functioned as a check on her intrinsic behavior. While the
extremely disciplined, serious "young
woman"
who bore all
the necessary traits of Motherhood self-sacrifice,
patience, dedication in her service to others
risked
becoming a spinster as a result of her strong identification
with her work (illus 56-57), the overtly sexual woman as
desirable as she appeared was disqualified from the onset
because her promiscuousness always raised a question,
and
her virginity was not assured
before the fact (illus. 58) .
Such a "loose
woman"
risked the quickest dismissal of all
the
"woman"
who sought to become potential mothers. The
equilibrium she was required
to obtain dared the
impossible. Moreover, no matter how
hard she tried to
maintain the balance, she was easily
thrown off at any
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moment by male forces outside of her control. For even if
she was innocent, the man could always find the implication
of guilt. For men, the sin of Eve, was an universal
component of womanhood, it did not matter whether it
appeared as openly seductive or passively restrained. For
men,
"woman"
and women were considered essentially sinful,
and as a result, innocence itself was at any moment
considered by men as an act (illus. 10). Thus the "young
woman"
that conformed to the cult of purity received the
same judgment by men as those who appeared naughty.
I am now going to switch briefly to the place of the
privileged male reader to examine through representations
how
"woman's"
sexuality functioned as the primary site by
which men exerted their power over women. For my purposes,
I will thus show how the male reader stood outside the rigid
codes that trapped
"woman."
This is not solely because he
was not
"woman"
and thus not himself regulated by their
workings but because of the existence of yet another secret
code which both privileged him as receiver and had the power
at the same time to stimulate his sexual desire with images
that made the female body the locus of sexuality. The
photographs I will discuss have a different level of affect
from the coded images within the female
narrative because
they contained a Utopian
component which worked to privlege
them besides other photographs.
One of their characteristics
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was that they had the power to trigger the kind of sexual
desire that lingers in the memory of the male spectator
enabling him to sustain a male fantasy about
"woman"
that
was not dependent on the image's presence. Part of the
effectiveness of these images and one of the ways they
worked to trigger male's desire was that these images caught
"woman"
off guard. Women were unable to prepare for the
moment when the camera transformed them without their
consent into the site of visual pleasure (illus. 59, p. 3;
60). Thus even "woman's" enclosure within the dominant
female narrative offered her no protection against that
moment when she became the lure of the male gaze.
The secret code I just identified I will refer to as
the male cultural punctum. Roland Barthes in his book
Camera Lucida was the first to use the terms studium and
punctum to differentiate between the different levels of
affect images have for readers. For Barthes, the studium
shows an average level of interest more on the level of
liking than loving in which the reader grasps the intention
of the picture; the punctum triggers the more personal
response it rescues the photograph from banality. While
the studium refers to conventional images, the punctum is
less easily identifiable in
images because it is not coded
in the same way. Thus, the distinction Barthes sets up
between the terms studium and punctum is cultural. The
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studium derives from culture, and is coded because it
depends on the cultural contract between the creators and
consumers of photographs. The punctum, in contrast, is a
highly individual matter that doesn't lend itself to any
universal agreement. One person's punctum can be another's
studium. Thus, the punctum is personal because it can
create or find private meanings outside of the shared
culture of a society.
I will now expand on Barthes 's notion of the punctum by
taking into account the historically specific gender
position of the reader. Such an attempt, I hope will
suggest ways in which Barthes 's idea of the punctum can be
usefully applied to a cultural analysis of images. My
reading from the male vantage point, however, is speculative
as it is informed by the temporality and the specificity of
my own position. To make the workings of the male cultural
punctum more concrete, I will turn to some examples as
clarifications. The first has to do with numbers and not
images. In the pages of Life, measurements of a
"woman's"
body were often used as a way to reconstruct the image of
"woman"
without literally showing it. Such a mathematical
way of reasoning was not so
much a cataloguing procedure but
a form of fetishism that made the abstract
"woman"
become
representable as a myth. It functioned as a means of




conjured up by the numbers of her bodily proportions
a life external to any literal representation. An example
of this is the graph of weights and measurements of
Hollywood Movie Stars' bodies in the article "The Girls of
Hollywood"
(illus. 61). The numbers had an overcharged
erotic effect because the reader had to add the body to
create the image in his imagination. The conventional
Hollywood pin-up images that followed the graph in the
article were too explicit in comparison and hence were more
pornographic than erotic. The addition that the reader
calculated in his mind from the numbers helped him to create
what Barthes calls in Camera Lucida a "blind
field"
which
helped the image that the figures conjured up to live after
the male viewer had turned the page. This same principle of
addition worked in some images that represented
"woman"
through her bodily parts (illus. 62). The mechanism,
however, worked slightly differently than in the first
example because the details displayed the mouth and eyes
were already culturally coded as female orifices of
desire. In a sense the explicitness of these details, which
was emphasized by their reproduction in the magazine in
color rather than black and white, made the images more
pornographic than the other examples I will cite. It can be
argued that in a magazine that was predominantly black and
white, the color functioned also to





This male cultural punctum also worked by means of the
spectator's identification with the literal gaze of the male





(illus. 63) the erotic charge came
from the presence of the male (the artist Varga) who gently
touched the models while he arranged their position within
the frame. The spectator felt uneasy about having Varga in
the picture it did not seem quite moral but at the
same time he received pleasure because his identification
with Varga brought him inside of the frame and permitted him
access to this forbidden place. A similar identification
with the male instructor was the key to the affect of the
article "How a Wife Should and Should not
Undress"
(illus.
64) . The inclusion of the male teacher from the "Gilbert
School of
Undressing"
(p. 4) raised the interest of the
photograph to the level of the erotic precisely because it
too beckoned the male spectator to enter into its frame. It
was significant that the husband, for whom the wife is
learning to undress, was absent from the image. This made
it easier for the male spectator to identify from a fantasy
position other than the culturally coded role of husband.
A different kind of affect was achieved in several
photographs of younger women (illus. 59, p. 3; 60).
Although the male was not literally present within the
images himself, as in some of the
above examples, he existed
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through his identification with the even more potent
presence of the male photographer/voyeur who aggressively
imposed his presence on the scene by his power to transform
a seemingly innocent context into one that was erotically
charged. These images were not conventional precisely
because the focus on the young
girls'
crotches appeared more
as a mistake or at least not strictly intentional. The
detail, in both cases the woman's crotch had an added
affect because of the photographer's blatant poor taste and
lack of respect for the cultural codes which prohibited
making younger women of middle-class status into sites of
visual pleasure. It is in a sense this carelessness about
morality, which was not excessively sinful, that separated
these photographs from the ones that made up the dominant
moral female narratives. Their disinterest in moral codes
was what made them Utopian and deviant because they freed
the male spectator to place himself outside his specific
role and fantasize about what was forbidden to him.
It is thus possible that the cultural puntum might
function for the male receiver as almost a secret erotic
code that had a completely different ideological effect than
the cultural studium. While the studium functioned as a
taxonomy that classified deviants but
celebrated norms, the
cultural punctum worked in the reverse. It is significant
in this respect that the induced pleasure derived from such
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images is attainable only from the position of the male
reading experience and not from the image's content which
was finally accessible to all spectators but not always
understood on the same terms. This special position enabled
men to easily conceal from women the erotic affect such
images had for them. The woman represented was left
immaculate as well, as it was evidently not her fault that
she had become the object of the male gaze. The subversion
of the dominant structure of codes here was an exclusively
male privilege that was significant in this context because
it revealed the complicity of the image production with the
male hegemonic discourse and indicated the extent to which
male was the measure of desire.
To extend how representations of women were implicated
in complex ways within a male discourse which circumscribed
"woman"
in the sexual, I will now consider how conventional
representations that focused on woman's bodily parts might
be regarded by the female reader. What is often overlooked
once the argument is made that the function of representa
tions that fragmented the female body simply served to turn
women into object is that the idealization of certain parts
gave women the means to identify with
"woman."
While women




feature (illus. 65). If they did not
have legs like Betty Grable, for instance, they
might have
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had a chest that resembled Carol Landis's. This flexibility
in the codes not only made imperfection permissible for
women, but enabled them to value their entire body through
the perfection of a single part. Thus, in some limited
respects, this functioned to empower the women that did not





though must be considered as part of a larger male award
system that was not as flexible as it might have appeared.
Although it allowed individual women readers to distinguish
themselves within the overall standardization of the
"woman's"
narrative, the terms of individuality themselves
were restrictive. Not only were the desirable features
common only to young women, but there were no models at all
for non-white women. Most importantly, the award system
functioned to establish a matrix in which it became possible
to transform all the parts of the female body into erogenous
zones and thus further bind women in their sexuality.
Marking all of
"woman's"
bodily parts as signs
connoting sexuality became an especially
useful device
during the war years to subordinate women while they were
taking war jobs and check them from deviating too far from
their traditional roles within the family (illus. 66) . In
representations of women working during the war,
"woman's"
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sexuality was often emphasized over her labor power (illus.
67). She was shown as "finding Romance at
work"
(illus. 68).
She appeared more concerned with preserving her femininity
than with performing in her job effectively (illus. 69).
Few representations permitted women to identify themselves
as workers. They were always
"woman"
first.
Certain consumer products helped women maintain the
signs of femininity that stood for marks of allegiance to
their given cultural role. They helped factory work become
temporarily respectable for women because they no longer had
to sacrifice their femininity in order to do it. Products
served as rites of passage that allowed access into
previously forbidden zones (illus. 70-72) . They functioned
as talismans that could transform hands made rough and dirty
in the public sphere into clean and smooth ones appropriate
for the domestic one. As "lovely Marguerite Kirchner, a
worker at the Boeing Plant in
Seattle"
confessed: "The dirt
and toil doesn't harm my skin, so long as I take a daily
Woodbury Facial
Cocktail."
(illus. 68). The magical powers
of some products such as the "Good Behavior
Slip"
(illus.
73) seemed to have no bounds. Even the
"woman"
who never
stopped kissing the soldiers once the war was over




purchasing such a consumer product.
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During the war there were more representations than
ever of the
"mother"
(illus. 5, 6, 8, 19, 21-24). However,
while the proverbial apron of the
"housewife"
was depicted
everywhere in Life Magazine (illus. 74-75), the real mother
was actually wearing the garb of the factory worker. The
gap between representations of "woman" and the real lives of
women were never greater. Not only was the visibility of
the
"Mother"
instrumental to keeping alive on the level of
form the female narrative, while it was actually being
drastically modified to accommodate itself to the demands of
an emergency period, but its very appearance "out of
history"
affirmed its timelessness and universality. The
high seriousness of the representations of the
"Mother"
distinguished these from other representations that depicted
women active in the war effort (illus. 76-78) . These other
images were composed as snapshots and seemed, by contrast to
the formality of
"Mother"
images, to be more vivid impressions,
From these differences in representations, during the
war years, I realized that there was a
two-tier system
operating simultaneously. While the images in the dominant
narrative were formal and mythical, the images in what I
will refer to as the sub-narrative were informal and chaotic
and had more of a transient quality. If the dominant
narrative depicted the war as a battle between the forces of
Good and Evil (illus. 47), the sub-narrative showed it as a
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carnival (illus. 39-44) . Thus, the sub-narrative functioned
to counterbalance the rigidity of the dominant narrative,
and provided a liberatory space where room was given to
relax from the religion of War.
The circumstances of the war seriously upset the
equilibrium of the social order. This disturbance particu
larly effected the nuclear family. As a result of both the
men leaving the country to fight in the war and the women
leaving the home to work in the factories, the nuclear
family became displaced (illus. 79). In order to save the





(illus. 6, 80) and her family became representative of "what
America stood
for"
(illus. 21). The enemies of the nation
became enemies of the family and the enemies of both were
regarded as threats to the social order (illus. 81). The
notion of the family was so central to the war effort that
keeping the family together over long distances became
almost as important as defeating the Germans (illus. 24, 82).
One of the other ways in which the family was main
tained throughout the war was through the enterprise of the
war bonds (illus. 83) and victory stamps (illus. 84). The
family as a patriotic unit was urged
to buy war bonds as a
form of resistance to the threat of the Germans and to
support the political and military demands
of the Nation.
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Most importantly, though, the war bonds, as stocks of war,
served as investments for the future. They were most
frequently advertised as a way to help the family afford to
buy "better
things"
after the war (illus. 85-86). Thus,
through the sales of war bonds, post-war consumption was set
up as a patriotic duty, even before the war ended. An
advertisement for war bonds in 1943 explained "how American
it is to plan, to search for, to want "something better. . .
To speed the day when we can have more 'better things,' buy
war bonds and
stamps."
(illus. 85). The market success of
the war bond enterprise, however, depended on the success of
the corporation, which was the war. Through this investment
the Family and the Nation together became the locus of
victory.
Advertisements featuring post-war products during the
war functioned as concrete embodiments of the citizen's
deprivations and became channels for their desires (illus.
87) . Purchasing war bonds during the war became a way to
begin to take part in and identify with the Utopian future
that was promised for the family during the post-war period
(illus. 24). The post-war products that were advertised
were represented as magical objects (illus. 88). The claims
made for them were those of beauty and ease. To lure the
citizens, the advertisements drew
often upon the imagery of
royalty and of magic to elaborate
its atmosphere of
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promise. The consumer objects seemed to be carriers of
fantasy. They claimed to bring the beautiful within reach
of all. This preview of post-war consumer culture must have
appealed to the repressed drives of the public. Consumer
products seemed to offer a means of liberation from the
burdens of war. They obliterated wartime culture and its
tensions and substituted it with a new harmonious Utopian
order (illus. 89-90).










Her role became spending, which had been
elevated to a social good. She was depicted in advertise
ments conspicuously enjoying her post-war leisure (illus.
88) . Her idleness seemed symbolic of her new freedom.
Freed from the inscription and moral obligation to work, she
was shown as having achieved liberation and prosperity in
her new role as the "post-war
mother."
Her transition from
the factory to the home was shown to be a premium rather
than a constriction. Depicted in a new home that was
representative of the post-war Utopian order, she appeared
as the same pre-war
"mother"
except, like her surroundings,
she herself had become more manicured and protected as a
result. Having achieved the status beyond work, the only
concern left was her physical appearance. Consumer culture
and the picture magazines thus had combined forces to
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convince women to return home after the war. Through their
influences she became the representation of the representa
tion able to self-reproduce her image as
"mother"
for the
neighborhood through the "picture
windows"




^-Theresa De Lauretis, Alice Doesn't (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1984) is a book which confronts
theoretical discourses and expressive practices (cinema,
language, narrative, imaging) that construct a representa
tion of
"woman."
The distinction she sets up between
"woman"
and women in her introduction (pp. 5-6) was
influential to my work.
2Printer's Ink, (Jan. 2, 1942), vol. 198, no. 1.
3De Lauretis, p. 31. De Lauretis uses the term "family
machine"
to refer to the novel, the cinema, and television.
Her point is that each of these forms cannot be equated with
one another. "Although they do overlap, the amount of
redundancy is offset by their material and semiotic
specificity (modes of production, modalities of enunciation,
of inscription of the spectator/interlocutor of
address)."
Her emphasis on differences in medium and the differences in
social subjects they produce is obviously also pertinent to
the picture magazines, although she does not cite them
specifically. Although I do not here address this issue
specifically in the paper, it would be interesting to
address how the subject produced in the family that reads
picture magazines differs from the same social subject
produced in the familiy that watches TV. It is a subject
which deserves further examination.
4Life Magazine established in 1936 was equivalent to
CBS and NBC during this pre-television era. It was
considered "the 42nd Street and Fifth Avenue of the media
world the spot where traffic is
heaviest"
and "the most
potent editorial force in
America."
Of all the publications
during this period, Life had the largest circulation. For
statistics on Life's readership around 1940, see illus. 3.
Life was a publication of Time, Inc., the magazine
empire established in 1923 by Henry Luce and Briton
Hadden. It was the first successful publication ever to
base its editing philosophy on the
use of photographs as the
primary means of conveying
information and reporting the
news. For further information on the success of Life
Magazine during its first decade, see: Robert Elson, Time,
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Inc. The Intimate History of a Publishing Enterprise
1923-
1941 (New York: Atheneum, 1968) . Also, for extensive
information on the pictorial press before the beginning of
Life in 1936, see: Otha C. Spencer, Twenty Years of Life, A
Study of Time, Inc.'s Picture Magazine and its Contribution
to Photojournalism. 1958, University of Missouri.
Unpublished Dissertation.
5A general sampling of articles that focus specifically
on representations of gender would include the following and




11, no. 1-2 (Summer 1983); Sally Stein, "The Graphic









(organized by the New Museum of Contemporary Art, New York,
1984); "What You Staring
At,"
Exposure, vol. 22, no. 2
(Summer 1984) ; Jo Spence, "What Do People Do All Day? Class
and Gender in Images of
Women,"
Screen Education (Winter
1978-79) ; Judith Williamson, Decoding Advertisements,
(Boston: Marion Boyars, 1978) ; Craig Owens, "Feminism and
Postmodernism,"
The Anti-Aesthetic Essays on Postmodern
Culture, (Washington Bay Press, 1983) .
%ary Douglas, Purity and Danger (London: Routledge &
Kegan Paul, 1966). Mary Douglas's writings helped me gain
insights into how the structure of cultural forms and social
relations merged with visions of the body.
7Jo Spence in her article "What Do People Do All Day?
Class and Gender in Images of
Women,"
Screen Education,
Winter 1978/1979, made such an observation in her
examination of representations of women around WWII in the
British illustrated news magazine Picture Post. Her brief
study which focused primarily
on the change in the social
division of labor during WWII and its effects on the types
of images of women produced during the war was, particularly
valuable to my own work.
8Annette Kuhn, Women's Pictures: Feminism and Cinema,
London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1982), p. 31. Propp defines
narrative function as an "act of character defined from the




John Berger, Ways of Seeing (New York: Penguin Books,
1973), pp. 45-64. John Berger
'
s discussion of the woman as
simultaneously being in the position of surveyor and
surveyed influenced my own analysis of the
"mother."
10Roland Barthes, The Fashion System (New York: Hill




that Barthes used to
describe the fashion system to my own analysis of the
"mother."
11Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish (New York,
Vintage Books, 1979). Foucault's chapter on "Docile
Bodies"
was especially useful for my own analysis of the
disciplined
"mother."
12Roland Barthes, Image-Music-Text (New York: Hill and
Wang, 1977), p. 95. In
Barthes'
s essay, "The Structural
Analysis of
Narrative,"
the cardinal functions are defined
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PACKED PARACHUTES SPELL MOTHER'S DAT CREETINC FROM AIR CADETS AT ARMVS TRAINING SCHOOL AT CNID, OKLA.
MOTHER'S DA
Armed forces throughout U. S. uni
to honor mothers near and far aw;
On Sunday,May 10,Americans honored their iu0|
er? id a unique. American way. Since 191-i, ^|,
President Wilson signed a Congressional rtioiuti
designating the second Sunday in May as Mothe,
Day. its celebration ha* taken many forms^
cheaply commercial, some re\erent. some flip. But
the nation this dark and thunderous spring,Motiit,
Day inevitably bore new and poignant connolatiun
Throughout the land nearly 3,000.000mother* v\
had never before been separated from their soui j,0
faced the realization theymight never see thema^
And their sons, faced with tin- same grim possiLiIit
Kwamped telegraph companies with their mes.^
liome. In Army camps, airfield.*) and plaiu pri.-,]
homes, youngmen in uniform united in countless 0}
servances of the da\ . To commanding genera], fr^
coast to coast had gone orders from ^ashiugry-J
urge every officer and enlistedman towrite homcM*
10 "as an expression of the loveand reverence u
<_<,!
to the mothers of our country
"
*
At Camp Forre.-l.. Tenn.. soldiers elected Mr*.-!
TV. Covington. 8b, their "Dear
Mom"
ior tin (C
Brought froni her home at College Grovt.. Ten;...^_
was reunited briefly with her son. awarded a t.s-
war bond. and thee while soldiers sang That H ,,.,"'
iulMother of JJinc. slic was reverently crtiwn^ B--g
a garland of white roses and carnations (<v///,...J
ma






With proud determination Mrs. America approaches her annual assault against dust and
dirt. Ordinarily this involves cleaning walls, 'waring floors, polishing furniture. This year
it can also release vital scrap materials for war.
42
SPRING HOUSE CLEANING 1942:
FORWARD MARCH WITH
THE SCRAP BRIGADE!
HOUSE CLEANING this SpriDg is giving Mrs.
America the opportunity to make a vital contri
bution to the war program!
She can help feed our factories the scrap they need
by turning in all the old junk that has been kicking
around her house for years.
Basements, attics, garages, closets are now yielding
up vast hoardings of old rubber, scrap metal, rags,
waste paperscrap materials that can help provide
vital war materiel.
Metals will soon be going into guns, tanks, ships,
shells. Old rubber will become tank treads, gas masks,
lifeboat rafts, pontoon bridges.
Typical statistics released by our Government show
how mucli this activity by the home froDt "Scrap
Brigade"
can help . . .
2 pounds of old rubber will make one life raft for
a Navy plane!
12 pounds of scrap metal will provide half the steel
required for a small machine gun!
The pictures on these pages are published by the
makers of Johnson'sWax to show how every housewife
caD join in this vitally important job.
Copy-lfM 1M2, S 'C. JohteOll 4 Bcs. lac !
Search lor old rubber begins in closets, end* in parage. Old rublll i
gloves, old overshoes, torn rubber boots, worn bath or sink mst.
tire from Mary's tiring, worn rubber heels. Every ounce coujj
I I
gptivs. b t r-L
Advertisement
Uf basement reduces fire hazard! Collect old iron or brass beds-stoves,
astern. ip>ns, fans locks, springs, lighting fixtures, toys, radio parts, pots,
ton, pipes, old tools, radiators, batteries. But not things you still can use.
Clean attic IS a safer attic. Old rags and paper are precious for war
wis. Collect worn clothing that cannot be made over old bedding
and mat
rasses, draperies, pillows, carpet, dust cloths no matter how badly worn.
- '
im 5 i ^-^.a^::-?*-?
'"***'*
sb em ammesa *,.Taa
*Wn ready, sort metal, rubber, rags in piles. Tie paper in neat
bun-
"* A local junk collector (see classified directory) will pay fair
prices
* youmay pVe^ charitable organisation. Deliver scrap yourtelf if
you can.
One easy, inexpensive way to "take care of the things you
have"
is to protect them
regularly with genuine Johnson's Wax. Floors that are
wax-protected grow more
beautiful every year. A wax-protected home makes every house cleaning easier.
Furniture, Woodwork, windowsfllB, leather goods, refrigerators, many other objects are
protected againstwear, are easier to clean,when polished regularly with Johnson'sWax.
Linoleum Surfaces protected with Johnson's Self-Polishing Glo-Coat last 6 to 10 times




More is the lornnto juice
you've boon looking for, with
a Freshness, a mellowness,
a delightful gardcn-swcct
flavor that you may never
yet have found. The flavor
of Campbells Tomato .Juice
starts with extra -luscious
tomatoes specially developed
for richer, sweeter jtiire. These tomatoes
are hurried to Campbell's just at their vine-
ri|K*noil peak, pressed lightly, and the garden
freshness of the juire is retained for your
enjoyment by a special canning process.
No matter where or when you buy





Good health is more
important nowadays
than ever before. Guard
it with an adequate sup
ply of vitamins . . . An
eight - ounce glassful
of Campbell's Tomato
Juice every day will help immensely,
for there's no better-balanced vitamin
drink. Resides providing vitamins A
find II. it"s a rich source of vitamin C.
In Campbell's Tomato Juice, the vita
mins are safeguarded by the same
special ennning process that retains the
true fresh-tomato flavor. Rememl>cr, at
least an eight -ounce glassful every day
for evervone ! \
Iws.
8-
/Suppose an old lady
talks for a changer
Her subject is beer and the men in the home
"I am a grandmother now. I've raised a
large family and I think I've seen a lot
of life.
"It seems to me that never before in
our time, have men worked under the
strain they do today.
What a wife can do
"When a husband comes home from his
day's work, he deserves peace, and un
derstanding, and complete sympathy. He
looks to his wife for a smile of welcome!
. . a cheer)' word.
"Tiring as a wife's chores may have
been, they do not hold a candle to the
vexations and worries of the average man's
daily work.
"A good wife, if she is really worth
her salt, will do all in her power to give
her husband the quiet contentment of a
peaceful fireside.
"I've found that in this life, a little bit of
give-and-take can do wonders to help
out. A little tolerance goes a long way
to prevent extremes.
"I think it's like that, when it comes to
beer and husbands and other grown-ups.
"A man should be able to relax at
home in the way he likes best . . . with a
glass of mild and friendly beer, if that's
what he enjoys.
"Served that way, by a wife's own hand,
beer is truly a beverage of moderation,
as Nature intended it should be.
A mother's sons
"And when our children reach man
hood, they'll remember this spirit of
parental understanding at home. It will
help in guiding them to moderation and
good sense in a rounded life.
"If wives and mothers would look
upon beer with tolerance and wisdom,
they would soon discover it to be an ally-
in keeping their men happy, fit, contented
. . . and above all, men of
moderation."
The brewer! ofAmerica are eager to have beer win
the place it deserves in the confidence offorward-
looking women: a beverage ofmoderation for the nation. As a tolerant and modern-minded woman, won't




program ... to prevent abuses
wherever they may occur in the retailing of beer and ale. It is described in a booklet sent free on request.
Address: Brewing Industry Foundation, Dept. AM, 21 East 40th Street, New York, N. Y.
jJHLf>,
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L HAZARDS BESET U.S. DOMESTIC LIFE WST
-^:^s^mWBe^^*aWatBaSiss^^
UIICDAUn CUADTD? Major Arthur V7. Wermuth, famed
nUODMPIU OnHnLn! "One-Man Army of
Bataan,"
was ac
cused of being a two-wife husband. Olivia Oswald (above) -aid they married
in Manila Dec. 7, 1941. displayed a "weddins In Chicago, with ihe
wife he married m 1935, Major Wermuth (beluu I =aid the picture portrayed
him but not a wedding. LaterOlivia recalled it mayhave been a mock wedding.
HUSBAND-KILLER
In Singac, N.J., Geneva Humplir
ifter her husband in the fanun <*- ]
ran him ilu^n, killed turn. 'Accident,
'
-aid -he [above, ccnicr). Mo.
charged the ?tate when friends told of family quarrels. Famed Suffragist C
Chapman Calt. 87, for whom die Humphrey worked as, domestics, appe
the defense [below). But Last week Mrs. Humphrey drew eight to lea
Tt*r- I
urn. Instead. Lverett MrLlhinne) <1ied. Mis wiie was chargei
iih murder. In court -he fainted, was aided b) her mother (nbnre). When a v




In their Los Anceles apartment, the Har-
rv C. Tenders sot into a -pinted marital
discussion. Tcge-ler remembers --a\ mg. "Wait a minute,
honey."
Then the cof
fee jug smashed over his head. He ended up in a hospital with head cuts
{be-
iW). Hb, wife Mabel, 10. ended up in the municipal jail where she demon













Mary loathes birds hysterically, as she reveals wi.cn imio .i.,.m
Spencer shows her pet bird. This phobia bringsMary's downfall.
MARY ANDERSON TRIUMPHS AS
BROADWAY'S NO. 1 HELLCAT
Standing at right in her night clothes like LadyMacbeth
Jr. isMaryAnderson who is currently acting one of the
meanest, slyest females ever hissed off the stage. Her im-
med iatc intention is to break up a happy home hy a candlc-
Iight seduction in Guest In The llouxc, a Broadway play
by Hagar "Wilde and Dale Runson.
At her first entrance, ^larv anjyurg tft be an angelic little
creature befriended by relatives l>ecause she is a semi-
invalid. The subsequent development of he^neurotic ciis--^
scdness doesn't quite make a good play, hut as acted hy
21-year-old MaryAnderson, it definitely fascinates an au
dience. For like Hamlet's players, Mary is able to "tear a
passion to
tatters"
all over the place.
Significantly,Mary got her start three years ago when
she was emotionally cnflamed at a football game at How
ard College, Alabama, where she was a freshman. Some-
Ixxly took a snapshot of her cheering and screaming, and
Mary sent it to a movie talent scout during the great na
tion-wide hunt for a Scarlett O'Hara. Thereupon she was
called to Hollywood, made her debut as one of Scarlett's
girl friends, and given small parts in six other movies.
Now in Guest In TheHoutet\\er firstBroadway appearance,
Mary shows the making* of a first-rate emotional actress.
5
Mlfjf illSllllSa hnnl-workingnrliBt'smodel (Pert Kelton) because
she poses in the nude.Themndr! quits nnd ihe artist lose* his job.
uiiest in the House (continued)
A DABA M>JHT
'MiLi dJEk.l
New cream positively stops
*
underarm Perspiration Odor
as proved in amazing
HOT CLIMATE TEST
1. Not stiff, not messyVodora
spreads just like vanishing cream!
Dab iionodor gone!
2. Actually soothingYodora can
be used right after shaving.
3. Won't rot delicate fabrics.
4. Keeps soft! Yodora does not dry
in jar. No waste; goes far.
Yet hot climate tests made by
nursesprove this daintier deodor
ant keeps underarms immaculately
sweetunder the most severe con
ditions. Try Yodora!
In tubes or jars10^,







(AkotuJ y% br *uk)
For that "iusi lane in your cocktails, try
-
Gold Seal Vermouihi. Made by the same l
killed vintners who blend the famous Gold |
Seal Oumpitnt.
*
iiuju we n.. tat, Mm. fiimt m. t. j
Miry pOlSOOS the miOtl of an artist's wife (Louise Campbell) by hinting her husband
hud an affair with model. Thus Mary rewnrds people who take her into their home.
VICTOR RECORD
HIT OF THE WEEK
Tommy DORSEY
playing
"The Lost Call for
Love"
Th t* Dortey record it jw.t whol you need in
that* trying timet. Relaxing rhythmwith thai
tenemental touch by Tommy, vocal* by
Frank Sinatra and Ihe Pied Pipers. On the
other






I0TH SIDES FOR ONLY
SuBfl*>>*d liii price
50<
Th* World's Gr.ot... Aril.I. or* on
VICTOR RECORDS
. BUT U. S. DEFENSE BONDS I .
Mary tries 10 Sedllte her artist benefactor ( l.eon Ames)
after persuading him that his
wife misunderstands him. Mary's disrupting influence ulsi. drives
this limn lu drink.
Gabardine Suit
of Correct Weight
e Ideal for comfort-
oble spring and summer wear, with
silkiness of weave and good looks
which distinguish a truly fine gabar
dine. Loomed from 100% Wool
Naphthalated virgin wool gently
cleansed in naphtha to preservewool
fiber strength. For name of nearest
store write Arlingcrest Naphthalated
Wool Service, 401 Broadway, New
York, N. Y.
ARLINGTON MILLS, Lawrence, Mass.
GUV WORSTEDS. . . BUY NAPHTHALATED
CONTINUED ON PACE II
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Il *ir til motional CriSiS crafty Mary Anderson tearsherown blouse
afterher attempt lose- teU neighbors that theartist bruUllyattacked her. hoping thereby to ruinhu reputation and
duce artist has failed. Then Mary ploU to run from the house in the middle
of the night and completely break up his household. ButMary's neurotic skulduggery comes lo no good end.
58
//// J. 1) P' 3
PEOPLE (continued)
Francos Farmer, the SO-year-old stage uud screen actress, is leading her appiieuiiun
for probation which she filed iu Santa Monica. Calif, on Oct. ii. Earlier in the eck
Mia. Fanner wus arrested for drunken driving during a dimout. spent eight hours in
jail. She told the officials that dimout regulations
"bored"
lier, gave her ugi- as
"15."
th*? Shirts You Want!
Fine shirts, quality shirts typical of
the dependable style and value throughout the entire Reliance
Ay-won Dress Shirt line! By themillions, hard-working Amer
icans are daily enjoying extra comfort, extra wear, extra style,
when they Rely on Reliance! Finding smart new colors and
patterns that harmonize with any wardrobe! Aywon, Skyline
and Sedgwick Brand Shirts are sold by better stores every
where. Reliance also serves many of our country's armed
forces with Reliance-made Parachutes,
Mechanics'
Suits,
Jackets, Pants, Shirts and Underwear.
RELIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
212 W.il Monro. Slra.t Chicago, Illinois
Now York Onico 200 Fifth Avonuo
MAKERS OF Big >'** Skim tod Trousers
Happy HomemodKay Wbitvey Frocks No-Tare
Sbortt . Universal Pajamas > Yauisltire Coats
Pearod ShirtsJor Boys
Vtn.dc.U4., the star whose hair is an eyeful, promised to spend an evening oflweek ,, ,
,l;
,,., ,,,,, Ino!fl , . ^.^ fJ J
mat,, Igor i'lan.uholf. an impecunious winter, hid ..*, go, ,v ,^
*




/ . "BeSl FOOl
Forward"
inlr.Hliic.-* ."ifi vmill.fii] nrwimim. fill under *ll. Tlir fun-
i nic*l inunicnl is lltf AH I finale wlirn a gnnp of prcp-schoolcrs, avid for wiiivenin,
L .1 divest h mi-vir stnrd.owmar.v Ijinr) wlinm one of them hns invilcd In thr prom.
"BanjO
Eyes"
i\ lutM-d on Tlirrr .l/,,. nn a flnr*r, revived tl). n im,M.-;il -.,rr, .-, dnzz-
lihfdyctisl rimed fluinr*. nnd KddicCiinl.ir. In lliis"i|n-nm KddiVnnd tlir cho









ItS A WOMAN WHO HAS GONE FAR ALONG THE ROAD TO DIPSOMANIA, SUSAN HAYWARO IS SHOWN ABOVE IN A FRAMEWORK OF SPLINTERED AND DRIPPING GLASSES
MOVIE OF THE WEEK:
Susan HaywanLnlavs drunken wife
After the huge successof ThcLnst II crhmii it was
inevitable that Hollywood shouM switr.li protag
onists and make a movir about a female alcohol
ic In Smash-Up Universal-International consci
entiously examines the
case of a young nightclub
singer (Susan llavwnrd) who gives np her own ca
reer to help her crooner husband. Rut when be be
comes preoccupied with success the marriage be
gins to fall apart and she takes up serious
drink-
-Jlic.As ibe luc-band. nlavcd bv Lee Bowman with
nuent and unmanageable, produce some of I lie
most harrowing drinking scenes ever filmed.
Tomake ihefilmaiithenlic DirectorStuart Heis-
ler enlisted the aid of Dr. FJvin M. Jellinpk, Vale
l Diversity's
authority on alcoholism. Before one
scene Miss llayward even downed two stifTdrinks,
found she played belter cold sober. Although the
movie falls short of artistic perfection, partly
be-
cause of its overlong drinking scenes, it realislical-







From Evening Standard Reporter
LITTLE MISSENDEN, Bucks.
Wednesday.
4 fter preliminary evidence
"** the Press were cleared
from the court to-day when a




street. S.WV was accused of
offences under the Official
Secrets Act.
Superintendent Unsworth, of the
Buckinghamshire County Police,
told the magistrates that the
defendant, giving her name as
Pamela Roebottom, was detained
near a military camp in the Home
Counties. At the time of her
arrest she was in the company of
several American soldiers.




lllOliy baroness picked Joe up one night when lie was having n friv Leers in a
l/>n-
l puh, ami asked him n lot of leading questions. When this slor.v appeared in the
vilard Joe added the clipping to his collection as a




X FOR WOMEN WORKING ill this
all -miiI i-nrl...Miiiisinjru(*ar
He* i in i< a ih'w line :nliini
umli-ruear .nid sl(i'|iiii^ wi-.ir.
PRECISION shifT. Hiinil ilnuii. |nii|.H*ly
planned fnr t-iilirlfH I a- \ nil sloop ^
and l"'ii<l and -In-lili. Simp* thai
jri\ i*: panl* llial ihimI liilcli up or drag
down. Piul-kli'*!-. ]m'|;iImIi kiiilh'd <>IImii ur ta\oii...
for lite IrininiiM' Iniir-I) i- nr\ cr iinirr rn'i'dnl than now.
AND BECAUSE .lHiixhiiri-nrlniU ll ... lnlu-1- il. voir mm lip*iirr of it?
wearing, ashing, keeping ll- nnd looks i i
_ 1 . 1 In llic fiid.
MUNSINGWEAR
i'MiKiin;m, si,Knnvr..i\M.i.orx;i.\'f; ikaii, kiu'miaiicim r..\ n m rms, iiostfhv
M I \SI M. I. \ It. IM,, MIWKAIMILIS
Ml.'
YOlIk LIIICACU LOS A.NCF.1.ES
I pat.l*. >.-!=.
(mil-, cluiiii-i -. -lips,
pajamas ami its.
Priced so
there* plenty cllillt;:r left
f,,i War Stamp* jo. I ll..n.ls.
Al better stores everywhere.
,//<uy
"I'm a military objective in 'THE LADY HAS
PLANS.'
First, Roland Young asks me to take my robe off.
"Then Albert Dakker asks for a look.
"Then along comes Roy Milland. I thought he was
different . . . but, no ... he gets that familiar look in
his eye . . . you know, that I've-got-plans-for-you look.
"It all happens in my new picture 'THE LADY HAS
PLANS.'
.
"I'm the lady (it's very difficult at limes) . . . and I'm
mistaken for a 1942 Mata Hari who has secret war
plans on her back. And every front man in the
world, it seems, has been assigned to uncover my
back, discover the secret and recover the plans.
If you want a lot of laughs and a lot of thrills . . .




... and it's loaded
the gunwales with the funniest, friskiest en
tertainment that ever had your heart doing
a jig. STARS ? There's Dotty lamour, Bill
Holden, Eddie Bracken. Seven, yes, seven





side of 'em, coming fast and furious. Add it
all up, and what have you got. Just one .
the fastest, funniest musical entertainment^
ever made . . . that's oil!
"THE REMARKABLE ANDREW", we promise
you
....
guarantee you an evening full of laughs and
surprises with |




"America mum be tin; elder brother
of tin- malum. In thi- brotherhood or
man."





Thanks, a thousand times thanks, for




Office for Emergency Management




May I offer my criticisms of Henry
Ii. Luce's America's War And Amur-
lea's Peace? They am only two. I fully
agree with Ills stand for China.
The first is an exception to his com
ment that wu have been losing the war
for three yearn "since
Munich."
We
have been losing since .Spain and it is
the duty of great publicists to make
America conscious of that fact. . . .
My second objection is his tendency
to play down the role of Russia. If Eng
land had shown one half the caliber of
the Russians In fighting Hitler he would
not have been so niggardly In his praise.
1 am very suspicious of a new world
order which does not include Russia as
a full-time partner. I have nothing but
contempt for the school of thought







. . I, as a young American, resented
the. article and could not help thinking
how much mom I should have resented






America's War And America's Peace
Is exceedingly fine In many respects. It
Is thoughtful and stimulating, with one
serious flaw.
The exception lies in Mr. Luce's treat
ment of the U S -British relationship.
It appears to be badly handled and
very undiplomatic. The attitude is typ
ical of a great many Americans and Is
well known to most people In the Brit
ish Empire very well known and
greatly hated. It has been dinned Into
their vara constantly since the last




Is claptrap to all British subjects and
is most offensive. It is tiresome to re
peat the arguments against it and its
hateful Impact on the British mind. A
U. H. Army officer did it very well the
other day when lie said that the Amer
ican Expeditionary Force never saw the
British and French armies as they were
buried before the Americans ever ar




and groggy affair. He was there and




HOW TO GIVE YOUR CHILDREN
Japs At Homestead
sirs:
I just rinished reading about the
Homestead hotel, the de luxe residen
tial quarters fur the Japanese diplomats
(LIFE, Feb. 10). One paragraph made
me madder than a wet hen. I quote:
"They strolled among the palms In the
lung lobby, where a big American Hag
was ordered removed by the Federal
Bureau of
Investigation."
My numerous friends, and no doubt
a great many of your readers, are won
dering why our grand Hag was removed.
ALICE M. IRVINE
Now York. N.Y.









un ramit New Orleans Molasses
gives children extra iron the way they
love to get itin appetizing, delicious
foods.Andmothers appreciate theecon
omy of giving extra iron this way.
Scientific tests showBrerRabbitNew
Orleans Molasses is second only to
liver as a rich food source of available
iron. 3 tablespoons of Brer Rabbit
supply aboutone-third ofachild's mini
mum daily iron requirements.
irar Rabbit New OrUons Molossas
comes in two flavors Green
Label, a dark, full-flavored mo
lasses; Gold
Cook Bookov*h 100 ways to
molatt.t. Alio pamphkt
on children's Iron need*.
PENICK * FOID, LTD* INC, Nsw
Dspt. IFJOM
flMM Mnd moh copNM of irar afcMt't "Mod-






COVER GIRL is destined to be 1944's
most memorable musical...an exciting
motion picture experience that you
will remember for a long, long time!




a scene in new Broadway hit
Once in a blue moon, men at a musical show will
notice what a shapely star is wearing. Such a phe
nomenon is a nightly occurrence at One Touch of Ve
nus, Perelman-Xash-Weill musical now in its second
month on Broadway (LIFE, Oct. 25), At the end of
the first act, slender Mary Martin walks quietly on
stage in a lucent curve-caressing black satin dress, so
distinctive and provocative that an audible
"aaaaa.hr'
rises from the audience, to the mild distraction of
Baritone John Boles who is about to >ing something.
For a moment each evening, therefore, famed De
signer Mainbochcr steals the show from stars and
script alike. Of the >ix notable dresses he created for
Miss Martin in her current role, the low-cut black
satin job shown ahove is the most remarkable. It is
not a dress which Miss Martin could wear for house
work or for knocking about town. It is, in factone
which few other ladies could wear foranything at ali
























































































































Nothing here for the Censor, but . . .
Xhe censor will pass this letter just like a million
others. Nothing in it to interest him . . .
"... Johnnie came home with a black eye yester
day . . . You wouldn't know Mary now, with the braces
off her teeth ...Ed Fergus was asking after you,
son."
But to Corporal Robert Hawks . . . well, to Bob it's
everything a letter from home can mean to a soldier!
Like a lot of other things that seem so small and
mean so much. You know how it is, yourself ... a
postcard from a friend ... a pat on the back from the
boss . . . the cheering glow of an open fire.
Pleasant everyday things . . . little privileges . . . they
chase the glooms . . . boost the old morale.
t* * *
It happens that there are millions of Americans
who attach a special value to their right to enjoy a
refreshing glass ofbeer ... as a beverage ofmoderation
after a good day's work ... in the company of good
friends . . . with wholesome American food.
A glass ofbeera small thing, surely, not of crucial
importance to any of us. And
yetmorale is a lot of
little things like this.
Little things that help to lift the spirit, keep up the
courage. Little things that are part and parcel of our
own American way of life.
And, after all, aren't they among the things we
fight for?
A refreshing glass of beer or ale a moment of
relaxation . . . in trying times like these they
too help to keep morale up.
^Jfo













Youn own home dinner lable is the best
pl.-leelo Imil.l up your own fitin.l eheer.
Try il. Ask friends in often. Srrvc simple
fund, .mil trade talk, and relax. You'll finr]
it does wonders fiir ynn.
Vi inc is a favorite at such friendly tallies.
For wine helps people to enjoy good food
and good companionship. In fact, famous
cooks say food is aetually heller when
served uilli fi-agranl. plowing wine. We
suggest that you try it.
You serve wine in your home quite as
simply as you'd set out lea or
eolTee.We've
an interesting free booklet that lells about
wine and how to enjoy it. If you'd like a
copy, just write ihc Wine Advisory Hoard,
WS Serond Street. Sjiii Kraneisen.
Your nine ilr.-iler \>ill help you rluwi-e
among llie good wines of California.
And
when you dine out have wine wild your
dinner. Your waiter will hi- glad to seleel





























You're the woman at
home.




You're the woman who




You make the beds and
wash the dishes in
|
double-quick time so that
you can take ovwj
a lot of other jobs that




""taste wonderful ! ---J
You say
"no"
to an unnecessary trip in the ag
You save scrap, you save
fats and money.-; 5






You have endless energy.
: 3






You care for your
children. You scrub thttr?
ears. You pack lunches
for school. i j
You want your children
close to you. Y(JB.i
want to make them
secure in a free Ameji
You do without the men
of your family.r|
AWa you can take that,
tooif it is
nec**^
You do not forget to be a
womanto lex*
pretty, to




in a country at
war makes you, perhaps^*!
greatest reserve of
strength in America te^
?"







Makers of Xtds, XcietUs,
Lastex. '^^A
MimSi yim/ ant H. S.
Vmtmft JvS
Sieim Caps. uAici you mil /"J
S"> "ipS
Teur jaooriit store irben trr
conet .;
;1
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SHE KEEPS HOME WARM FOR HER
SONS WHEN THEY GO OFF TO WAR
Mr.
Irs. Willard Carlton Smith of Mishawaka, Ind. is
I one of some 3.000.000 American women who have,
in the last twelve months, seen their sons change
from casual boys in mufti to purposeful young men
in the Army's tan. the Navy's blue or the Marine
Corps'
winter green. She is one of many mothers who
have rearranged family dinner tables to close a gap
or two, who have adjusted their budgets to a few dol
lars less and their working days to a few hours more-
Like gallant women everywhere, she has never lost
the cheerful smile which you see at left. With it she
sped her eldest son. 2 1 -year-old Willard Henry, when
he enlisted in the Army three weeks after Pearl Har-
lx>r. She wore it when she went with her second boy,
18-year-old Howard, to Navy headquarters to sign
the release for his enlistment on Nov. 4. It
will surely still be there six months from now when
her third boy, John, turns 17 and fulfills his ambition
to join the Navy too.
Except for her prettiness and premature white
hair, there is little to distinguish Mrs. Smith from
thousands of other women who have worked hard
most of their lives that their children might grow up
strong and free. She is neither a perfect housekeeper
nor a perfect mother if indeed such things exist
But to Iter boys she stands for home, love, faith, all
the things they are fighting for. Writing her from his
Army post, Willard said recently: "Mother, you
have always wanted to be proud of me. ... I shall
make sure that the name of Smith is close to the top
on the roll of
honor."
Though Mrs. Smith herself will never l>e on any roll
of honor, her job is not the least part of the battle.
With two children at home, a husband who works
long hours as amechanic at Studebaker's South Bend
plant and a six-room house to run, she has plenty
to keep onewoman busy.^ et. l>etween cooking, wash
ing, cleaning and mending she finds time to assist at
the polls on election days, todo church work and sub
stitute teaching, to l>c on call as a civilian defense
worker, and to write her boys the frequent letters
that keep home warm for them while they are gone.
MABEL SMITH IS 4C YEARS OLD. GRAV-CVED, WHITE-HAIRED AND PINK-CHEEKED. HARD WORK HAS KEPT HER SUM
Sergeant Willird and Seamnn Howard walk along
with proud mother. Womanlike, she
is out of step.
Outside Smith hOI1$e on North State Street,Mrs. Smith shares her
hoys'
let
terswith another soldier'smother. Two-star service ring hang* in the window.
She markets thriftily, wearing old clothes. Boys
saved up to buy her new coat for recent birthday.
Mother (continued)
Darning the SOCkS for four activemen, plus sewing on buttons and
nictuJiiig the torn clothes, occupiesmostofMrs. Smith's evenings.
Preserving fruit, vegetables, pickles and jams means long
hours in kitchen. Mrs. Smith put up 500 quarts last year.
Wishing Clothes, household linen, husband's greusy overalls is
a chore that takes all dayMonday. She does her own ironing too.
MOTHER'S BREAKFASTS
Father faaS COllte and doughnuts at 6:40 before going to work in
South Bend. Mother, up since G a. m., has packed his lunch box.
JabR gulpsmilk, grabs appleat 8:10 before rushing tohigh
school. When Howard was home, he ate breakfast at7:10.
Willard breaktaStS at 9 with his little sister when he is home on
leave. Mother sits with all of them and eats hers in installments.
leys'
favorite is devilVrood cake with chocolate frosting. Moth
er never fails tomake one for them when they are coming home.
Cake'S tWO layers come out of oven, done to u turn. Mrs,
Smith sometimes makes bread too, feeds her family wclL
FfOm Mom 'in sugar icing goes on top of the finished cukewhich




*- In boys empty rOOm, Mrs. Smith interrupts homcrleHning to indulge in rnre moment of nostalgia as At Sewing machine in room she shares with her husband, Mrs. Smith stitches away at
















Balancing bod|el is housewife's task which Mrs. Smilh
likes unsnarl Ihem. Never lnrc^, family income has been reduced from father's wanes (orWar Bon.Is. Nonetheless, Smiths last
Im.i !. I... feminine Antipathy for figures, needs hours to by cessation of two older
boys'
earnings, deduction of 10% month managed to make the final payment on their house.
W,p'1
Mother (continued)
Substitute teaCbiQg in Mishawaka's public sehooU enables Mrs. Smith lo earn a little money
^for-^extrasT"
Here she fills in for .sixth-grade teacher ul 1 .a Salle Scho.il, Before site was mar
ried, she taught school in Arizona where .shemet Mr. Smith who tvas t ben u rnilruad worker.
Playing With dollS, Mrs. Smith gets down on the floor to shun her 5-year-old daughter, Mary
Rutherine {left), and playmate how to dress dolls, put them to bed. Mary Katherine came
along after Smiths hud adjusted themselves to a family of boys, is now the spoiled darling.
At Navy recruiting Station, Mrs. Smith signs
parents'
release which Howard (right ) needed
to enlist before new draft law was passed. Says she: "The boyswant to get in the fight, that's





letters many times before pasting them in scrapbook where she also
keeps their telegrams, postcards, record of their phone calls. Willard, at Kurt Sheridan, and




"Dear Mom... I never felt better in my
life"
Isn't itwonderful,Mother,
to get a letter like that from
your boy wherever he is . . . Iceland, Ireland,
Australia, or a camp in the U. S. A.
Remember how you used to worry about
his health when he was a little fellow . . . how
secure you felt in the house on Greene Street
because it was just around the corner from
Doc Brown's?
Right now your boy is getting the finest
medical care in the world. No matter where
he is, he's never farther than "just around
the
corner"
from an army doctor . . . and
a
mighty good doctor he is, too.
That doctor, as all American doctors are, is
armed with the knowledge that has grown
out of advanced microscopical research . . .
research that was made possible by Bausch &
Lomb's introduction of quantity production
of quality microscopes.
Today, in every field hospital, and in every
base hospital a microscope stands ready to
aid your boy's doctors ... to ferret out the
enemy that hides in the water and
the air and
the insect's sting ... to aid in the diagnosis
of disease.
And out on the battle lines, as on industrial
fronts, Bausch & Lomb Instruments are cre
ating winning standards of precision. In your
homes, schools and shops, modern eyewear,
as prescribed and fitted by men who have
made the study of human vision a life's work,






AN AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION PRODUC1NC OPTICAL CLASS AND INSTRUMENTS FOR





Put Your family in thisphoto Now...
^hat service flag on the waD is
for Son Dick,U.S.N.R.some
where in the Pacific at last report.
Proud as they are of what he's
doing, Dick's folks want hi back
as quickly as possiblejust as you
want your loved ones and friends
to come home soon. So everymem
ber of the family is doing something
to bring him back:
$
t
MP PITIPID IN Z9 : PACTIt HAP
Punpoir;stirs sotvsPteutptur
uormpmiupsompeeiftpwanatc







That's how everymember of this 1
family is working to bring about an
early end to thewar. Ifeverymem-
Iber of every family does as much,
we'll speed-up victory . . .
... andbriny Hie boys homeFasferf
\
Th*n, with p*oc* restored . . .
. . . America's families, together again,
will be free to live their own lives in
their own way in their own homes.
And most of these homos
will bemade more livable
more work-free by new and better
models of well-known products now
put aside by their manufacturers to
make way for war goods. like Duo-
Therm Fuel Oil Heaters, Furnaces
and Water Heaters!
Soon after Duo-Therm's war jobs are
completed, new Duo-Thfjlm models
will be ready for production. And
they'll be even more beautiful, more
efficient and more economical than the
pre-war Duo-Therms now delivering
more heat from less fuel in 500,000
wartime homes! a**, so.**-m cm.
DUO-THERM THEATERS
DrVtSOH Of AlOrOK WHBU. CO*K>tATK>N LANSING, MKMGAN
mmeaicAt LtAOtma MAmuraerusttm or rues, oil nearimo AfP.iAsccl
Carrier Battle (continued)
Antiaircraft Shells, fired from Shrout's carrier and from the I". S. destroyer at a*
burst over tie sty as three Jap torpedo planes, hidden by tie ack-ack, attemBU
Sil Jip plant! lira simultaneously on the water to the carrier's port The owtt;
the far left, with the plume of black amoke hijh in the sky, was the last one I. til
Aiotber carrier Bakes a sliarp tin to .void bombs. Smoke at leftcoiw i -
ing Jap plane, but smoke at right is merely from the carrier's hard-workine
//U>. zr
woman cm &0O, :
9
W/HICHEVER kind ofwoman you are, you'll fall in love
with the special rooms we've prepared for you at our
seven Statler Hotels. We haven't overlooked a thing ! . . .
i you arm a
MUSINESS WOMAN
I For, in addition to all the other niceties in our
> specially designed for women, you'll have a
;jis*k you'd love to have in your own home. And two
i ofwriting
paperdainty personal paper plus
:epmdAlboainess stationery. You may even have a
gjjpsw liter sent up to your room at no extra charge.
Pernaps yoo're a
GLAMOUR CELEBRITY
Our special room* were designed with a woman like
you in mind, too !The closets contain coveredhangers
for your gowns and dressea . . . special hangers for
your skirts . . . and atands for your smart new hat*.
The bathroom is gaywith a colorful shower curtain,
and we've even remembered to supply you with
facial tissues!
Suppose you're ftSe
WIFE OF A BUSINESS MAN
Madam, when you travel with your husband you'll
find that the Statlers have a double room
that*
a a
woman's dream of what a bedroom ahould be ! Gay,
tmarpjang draperies, with smart Venetian blinds
peeping from behind them. On the walls, refreshing




You'll adore our charming rooms for women for
all these little reasons that are so big at times:
Because we remembered to put needle and thread
within easy reach . . . because we remembered to
supply you with paper shoe bags to put your extra
shoes in when you pack. . . because we've arranged
to send up an electric iron, and ironing board,when
you discover your dresses are wrinkled. And because
we were thoughtful about putting a face cloth in
the bathroom.
Mayaybk you're one of these typesofwoman.
Maybe you're all of them rolled into one . . .
Whichever kind of woman you are, you'll
find the
Statlers*
special rooms for women
completely refreshing. So, when yoa next
visit a Statler city, come to the Statler Hotel
and enjoy one of them !
* BUY UNITED STATES DEFENSE BONDS NOWI *
29
HIW*, Lip.
ay Mrs. LloydMiller, if.: of ..kill.,1 worker making |,r.-,-isioii UmU for UncluSam
/''//
"FARM RAISED, at. Mr. Miller and I were, we're
partial to food* baked or fried willl flavorful
Mr*. Miller bay*. "We like the ricli
l-uitii- MiUM giva-,1. And we like MCOA un our
hoi liini'tiiln. Il ulwayn luhle& **> atviccl mid fn-r.li






Wayne, Twilu, Detain, IMores and Gloria
lead a wholesome American life on tbe section of farm where llieir pureiils
rent a collude. TImtcV a creek lo lih in, u "anlt-n In lend, open Held-., sweet
air. And tlicwc laul seven yeurs ulway* plenty of "bread 'n Ml
COA"
for
laetween-nmal aji|Mtile! M Cil, is Auuiricuii loo, you know. It in nude
with pure, digestible i-ejjr-mfVe oil* ihur I in fr.-i.li pulrurized bkim milk
aud bulb arc wholly the pruducltt uf
American fai
JTc ui\h in thank Mr. MUU-r and his family for their
frirndUnei. in Hviianiing ut itttv their home to take







U.S. tlomr faintumin, 1940
Cornell Lmixruly
* to, pamohl.1 -tour CMIaWs food and th. family
P~fc.rt.~k,"
wrfW n> fh."'' "".
AW .'</<.. Iml NUCHA golden
/mir (iolor-U ajer imlitdnl m w
ci*ii>tnti, usttnljuti us il tunnr.~a /mi





irartime is no time for grumps and jitters.Women, especially,
If have to keep thing? going at home with a cheerful high
hand no matter what !
So use every little trick you know. Keep busy. Keep beautiful.
And above all, keep comfortable and serenewhatever the
time of the mouth.
That's easy as busy wartimers by the millions are finding
out. They're switching to Modess, the sanitarv napkin that's
first for wonderful softness and hours of safety. Read what
some of them say about it.
"I'm fighting the food shortage! Gardening, canning, storing food it all keeps me
n my feet lotsmore, butwhat of it? Someone putme wise to
Modess'
extra softness, and
I switched.What blessed comfort ! Now I breeze through the toughest dayswith a smile
!"
% MODESS costa nomore than othernapkins, but il"madewith a special softspun filler thai**
fleeey as down. Entirely different from layer-type pads. 3 out of 4 women voted Modest
softer in a recent testl
"Pin taking over a man's job working hard to help keep America
going while our men fight. No time to baby myself on this job. But
I did want more monthly protection, and thank heaven I switched to





MODESS has a triple iulMength safety shield at the back. This guards
the entire napkin. It is your assurance of greater protection.
"I'm doing K. P. at the canteen! And now, more than ever, Tm
depending on Modess to keep me sunshiny. I've alwavs liked it for the
super way it fits. Modess shapes itself so smoothly to body lines. Seems
as if it's really made for
me."
*j Because MODESS is softer, it's bound to fit as though
special!*-
made
for you. Its softspun filler conforms to your body. And where some
pads have hard tabends,MODESS has softest gauze. No t*Hflr outlines.
Hurtle wi'tri a Smile! Switch to
?ijtiocJess
Modess
S A N I T A A T NA'KINf
MODESS RecoLAI. for the great majority of .omen. So highly absorbent it
takes care of even aboe..verige needs. Makes bulky, over-sixe pads unnecessary...MODESS JUNIOR u for those who require a .lightly narrowTn^SZ
ATailable in boxes of 12, or bargain box of 56 pads.
lit*?, > o
CANNON
Mads by the makers of Cannon Towels and Hosiery
I'm one of
IV-l-lr'-E-Sr
"YOU KNOW . . . the gals who stay at home ami
keep things going.
"Doesn't sound as exciting as the WAACS. or
the WAVESbut it's every bit as important. It's
our job to make everything we have last
longer
anJ not to buy a single thing we don't really need.
"Take these lovely Cannon Percale Sheets I'm
ironing. A year ago I didn't even know all the
things you could do to make sheets last longer.
NowI not only know 'em ... I practice 'em!
Washing :
"I never soak sheets overnight any more. 15
minutes before washing is plenty. I never use a
bleach when I can hang sheets out in the gooil old
sunshine. If I do use a bleach, I follow directions.
And I always rinse twice after bleaching.
Hanging:
"I fold my sheets evenly, hem to hem, and hang
them that way on the line ... so they're easier to
iron. And if the wind's blowing a regular gale, I
don't hang sheets outside that day. Why punish
'em?
Ironing:
J "The golden rule to remember is . . . don't let
your iron get too hot. And never . . . never press
sharp folds into your sheets. If you can remem
ber to fold them a different way now and then
... all to the good.
In use:
"Don't yank sheets off the bed. Take it easy
. . . they'll last longer. Never use a pillowcase for
a laundry bug. And equalize the wear on all your
sheets. Don't use the same ones over and over
again.
And when you must buy:
"If your sheets are down to their very last warp
and woof, please remember this: smooth, sweet-
sleeping Cannon Percales cost just about the same
as heavy duty muslin. And they wear and wear.
There are 25% more threads to the square inch in
Cannon Percale than in the best muslin!
"What'smore ...you can savemoney on Cannon
Percale. As much as $3.25 a year for each bed at
average pound laundry rates. And if you wash
your own, you'll find Cannon Percalemuch lighter
and easier to handle.
"Once again . . . f repeat . . . don't buy sheets unless
you have to! If you do have to, choose a name you
can trust for all the things you can't see for your
self in a sheet. That's why I buy Cannon. If you
can't find the size you're looking for in Cannon
Percale (and that may happen these wartime
days!) ask to see Cannon's low-priced muslin
sheets. Muslin or percaleI'm sure you'll be just
as proud of your Cannon Sheets as you are of your
Cannon Towels. And please, please make them
last!"
Cannon Mills, Inc., New York, N. Y.
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"She's a changed womanl
"Nervous . , . touchy . . .





Iter legs uir tending llic
water healer
Pampering
the furnace like it was a
baby-
Spendir.;.' too much lime
in the kitchen
Uut look at Doris now!
Dishes... laundry . ..cleaning
all so much easier
because an
Automatic Cas Water Heater
*Ccrlib>d Performance
furnishes





No soot or dust







Yes! since Gas does the
big jobs in our home
Duria is a changed
woman!'*
"He's a changedman!
"Dun would have you
believe that
1 got all the breaks when
we modernized our home
with Cas!
Bui 1 euuld tell him
how his
disposition's improved




things of the past!
And how he cornes
whistling down to breakfast
after a shower that never
turns cold in the middle!
How he compliments me
on my conking
fur
the liist time in years!
How lie loves to show "IT
our blessedly silent
Cas refrigerator
How proud he is
of a home that's run the
modern, elficient way
with Gas
proud of its comfort . . .
low-
operating cost . . .
the beauty of our
new Cas appliances!
Yes! Don's a changed man !
'
The variety of imiilcls i.l jll<;..> a|i|
anecs bus been redtn-.-d but llie^e
models have Iw'uii sek'i-h-d lu provide
the besi coiiihinali I
ll'
si *-
|H.rlanl inml.rn i.peralitijl features. If
yi.u jn unw unable to se.-uru llie (.as
equipment yt.u need, y.ur pr.-s.-lit
Gas appliances should In: j.lj..>l.-.l ..r
repaired, il nei-essary, In render lln:
in. .si L'llii-ienl st-rvi.-e. C.mi-uIi v.mr
CasAppliau.T Dealernrliasi: |.......
AMERICAN CAS ASSOCIATION





















Typical HOUSeWlte Mrs. Gilbert Amherjr (LIFE. Sept. 22) .stands with her husband and children
admiring n two-nrrc plot in Kankakee, III. on which Ihry hope to build n house some tiny. When
Mr. Amherg's business improved, Ihey wisely invested in reiil estate. Mr*. Amberg was risked lo
tpciikiit StephensCollege fonmi on "The Americnn Wonmn and Her
Responsibilities"
in Novnn-
Iht, gi>l herself a new liair-do with bangs. The children huve become confirmed camera-muggers.
SPEAKfNG OF
PfCTURES . . .
, . . THESE
PEOPLE'
S LIVES WERE
TOUCHED BY LIFE LAST YEAR
During 1941. LIFE's cameras tookmanyarlo.se-up view of private lives.Tboy
focused on the rich anil the poor, tbe prominent and the obscure, the beau
tiful and the homely. Some people were examined liecaiisethey are exception
al, some because they are typical. But all, in their individual way, are signifi
cant of our scene.
Here, at the start of a new year, LIFE turns briefly backward to look
apain at a score of |>eople whose lives it touched last year. Were is a review
of the big and little things that have happened to them in the five or eight
or twelve months since their stories were published. A few. like \ ielor Ma
ture {upper right) and Jinx Falkenburg {tterl pai/e), are children of the spot
light and bask in its added glow. Hut the majority of them are everyday citi
zens, plucked from their everyday lives for a moment, and to Ibem the scrut
iny of the public eye is a sudden, strange experience. Hut it is un experience
which even the most retiring seemed to relish and which, with the aid of
scrap-
books, souvenir flashbulbs and yellowing stacks of fanmail, few willever forget
AttOr Victor Mature f 1,1 IK, April 7) has a new wife and u new Hollywood contract worth
Mime $1,200 a week. The wife, to whom he is here demonstrating Unit he is still "a beautiful
hunk of
man,"
is Martha Stephenson Kemp, widow of Hand leader Hal Kemp. The contract
tlivide.s his talents equally between the Hal Roach and Fox studios, (rcalcsl ehange: Vie is
now courted by cinema bigwig* whom he tried in vain tomeet when he was poor and unknown.
Typical ParSOII Edwin A Briggs (LIFE, Feb. Ii) filled his church in Boone, Iowa, In cnpiirily
*fn lie conducted a revival meeting last month. Always populur wilh his congrcgntinn. Or,
Brings now seems to them a symbol of the supernatural support which they instinctively crave
wartime. During the last year,
he has been much indemandnsn lecturer and visiting preacher,
wnlly gave Religious
Emphasis Week addresses at Southwestern College. Admirers sent
him ii new mailbox and contributed toward nn office where he now gives personal consult n I inna.
Several asked for autographed Bibles. An inmate of a New York insane asylum asked l>r.
Briggs lo help him get out. a man in jail asked him for a job, n Filipino wanted his "spiritual
explained, a Chinaman wanted money to come to the I". S. and an Australian
soldier in Lihya wrote that he was praying for "your own (Jood Self and your Church
Folk."
(/<*x*2>
MEAT. . . ti,e
MEAT AND THE AMERICAN FAM ILY... Proteins are essential to life. The well-being of every man, woman and child depends
on them. They build and repair body tissues. Since no appreciable reserve of proteins is stored in the body, they must be supplied in the daily
foods you eat.
The proteins ofmeat are of the highest biologic value, containing sufficient amounts ofall ten of the essential "amino in a
form readily utilized by the body.
^vv^caXccuv^ Lo^jSUy LeJL
oJUa^o^l \JUkxAjlJL y<rx. tJUi^AAi
ctAtJL -tSU vVuiL VJjl w*A*. vvkwl a. &*~JL pjurpik
oaaA. >*p^j<A$rJiAA.
fJUn. >Wu yv^ioJU. oa*tu/vu {fiaArxrt-




looks very natural and
n sunshine. As usual, his
but Joe gets a lump in
lifelike, knitting on the back steps of the old house in
mother's hair is a little windblown and her stockings a
his throat cverv time he looks at her familiar smile.
The WIT Orphan
"adopted"
by Joe's regiment posed for this snapshot outside her blitzed house-
Both her parents were killed in an air raid. Hearing her story, Joe realized for the 6rst time what
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om the Windmill Theatre in Iy>ndon mailed Joe
n the program of the continuous
"Rcvudevillc"
*he appears daily. Her name is Pam Trevers.
Over lier likeness, which Jfte admits is curiously indistinguish
able from those of other girls in chorus, Pam has penciled an
arrow. Joemet herat a servicemen's dance in London oneeve
ning and tried to date her up, but best he got was this stock
photograph. Though Joe considers it unsatisfying, it has
won a good deal of attention from other boys in his oul6t_
mmmmmm&mmmmmmmmmmmm
EVfiN IT we'd been able to afford it, I couIJn'l
have staved on lure alone.
This little house where we'd bad so much
fun together- -it seemed forlorn and empty
after jack went on sea duty. And I felt ter
ribly use lcsi> be in", here all by myself.
So tomorrow I'll be baek in my old room
at Mother's, and w rking m a iniuntions plant
ami getting * tbnll out of doing it! Ill be
making weapons for men like Jack to light
with. And earning monev for War Bonds that
will get the war won lasicr, ami bring faek
home again.
The rose chintz curtains arc folded away
now. The chinas packed in barrels. Ami the
movers have taken everything to storage
-
the old Victorian sola we got at the country
auction, the andirons Mother gave ine, Jack's
favorite armcliJir- -yes, everything
except the
few pieces of International Sterling wc got
when wc were married.
I know it's silly of mc to keep them out
- but they mean something pretty special to
mc somehow. Not just because fine sterling
is so lovely in itself. But because well, that
sterling silver is a kind of promise of the home
we'll have again when the war is over, when
the money Iron, our War Bonds will compile
our set and buy the oilier things we've a-lwavs
talked ol having.
Yes, when the war is over we'll have a
home again anil all the rest ol our lives to
live together. It's the only sort ol living that
really seems to count.
Inri-rri.ihonal Sterling craftsmen arc now work
ing dav and night making war wca|x>ns. During
wariune only a very small amount of sterling
d/i/sir
silver can be made. Rut when the war is over,
there w ill again be
plenty lor everybody. And
when the solid silver you choose is International
Sterling, you will have the lifetime satisfaction
oi knowing . . .
- that your
sterling was made bv the world's
foremost silver house . . .
that your pattern was designed bv crafts
men whose predecessors were creating spoons
ol coin silver 100 years ago. ..
- thai pieces created by lnicrn.miui.d's present
cralisiucn have ollen been exhibited in bail
ing art museums.
W hy not earmark some of the money you are
pulling aside hi War lionJs now. for
tin'
put chase
ofyour International Sterling when the war is over?
Illustrated below are some of the lovely
International patterns thai \mII again be nude
in
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At 6:30 a. IB. Jane Amberg's day starts. To attain the treat of breakfasting alone, she and her Miking lout beds, three single, one double, ismidmorning task after doing breakfast (li>i,e^
husband must dress quietly, tiptoe downstairs. Usually the children, in pajamas, descend on driving Mr Amlierg to office, children to school, planning menus, marketing hy telephuoc.
them before they've finished. Mrs. Amberg serves breakfast and luncheon in huge kitchen. One sheet, all pillowcases on beds
an-
changed every week. This is Peter's and Tony's room.
Sctllbbirj UthtUb is another chambermaid chore. Mrs. Ambenj rarely
wears an apron, says
"PitkinE-lj"
in the living room must be done daily. This includes cleaning ash trays.
coIW-
simple dresses are more attractive, as easy to launder. As soon as she
gets up she ties ribbon ing paper- and books, dusting, beating pillows, mopping floor edge and carpel-T*i*nrus
around her hair, keeps it on all day. Note decftlcomania on hamper,
done by Mrs. Amberg. Negro maid (35c an hour) comes in occasionally to use vacuum cleaner and .-msl.
winW
m
HDJ room is Mrs. Amberg'a pride. When they rented house they tore down wail between
owiull parlors,made this pleasant spacious room. JaneAmberg is her own decorator, self-
fgntfrora books and magazines. This room combines moss-green wallpaper with flowered
chintz for two large chairs, pink stripes for couch and green check for
have 3C shades prettied with sjreenjejve^^yv^. barge glass lamp ha.
costJ0. Flower prints are indimc-.-tore frames.The bookcase {right) was
mailer chairs. Lamp*
ea in the background
made byMr. .Vmberg.
"Mf is any day Mrs. Amberg has a large-enough pile of the kind ol clothes that can
,
*'w tbe washer together. This compact home laundry is Mrs. Amberg"* delight. She
^ 'lllty clothes in. turns on various switches at staled interv.il*. later takes tbe damp
clothes out to dry on the yard line. When *he was quarantined in house for weeks nursing
her Children, who had mumps and -K-arlet fever. Mrs. Amberg would go to cellar, find escape























is what Jane Amberg calls herself at
lunchtime. As a girl she liked lunch- eggs laid out on table, andmodem gas range at side,Mrs. Amberg can turn Mnda-inW
"
-_ .. j, f,,i.i. .dmired their technique. With automatic pop-up toaster,
three kinds short orders out as fast as her brood can eat them. Jane ArnWrg is of young
-l"I "
uig at soda fountains,
ad i
I
of bread, butler, mayonnaise, tomato, lettuce,







fafcl k&*& is nvfin cUaq.
Labor unions have worked lone and successfully to
reduce the numt>er of hours workers should tod.
The housewife, as a worker, is in a unique clarifica
tion. Hers is a -.14-h.our-a-day job, including Satur
days, Sundays and holidays. Asleep or awake -.he is
always "on She is the execjjliv^^lahoror-aiTid
watchman of the plant.
Jane Amberg, like most young wives, not only does
most of the manual tabor connected with the running
of a home, but she also manages the household ac
counts. Making
ends'
meet is her responsibility. She
markets bv telephone (after canning local paper for
Ijest buys: because it saves wear and tear on the car,
gas. time and money. When she goes to market she is
tempted by things =be doesn't need. She buys her
; clothes and her own wash dresses in the ,
local -hops, goes to Chicago for her
"good"
dress,
her husband's suits. Prices are going up but her hus
band's salary isn't, ^he has already begun to re
trench. The children's summer shoes are pretty worn.
Last August she would have bought them new oues.




<*.li>~? . -"V - j
llltllElin is eaten in kitchen. Mr. Amberg follows small-town custom of lunching at home Children's OathS are part ol every day's work.
Pamela (oioee), 4, Tony, 3. must be bathed
'three miles round trip). No one waits for anyone else. First down, first served. "When I'm by their mother. Peter, 7, does it mostly
himself.
"Pamy"
must be 1 I dressed in morning
Todc,''
says Jane, "I can sit down with my first helping while they're still on their
second."
undressed for nap, 3)dressed after oap, 4i undressed at night, 5) hathed.6) dressed for bed.
"' Call"
means that Mrs. Amberg must be within hearing
distance ol her children all the ElCOISiOIIS 11 dime StOUS are a favorite diversion of this foursome. Big fortnightly event is
Un- Here Tony blocks slide. Peter
climbs up to kick him oh*. Pamy has been chased out of
tbe haircut in downtown l.arbershop, followed by icecream cones bought in bustling .Irvig-
'"*- Mrs. Amberg knocks


















When the Am bergS {0 OUt, a trusted girl comes in and
"sits"
from 8 p.m. until midnight for At Country Club, Mr. and Mrs.Amberg like to dance. Themembersdress for bip nights tutrix
S5c.*Tinir after midnight costs 10c an hour. Mrs. Amlierg has put children to l*ed and tidied July 4, Labor Day, New Year's Eve. Greatest attraction at club is nine-hole golf courw-. 7
the kitchen. When parents go out .tefore dinner, girl puts children to lied, gets double pay. Ambergs can't play, hope to take lessons next year, joined club to meet fellowKankakeeu
At ivvtk djujc; tud sLe,
fZnb 4in hrf IvusbatiA
In the movies, in fiction and advertising in women's
I magazines, themodernV. S. housewife isportrayed
as the sort of woman who keeps her figure, her hus
band, her make-up and her humor no matter how
tough the going. One effect of this constant propagan
da is thatmillionsof I*. S. women are doing just that.
Jane Arol>erg is a housewife but she is also her hus
band's I>es1 girl outside the home. About once s week
they go out for dinner, to movies, or calling. Home
entertaining usually means having one ormore coup
les in after dinner for cake, coffee, soft drinks and
beer. Occasionally they have a few guests in for di
ner. Jane Amberg joined a bridge club with "eic
other Zilch
gals"
hut prefers knitting to carda. Si
and her husband like to read (they belong to t]
Book-of-the-Month Club and subscribe to nunirnn
magazines) and listen to the radio. Neither ha- mm
time for community activities. Mr. Amberg U-lutij
to the Chamber of Commerce, hopes to join Kotar
His wife spy^ -l"-- -^ *""' *= -k:Hrrn
older.Atday's end she likes to gather them around in
{opposite page) for a warming, homey "goodnight
Fd guest dinner, Mrs. Amberg has set the tabic with colorful mats, silver
candlesticks and PUtillJ dinner Mr.-. Amlierg remains sealed until dessert course. Menu; steal.
center piece (edding presents), floers from the garden. While
guests lincrr over their cock- en green beans, hoi biscuits. icecream meringues, collet. Mr. Amlierg carves
tin- si.-,'.
tails with husband in tbe living room, Jane gets tbe steak out of broiler and
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auofLabor Statistics lists 20million
gjfjruiy half of all adult female Ameri-
ntially idle. They do not have chil-
r 18, they are not members of the la-
, they do not work on farms, nor are
lot infirm. With not nearly enough to
p.of them are bored stiff.
; that time hangs heavily on their
ptAOC entirely their fault. Many are over
5 to a generation which frowned on
jftBy hut poverty-strickenwomen.Their
hayewnrked hardtogive themanease-
r that they have it, it is a burden.
an untrained woman, has diffi-
g satisfying tasks to fill her days. So-
hich once busied manv women, is
1 handled by professionals. As a re-
f of these
"idle"
women fall back on
ndsof clubmeetings and card-play-
jfread too much low-grade fiction and /
> readily into dream realms of movies /
I Operas.
i group that has become the butt of
ists and of critical social commen-
nia Farnham and Ferdinand Lund-
>. their best-seller, Modern Woman: The
tcompiain, "Some unknown percentage
en classified as housewives are func-
ffinle more than wastrels seething into





Sdesertofwasted time, a fewwomen, par-
T Joung ones, nevertheless, are discov-
I there are more satisfying and useful
nding theirdays (seepagesfollowing) . PROPS FOR IDLE HOURS include jewels, pretty
rlothes. sleeping pills, perfume, small pets
and setv
fiction. Over the radio women may hear anvthing
Irom When a Girl Marries to Life Can Be BeautiJuL





REDUCING SESSION usually follows if a woman ANTIQUING is an easy way to pass endless hours,
who gets too little exercise is to maintain her figure. though the shopper may not buy anything at all.
COMTINUCO ON WeXT PAGE 109
"It's more fun being a Mother than a
Model"




make her a "Powers
Girl"
There's only one reason why a girl
might want to give up a glamorous
modeling
careerand lovely Phoebe
Dun u has two of tlicui. Suzanne ami Judy.
Age (j and 4.And take their proud father's
word for itthey'll be the Glamour Gals
of 19(10!
Because blonde, slim (105 pound) Mrs.
Dunn has taught them the "open
set-let"
that is practically a model's stock-in-trade
the importance of a radiant smile. At
their Darien, Conn, farm, this
"model"
mother sees to it that the Dunns practice
the dental routine that she preaches: Reg
ular brushing with Ipana. then gentle gum
massage.
l'hoelie is in good company. Thousands
of schools and dentists today teach the
same dental truththat a radiant smile
depends on sparkling teeth And sparkling
teeth call for firm, healthy gums.
FJlir6 One. It will lie some lime, nuturally. liefnre Suzanne can du Figure Kighls. But it'll not too early to train




mother has taught her.
This brief .vorkmil with Ipunn helps speed up circulatiuli within the gums . . . helped Phoebe get her sound teeth
uuil Powers Girl smile.
TOO mafljf COOkS? "Eat at your own
risk"
would seem to be a wise
footnote to the menu Suzuuue and Judy are whipping up. Actually,
tile same note ol caution applies to many of the foods we eat today.
Soft and creamy, llie.v allow gums to liecniiie llubby, tender. Which
calls for lpi.ua Tooth I'aste speciully designed, with gentle lliussage,
to help gams become iiriuer, teeth brighter.
Firmer gums, brighter teeth
with Ipana and massage
Product oj Briatol-Myert)
SiStef Act, led hy Suzanne (after all. *he'a in first grade!).
After brushing teeth vigorously with Ipuna, they help
guard against tender gums with gentle mussuge. Sensitive
gums,
"[link"
un your tooth brush, mean are your tlentuit.
Let him divide whether yours is simply u i'** for "the
helpful -stiniululiniiol Ipanu and
ShOlild parents 0 tO SCtlOOt to learn what so many
children already
knowthe value of gum massage?
Taught iu thousands of classrooms, 7 in 10 dentists also
recommend gum massage, national survey shows. (And
prefer Ipann 2 to 1 jor thvir tm-n vse!) But let your
dentist decide whether and how to masjauge your gums.
//'*. $i>n
Habits Worth Holding To
MOW much they mean to you in character, happiness,
and health in the later years . . . those honest little
habits of thinking and doing you learn at your mother's
knee . . . "Now I lay
me"
. . . "Do unto . . . "Clean
liness is next to Godliness".
Certainly, among the habits worth holding to, is the
delightful one of using Listerine
Antiseptic daily for oral
hygiene.Who can say how many thousands
look upon it as
the happy formula for starting and ending the day right.
Generation after generation has also looked upon this
clear, amber liquid as a tried and trustworthy first-aid in
countless little emergencies.
For Listerine is that vara avis among antiseptics, com
bining as it does a pleasant taste and refreshing effect
with absolute safety and rapid germ-killing power.
Keep Listerine Antiseptic always handy in your medi
cine chest. It's a good friend to have around.
Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. lj>uis, Mo.
LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
COUNTLESS EMERGENCIES
l/hO. H.^thESE LIPS SEND KISSES TO U. S.
FIGHTING M\
Once a WBek, pretty Marianne Sleene
of New
York writes to Air Cadet Richmond
Ware Bt
DorrField. Fla. She and
Cade' V. are have been
good friends for four years, havine
met during a
summer vacation nl Hot Sprinps. Va. As a
re-
sull of her training as an
actress in various
stock companies,
Marianne uses a small make
up brush to apply
her lipstick and her imprint
on back ol envelope is delicate and
well-formed.
Geiey Denman write, twice a
week t
^
dier. Corp. Faurest Anderson of Forl^
Wash.Gerev ha. also had some
slap-
esr|
but her kiss is more dieect, less d-ii^
Marianne's. Gercy's sivie could he cauj
id."
>Vhalever affectionate technique j
however, soldiers turns: Liiat
this visit,
od ls n prent
improvement over the a
itined SWAK (sealed with o
kis
Wide, CXOliC kisses are the
mark of Phyllis
Warren on her letters to JohnMulroy,
a private
in the Marine Corps. A
student at Gray Court
College, Phvllis has
known John [or about two
years, writes him
Irequently. Since kiss im
prints are liable to sroudg.
enroule through the
mail, it Ls best to let the
lipstick dry as thor
ough!.-
as possible.
Sometimes, in order to get
a better impression
ol their lips, girls apply a
little cold cream on top and
blend it carefully.
*5^-^S^
Blonde Pal Order's letters po t, u.
Dt-ct.. a Navy doctor wiv i> now on at
tr at sea. Pat met L>r. Deen last fall v
ship gave a cocklaii pnny in
Npt.- V
has beeD wrhinp him about twice a mol
then. Pat hase widt. generous mouth
envelop* kisse? are Jipb' and ten-iet
outlining her Ups. Siit
un-< a sofi sh*
stick to match her iovel blonde co*









,. niniaa*3 wake-up go




purple which means he is at his fighting best. To keep
*|iet constantly
hU battle edue. there is the intangible known as ruor-
_




.V!iu* budding and main tain Lng the morale of a fighting man. No
WSr
,





home Is more appreciated nor more eagerly received than mail from a
soldier .> _'irL
Here on these page*) are pictures of servicemen'-* girls, picked at random from
around New York. When each of these girls writes to her soldier or bailor, .--heapplies
an extra-heavy coat of lipstick and then kisses the back dap of the envelope. To
get the be-^t imprint possible, a small pocket mirror usually is held behind the enve
lope to ->tnfen the kLvsing surface. For amore complicated morale-builder, see
pag*1 I L-
itick is transferred. (\ire must be taken
lips during the transfer, else dc-uni
blurmJ. Lucilo'i soldier is Private A. Harper
whom -he met nve years ago when *be took a
room with his famUy in Harlem. She works ia
a beauty parlor and writes Harp*r frequently.
Blossom Chan's brother r,,,.,,,
boy friend, geld her letters senle*
kiss. Most perfectly shaped ol
shown herr. Blossom's ire like "ler name, dow--
ery and full. B!u"om'i brother, receatlv induc
ted into the Army, was the only Chint-e news
commentator un 'he air in the C. :?., brouilcajt-
ingfor WWRL, Blossom vu boro io (he I'. ?.
speaks onlya few words in Chinese. She is an in

































fOU *U1T 00 THt RUNNING BROAD
iUfMI* IN COMPETITION WITH THC IOTS
SPEAKING OF
PICTURES . . .
. . . HERE IS A GIRL'S GUIDE
FOR ENTERTAINING SOLDIERS
w\
That you see here is a new pat tern. >t entertainment for girls
ho visit their soldier friends in f". S. Array camps. All
o'.vr rhe country girls are finding it a patriotic pleasure to bright
en the lives ol these boys, but they are also rinding it no pink tea.
.-Hirf training makes the boys husky. They are full of vim. They
.re
lull-
of fua. For a girl to keep up with their fun is very hard
rc-ork. But this hardwork has its rewards in the form ofwarmmas-
I'uliue appreciation.
The young lady proving here that she can take it for Uncle
-"fam id -il-year-oldMarjorie Woodworth of Hollywood. Marjorie
w:usnapped byLLFE's photographerwbile visiting -ome of her *)l-
tlier friends .stationed near a southern California beach. Though
.lie is a person of increasing importance in the movie world
this month Hai Roach is releasing her first starring picture. The
Dei.il With HitlerMarjorie did not go Hollywood on the boys.
Instead of signing autographs or dining with officers, she jumped
into her bathing suit like a good sport. Whatever the boys did.
Marjorie did. or tried to do. LIFE herewith presents these pic







































Till must like Afmy food,as Marjorie does, piling hermesakit high. She doesn't have
to
worry about rations, because soldiers get all the sugar, butter and jam they want.
OOUBU PROTECTION? It's the t*o-
wuy Jainliiiesa Cashmere Bouquet
Svttp gives you! First, a rich, gentle
lather which ciVo/is** unity
body-
odor almost instantly. Then in




Cashmere Bouquet 5iap gives your
skin a subtle proteetinsi/rnfira/iee
the alluring fragrance men love!
,^-
,...-.
nilSl E9t With SOldiSrSat open-air tables. Here Marjorie found the swim and ex-
*riae on beach gave her an appetite which could be killed only by second helpings,
I
'luunnu. sailor- contest finds scrvicemcm submitting meekly to umtick and mascara as -fakmem' oauohtcrs- coatrcrc TO PtOOUCt PRIM WINNER
) girls, a kissing booth and midway attractions add up to the best servicemen's party of the season
1
party billed as a "County
Fair"
produced a
f pleasant surprises for 2,000 sailors and cad-
Wtukegan, ILL Expecting a simple, rustic
heyfound instead awheelofchancewhichwoo
wes, baby and beauty contesbrin which they
mtestants, horse races in which they became
Dorses. There was amidway, square dancing;
fortune- telling. There were also pretty girls. They
wore checked gingham dresses and Mazy Jane slip
pers, and made up for being outnumbered 10 to 1 by
their good looks, stamina and cheerful spirits.
Guests from Great Lakes Naval Training Station
and Glenview Naval Reserve Aviation Base were de
livered to the party in hayracks. Given stagemoney
upon arrival, men made a mad dash for the kiss
ing booth (opposite pa^),where Marilyn Myrland of
Girls'
Service Organization kissed 22 boys before a
colleague relieved her. An orchestra from Glenview
Naval Base played for dancing, and men went home
loaded down with cakes, dgarets and shampoo^sets










"in dream up pictures of kisses they hope to win Babf-COntest
H to play their stage money on wheel of chance. costumed for
winner is Aviation Cadet Warren Eckhoff, PllZt fof irettitlBSS goes to Sailor John Coouey, winner of
thepartbyDorothyBums ofWinnetka (Uft). "beautiful
sailor"
contest. Marian Dieterich made hi-
















Ready-Preparedwith or without Buckwheat
Submarine COOlbat pin is worn by Chief Pharmacist's Mate Lassiter. who has been
in Navy 13 years. Dolores Rodriguez examines miniature subs
fashioned in silver.
AStridC 1 tOrpedO, Dolores Hopewood and Ensign Frank Woodridge pose in rrocfg
Gilmore Hall, named for submarine commander who gave hi" life to save ha- *c3*
CONTINUED ON i*R*VS
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ilUs. Hij p. I
N PEACE AND WAR IT
HAS PROVEN ITS WDRTH
A
year ago soldiers and sailors were the country's stepchildren. Mam
moth Array camps had mushroomed on the outskirts, of towns
nhoe people were j^cDtical of the strangers in their streets. Soldiers
themselves} were lonely .n new .ind sometimes bosttie -urroundings. Over
crowded juke joints and 'lives, block-long queues at movie houses, uni
formed >f.reet-comer -tra^giers became the earmark of Army and Navy
towns. Morale wad a r^ai and urgent Army problem.
In the year chat riao pa^ed. the readjustment of both >oldiers and
civilians has changed iiuraie from a problem to a tangible niditary a^set.
Manv events have .-utributed to this chance. But a great role tn the
readjustment has been played hy USO (otihciaJ title: United Service Or
ganisations l. \\hile America was still at peace, six great national welfare
osencies YM.CA, YAVCA, Jewish Welfare Board. Salvation Army.
National Travelers Xid Association and National Catholic Community
Service joined forces *o farm L'SO. With emphasis on the
"united"
to
avoid the unco-i.rdm.iced trrforts of the sectarian service clubs of World
War I, they undertook a Herculean task. Their job was to raise
610,000,-
000. to provide fun ami coaifort for the armed services and for workers on
the industrial front, and to teach a still skeptical America its own respon
sibilities toward its fighting men. L'SO has done that job well.
It has not been easy sailing. Fortunately, USO has never tried to tell
the righting men of a democracy what they must do for recreation. In
stead it bas permitted their individual ideas and desires to formulate the
pattern and plan of I SG. {. SO >ood found classical music was as much in
demand as swing In its clubs, that the Army and Navy were hobby-
minded, that there were literally thousands of unforeseen little services
CSO could contribute to make itself of real value. LIFE, on these pages,
presents some of USO's contributions to the fun and fancies of its fighting
men.
America's Army ha.q grown enormously in the past year and w-Jl keep
on growing. Already America's men ire stationed over the whole world
and this year thousands more will be poured into the fighting fronts.
USO is keeping pace with a growing Army and it follows its men wherever
they may Ke sent Already there are JT offshore CSO units and before
the year is over there will be many more.
Last vear, when
I"
SO was just a promise for the future, Americans con
tributed more than 314.000.000. Amonth ago, when anew drive for funds
Started, L'SO set its quota at douhle last year's collection. Before July -I
it must collect S20.000.0W); by autumn it must have another 412.000,-
000. It believes that that goal will be reached. It thinks that an America




lEN'S LOUNGEin Union Station. Washington, D.C was formerly the
President'
*
m. Lounge was turned over to 1 "SO by President Roosevelt and is now u.-ed by
1,34)0.
lilors dady. USO operates +a lounges in ratlrwid and bo* stations for '_n.<ops in transit.
NEGRO GIRLS FROM ST. LOUIS Stay overnight at colored USO club uj Waynesvdle, Mo,
GirU are .scarcein many Army camp towns, so USO must import and sometimes house them. Be
low, wives of war-industry workers in Warren Town-ship, Mich, in USO personality and health class.
JOHN D.
ROCKEFELLER JR., honorary chairman of USO 1945 drive
for foods, opens campaign in




USO, with 507 cluhs. is the biggest chain dance-hall opera
tor in the world.
Even.- L'SO club holds free dances for
servicemen. There are radios, phonographs and free juke
boxes for dancing in the L'SO lounge^ and game rooms. Even
with all its clubs. L'SO cannot answer the dancing demand in
many big Army and Navy towns. Stag lines art almost al
ways too long. When th*- overflow from its clubs 1-eoomes too
great. USO must even rent big auditoriums, like the one on
the opposile page, in which to give its parties. Dancing in
volve*; more than just space and music: USO usually has to
provide the girls too. This means searching homes, schools,
clubs and businesses for dancing partners. When the girls
have l>een found, they all must be carefully checked. then
their interests, talent* and characters inquired into. Then at
the dance itself they must l>e carefully chaperoned.
USO holds dances for Negro troops in their own service
clubs and for war workers in the numerous clubs serving the
industrial communities. When the troops arc slationed too
far from cities or clubs to attend the regular dances L'SO mo
bile units bring girls and music to these out-of-the-way spots.
:-mM^M*^^&
GIRLS COME AS STAGS lo USO dances, are
admitled only by invitation, must have signed up for
eer work with local USO. Above, Victory Belles
in Dallas, Texa%eye a prospective partner at a formal
L'SO dance. Below, couplesdance in sedate atmosphere
of USO's 150-year-old Dickson hou.se in Norfolk, Va,
DANCE MILITARY of this war is a strenuous form of Lindy Hop,
as demonstrated by these Dallas jitterbug* at tbe Baker Hotel ballroom.
///**. f2jf2
DOUBLE CQNQA LINE winds its way through the vast hall of the City Auditorium in more than
1,200 servicemen and only some auo girls. USO operates iOclub* in the Norfolk area,
Norfolk. Va. The danced held here every Tuesday and Saturday night are usually attended by still has to rent the City Auditorium four times a week for 'lances and roller-skating parties.
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Army unit is an individual
entertainment problem for USO. Like all Ameri
cans, soldiers dislike being told how to enjoy them
selves, arc scornful of prescribed recreation and stern
supervision. USO has successfully avoided thoe pit
falls. It has wisely avoided a set program and allowed
each club to adapt itself to the demands of its men.
The clubs themselves have their own peculiar prob
lems. If they are located in big cities like New York-
Dallas orLos Angeles they can shape their entertain-
TAFFY PULL, staged by USO director inWaynevi]Ie. Mo., is m.-*s>
and lots of fun Missouri
girls wore experienced taffy pullers but the soldiers succeeded
onb in getting their hands
pr. .
TAP DANCE is recorded in Norfolk USO by Sailor- Fred C. J. Mesivo and Anlh..n\ Sal-
vaioriello. St-rviffrneL make recording* free at many USO clubs to send to folk; nl Ihhim
74
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SOLDIERS ANO SAILORS ON LONELY SLOCK ISLAND, R. I. SAILORS LIKE COMMUNITY SINGING IN THE NORFOLK USO CLUB
(lent around the activities of the city itself. There are
all games, theaters, sightseeing trips, benefit dances.
But the small boom towns, near which so many big
Army camps have been located, offer little to soldiers
arriving for evenings or tor weekends. Then the clubs
must improvise the sort of entertainment shown on
these pa^e-s. They have taffy pulls, tap dances, candle
b-owlint< or anything else the lively imagination of a di
rector can invent. If not cajoled ur compelled to partici
pate, even the moat blase soldierwill have a good time.
Still a third problem Is posed by the thousands of
sailors, soldiers and marines stationed on isolated out
posts, far from any kind of civilization. For these. USO
provides mobile units which travel from post to post
bringing the men movies, games, books and cigarets.
I
-
FI3HINO PARTY is organized and equipped hy CSO for '-he anitlen of Fort l.e-nard
JIGSAW PUZZLE commands: rapt attention of Fort Leonard Wood soldier. L'SO provide!
Wood, near Wavaesvdle. Mo. Wayneavdle had 100 inhabitants, before war, now has. 1,000. quiet,
secluded nooks for many soldiers who. tired ol constant large groups, come to seek solitude.
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SOLDIERS AND SAILORS WRITE LETTERS HOME IN NORFOLK. VA. USO CLUB
SERVICEMEN AND DATES CROWD SNACK BAR FOR FREE FOOD AFTER USC PARTY
V? J.
PANTS PRESSING L- free in Dallas I'SO club but the corpor
al musf do the job himself. Dallas LSG also provides free showers.
TO MANY MEN ITS
More than 2.000,000 men visit USO clubs
even-
month.
Many of Ihem come only for the special dance;, par-
tic panics and sports. Bui many more make USO a sort ot
second home. Soldiers in Army towns need a place oft the
post where they can entertain their families and friends.Most
of all the.1, need a place where they themselves can relax and
feel al home. The pictures on these pages show tome of many
service* I SO provide* to fill this need.
I SO operates more than 300 snack har? and restaurants
where servicemen can buy food, soft drinks and candy al
cost. It ha> showers and beds for 35r a night in some of its
clubs and it has a library of over 500.000 book.-.. It sponsors
special dramatic groups and debating societie> and offers
photographic darkroom facilities for servicemen's camera
club.-.. L SO conduct- language classes in German. French
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A DANCING LESSON
Lillian B.-irrell al tin N.'rl-,.lk I
n lo Pri.-;.le J. .1,1, F-.i
I. Classes are held ever.
LUBS ARE HOME
1 5.0"O.0OO letters are written by servicemen each month*
[any unobvious services spring from the demands of the
themselves. A USO director must l>e ready for anything.
may be asked to darn a ^ock. mend a torn uniform or
h a soldier to dance. She entertains mens families when
couie to visit, and uften has to rind them a place to stay
e they are in town. She patiently listens to letter^ from
e and gives advice to the lovelorn. USO mobile unit
.tors,have obtained washing machines, for troops on
:sO-
i duty, iiid-fashioned Hatirons for a Negro company in
ne, geometry and engineering textbooks for studious
:ers. mosquito oils for men stationed on the Florida keys.
eniands for services are unpredictable and variable. No
can answer them ail. for USO is limited both in funds
facilities. But wherever possible. USO adapts itself to the
s of the men and lives up to its promise of real
service.
CAMERA CLU8 EETS AT VIRGINIA BEACH USO CLUB TO COMPARE PICTURES
3rf;jr
VICTORY BELLE Frances Weenxs dams a sock for Pri




VICTORY BELLE BUNNY BEK1N5 PLAYS PING-POh-G IN DALLAS SAILOR STAN EASTY STROLLS ON A BEACH WITH BETTY COLE
BOY MEETS GIRL T
IN EVERY STATE
THANKS TO USO
he couples on tnese pages met through USO. The
parties, games and picnic; they are attending were
arranccd for them by USO. In wartime al! the tradi
tional methods by which boys meet girl- break down
when the men leave home for straDge new places. USO
ha; no substitute for the leisurely matchmaking of
peacetime. But it does its best to arrange attractive
feminine companionship for the men in their new
sur-
rotxndinp-. The number of USOmarriages fLIFE. May
4) and the pictures on thes-. pages indicate that USO
succeeds to the satisfaction of many boys and girls.
Girls who attend service-club affairs are carefully se
lected by USO director--. Their duties as volunteers are
not all as pleasant as those shown on these pages. They
also work in the club:- as clerks, typists and waitresses.
They mend socks, sew on rank insignia, write letters
home for soldiers. But first and most important they
are friends and companions for soldiers far from home.
HIS NEW GIRL. Virginia Merrill of Norfolk Va is
in- TWOMEN AND A GlRLmr in firs: in blindfold race
traduced to folks ;.l home by Bob Guilfoi le on USU recording
stapedV T."S( ? , Wuyncsville. Mo., n.-:ir Fort I^eonard Wood.
COLORED COUPLE meet under the auspice- >, ISO























Starlet starts in kissing 10,00
soldiers to rouse men's spirit
At an Army encampment near a southern California a
craft factory last month, perkyMovie StarletMaril
Hare embarked on one of the most formidable mora
building projects yet contrived for the U. S. Army. A ge
fighting machine, she knew, thrives on juie de vivre. Fn
her father, the late Ernie Hare of the famed pioneer
radio team called theHappiness Hoys, LH-yeur-oldMaril
had learned the art of evoking merriment in others. 1
in this hour of national crisis. Alias Hare had evulvei
unique inspirational program of her own. It was her
piration to kiss 10,000 soldiers.
Bright and early Feb. 5 squads of soldiers assembled
the balmy California sunshine. Bright and early me
Marilyn arrived for her great undertaking. She mouir
a soapbox and as a kind of musical hors d'oeuvre si
Kus The Boys Goodbye to an accordion accompanime
Then, stepping down, she went to work.
First she passed down the aisles giving each grinn
trooper a taste of her pretty lips. Since other soldiers I
duties elsewhere in camp, she wandered from barrack-
soup kitchens to sentry posts. There was no shortage
Marilyn's war commodity, nor were there priorities
second rations. She left each soldier well-bussed and
mused. At day's end her kissomcter recorded 7ilii sinac
The effect on morale was terrific. As they staggered bt,
to their chores, Marilyn's be-lipsticked beneficiaries mu
bled dreamily: "We won't wash our faces for a moat
MARILYN DISRUPTS MOTOR TRANSPORT IN HER SWEEP THROUGH CAMP. DRIVER ENJOYS MARILYN'S TRAFFIC JAM
SuriOUnded by tier WOrk, Marilyn collects repayment in
kind while throngswait tomanifest their gratitude. A grad
uate uf Flushing HighSchool, Long Island. N.Y.,Marilyn is
now under contruct to Republic Pictures. She can cook lou.
Marilyn warms up with a soot, she sings: "sun me with
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Marilyn comes down the grub line, handing out
appetisers. One ynung lieutenant,
breaking into line,
cried: "Officer" lead the "What'll my
wife my .hen she
sees thin
gasped a private. "You mean what'll you
cracked another.
Marilyn liallS a jeep. "Slop and be
kissed,"
she commands. Driver obeys like good
soldier without question or remonstrance. Concluding it's fun lo be in the Army, he
acceptsMarilyn's benison, gazes after herwith stars in his eyes, lipstickon his cheek.







HUNDRED WOUNDED SOLDIERS VOTED AS THEIR FAVORITE ANYTHING WHICH PAT KILROURNE WML HERE SHI SHOWS OFF HER STUFF TO APPRECIATIVE CONVALESCENTS
///*. vy
4fc *2Jfhe<L a &rt/<A
on show is big hit with men at Halloran
mod magazines rate high in popularity with the wounded sol-
it Halloran General Hospital, Staten Island, N. Y., accord-
largaret Moat, the librarian there. When the editors of LIFE
statement in theNew York WorU-TeUgram they asked Colo-
oe, commanding officer, if he thought the men would like to
* flesh, the girls and clothes they enjoyed seeing in the mag-
.ne Colonel thought they certainly would and two days later
n show pictured on these pages took place.
* the fashion show LIFE enlisted the help of the New York
stitute. From New York's leading dress manufacturers it se-
B of the newest, most dazzling outfits and 30 pretty, slim-
waomy models. The show was held one evening last week in
it auditorium where 1,200 battlefront casualties in the pa
id dressing gowns of convalescence waited to pass judgment
ww kind of entertainment.
; models walked onto the stage, Helen Claire, stage and radio
described the fine fashion points of each costume and asked
to check, the numbers of their favorite costumes on printed
Voen the girls stepped from the stage and walked down the
men paid little attention to the clothes, concentrated on the
ered and applauded them in all their outfits.
the ballots were collected there were few votes for individual
>Ut unanimous approval of all the girls. Sample comments:
them all, especially the blondes"; "The
models'
beauty kept
1 dresses"; "Boy, all the pains in my body have
disappeared.'*
SHJIilf Pit poses for a group picture. Pat is blonde,
buxom, friendly, looks as if she had been poured in
to her clothes. She lives in theBronx with hermother,
goes to church on Sunday, has no steady boy friend.










rTOBKlNa SBl GWHiYTH .ONES IS SINGLE. PRETTY AND MUST DECIDE ON HER FUTURE
IllS DILEMMA
a husband and she wants children. Should she go on working? Full time?
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^ lady in toe picture ahovc is Hiss Gwenyth Jones,
mvestmentcounselor in NewYorkGty. She has dear





wamt of her contempo-
S pi cook veryWell but e*j i :
I fight when the time comes.
Wn a generation ago, she.
1 he living with her parents
<* house in Lovelock, Ner.
* She,would consider mar.





^.Wt of 19*1 the has * 5
*ge of interest* that
make'
'.
rcaoipfacaieA Slw is just: ',
ntgmarriedandhiringeKiK;
been few decades ago, f'.
t ohiH can} alone no Iong-
I enough , for a lifetime job.
'













combined with motherhood, and 2) full-time housework. The
first-
is likely to be very hard when her children are young and need her at
tention, but it will leave her Well-rounded in interests and experience
--.--''--.
-
when she has reached the free years after 40*
Full-time housework, on the.other hand, has-
compensations when her children are smafl.
But a mother s schedule is so filled with rou.
tine tasks that she cannot keep op withher bus-
-
band's interests. And once her children have
grown, a housewife of 40, lacking outside in
terests or training, is faced with vacant years.
Miss Jones has, however, a third choice. It is_
to combine part-time work with housekeepii
while she is young and to use this ezperien
more fully when her children have left!
On following pages Life shows 1
her ofMS. women are spending
full-time careers, housework, id
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BUSINESS WOMAN
MargaretCarson (above) is founder and co-own-
er with her husband. Carl Ruff, of a public-re
lations firm whose accounts include Metropol
itan Opera Company. A housekeeper helps su
pervise 7-year-old Charles after school hours.
LAWYER
Harriet F. Pilpel (below) is partner in a top lawof
fice. She just won case forpublishersof"unauth
orized"
biotraphy of Koussevit2ky. Husband
Robert is relief administrator. She is with Judy,





frame house where she lives *ith hushaafij
FUIl-TIMI
CARE
Many young girls go right on wn
time jobs after they get married 1
find offices and factories more satisfyi
housework and child care. This is a |
but only if they are very successful I
enough money to provide their ch
secure and well-run homes.
The two women pictured at left ha*M!
tional careers. One runs her own pi*
tioQS firm, the other is a
t -ronluii*"
Together with their husbands they hart*
incomes which run well into five t
households are staffed with expertly <
help, so that they can enjoy
their i
ing hours in leisurely comiort with t^^JS
dren.
But for Mrs. Joseph Gloss (right)**
employee, things are not so simple-
sbe*
husband do not make enough money \
a servant and have had to board o*jL9
year-old soa during the week.
Recently*
came to stay and look after the chu*j
she leaves, themother will again have
r
herself to seeing her boy only
on *BT
FIFTY-PIECE SET of plated sUver,
I**
J3|j
were bought with help of
Josephine* P"-
g|
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.7:30FIX BHEAKFAST 7- Y~/iV
7^5 BREAKFAST FOB ALlf
8:00 HUSBAND JOHN TO WORK
'
WASH DISHES : ;
-7-
:



















11 :3D LUNCH FOR SHAWN, RUSTY
'. 1Z:0O JOHN HOME^-Vy:-;.; ,;-7j 77^
LUNCH WITH JOHN
*
1:00 JOHN TO WORK
'
7 -
S-':- "APS FOR SHAWN. RUSTY 7.:
"




NAP FOR MARJORIE 7'-~-:Sv7
"- 2:30 NURSE BABY
-'7-%|
'.2:45 ROUSE SHAWN, RUSTTY 7
3k SHAWN. RUSTY ;'.JJv
, ,










.. --: r. J.^7;7V
7 530 SUPPER FOR SHAWN. RUSTY
JOHN HOME :=,''_
:-. BATHS FOR SHAWN, RUSTY









.7:15 COCKTAIL WITH JOHN
'*$:
7 7:30 FIX DINNER 77_-':-^..i
'7 ig.




10JO NURSE BABY .7 77~':r. "*7 -X^,
tO^S TAKE SHAWN, RUSTY
/-.".}
.




THE AlcWEENEYS, JOHN, SHAWN, MARK, MAR|I)RIE AiNU RUSTY
HOUSEWIFE
A nice husband, three fine children
keep her busy 100 hours a week
Mrs. John McWeeney of Rye, N.Y. has a big, good-looking husband
who works in a nut and bolt companv and three children, Shaw n. a grave
little 4-year-old; John, called
"Rusty."
almost 2, and baby Mark, 4months
old. She lives in a bright new seven-room house that has a ~afe backyard
for Shawn and Rusty to plav in ami a number of modern machines to help
her with her household chores. She uses a diaper service and she can
afford a cleaning woman once a week who does the heavy taundrv.
But even under these better than average circumstances Marjorie Mc
Weeney "s hours are long and her work demanding. She must keep an eye
on her children during their 70 waking hours a week and also watch over
them when -they are supposed to be in bed but may actually be popping
down the stairs to ask for water or an extra goodnight kiss.
The picture at the left shows the household tasks thatMarjorie must ac
complish everyweek. She has a crib and four beds to make up each day, to
taling 35 complete bed-makings a week. She has hundreds of knives, forks
and utensils to wash, food to buy and prepare for a healthy family of live
and a whole house to dust and sweep. Every day of the week Marjorie
must stick to the minimum schedule of chores listed in the time column.
Actually Marjorie's chores are much lighter than they would have been
a fewgenerations ago. She cleans with machinery propelled by electricity,
she uses food prepared in canneries, she buys clothes tactory-made to fit
ever)-
member of the family. But her jobs, though relieved of old-time
drudgery, have none of the creative satisfactions of home baking, home
preserving, home dressmaking. And, because her family unit is small with
no aunts or cousins in the household, all the time she saves from house
work must go into supervision of her children. Lnless she makes special
arrangements with a baby-sitter, she has no relief from child care.
Many women in Marjorie's position feel that this is a life of drudgery,
that it is not good for Marjorie, a graduate of a junior college, to stay with
small children long, continuous hours. Marjorie herself has no desire to
work outside. Because as an individual she likes tbe job that she does,
she has no problem right now. Like most busy young housewives, how
ever, she gives little thought to the future to satisfactory ways of spend
ing the important years after her children have grown up and lelt home.
4* A WEEK'SWORK for MarjorieMcWeeney isassembled by Bloomin-dale's store.
She stands surrounded by 35 beds to make, 750 items of glass and china, U)0 of sil












CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 105
WOMAN'S DILEMMA
BUSMAN'S HOLIDAY forMarjorie is an afternoon
with mother of Carol, 3H, and Debbie, 7 months.
EVEN AT HAIRDRESSER'S Marjorie keeps an eye
on Mark whom she brouidat along in his bassinet.
j
ipc.
JOHN McWEE.NEY LOOKS AT UARIORTE and




cook, expert nurse-governess, seamstress,
c
and housemaid. If he paid each of these t
^aRaiSp "^Se^p
OUTBURST OF AFFECTION as Marjorie telephones is
only one of
countless daily interruption;, by her . hil.lren.
EXPLORATIONS inio the darkest recesses of closets
and cabinets are conducted all daylong byogde Rusty.
INVENTORY of the first-aid kit is if*^T










**t current rates, their total services would
l around $10,000 a year. It has been esti
mated that U.S. housewives contribute S34 billion my. In addition to all theworking roles she tills. Mar-
worth of unpaid labor a year to the national econo- jorie must also be John's glamour girl (far right).
.
AY SHOP operates at dizzy speed AMATEUR THEATRICALS are staged in bedroom TRAGEDY transpires fromexper
















C Smith, gives out facts on voting and candidates.
SECRET <RY to a yacht bi
rihew, takes dictation as bo
ker, Mrs. Brydon Mer-
inspects boats.
'HP
FASHION COORDINATOR Dorothy Stumph as
sembles clothes for models for St. Louis dress house.
INSTRUCTRESS in art to veterans. I.ina Johnson
works as volunteer, took 30-hour Red Cross course.
PARTTIMI
CAREE
One solution for a bored housewife
idle woman is the part-time career. It
possible for a housewife, once her <
off to school, to find a few hours a week
gin a program of absorbing work. As ho
dren grow independent, she can give
more time to her outside interests.
Young women who can afford to wort
out pay tan make useful, satisfying raraa
of civic and charitable work if they take
Q^"
develop professional skills like Mrs. WjSj|
(left). Part-time jobs are harder to find mtf$C
all areas glamorous as that of the [elrvtM0Bjy,
nouncerou theoppo.-^itt-p.ig^.Buttheoihennip
t-n shown here have all found j"bs iheT,fci
In some communities play clubs f<
and group sitter plans are giving
hui




where \* omen can itvt\m
washing pleasantly ami quickly b\
machnm.JJt'
helping too. Once she lias arranged (acmm
hours, it is up to each woman
to lill thiatM^
with really satisfying efforts,
^he *ul W*
much easier to make a beginning at th
**P..-
Still in her .20s and 30s. e**3
If she finds none of the jobs in the^e naW
suited to her individual needs, she rnjjjhl I**;
books for a publisher, do research projetfcW^
an author, write scripts for local radio VHW_
casts. She might prefer to bake cakes 2tmm
for community sale. She might
"pen i -**:__
shop, run a circulating library of art pna*_.
the town museum, design Christmas
i-arrifc**
real estate, open a school for women i ^r^.
work, become a laboratory assistant
in ***
pitai or work on a town
slum-clearance
P*1^**
with other women. She might
discover**
certain businesses in her locale such j *f^..
raent stores are giving their
regular ;U*5^r
day weekends and need part-time help
u> iW
tbe extra days. 3gjj
When she finds really satisfying
*>**T
she will discover that she is more 'Dt(*]5jr
to her friends, to her husband and to
betf*
^-*2
ARTIST Edna Eicke paints covers for Vhe iWie
York




IS T ! .,-. ? Greenoujjh works when he geb eti>
!iaj*uieiu.i. practices at hume, cares fur hub) lainHey.
jt*
LANDSCAPE GARDENER Miriam Syko^





















saying you'd leave a
nitre bnhy like
nic* on
the doorMrp. / should
leave you!
MOM: But, lambyou were drivingme
wild with your fussing . . .
BABY : That's why you and I are swap
pingplaces forawhile.Mom.Wait'l)
you see howmiserable a baby's skin
gets, from woolies, and wriggling
around, and stuff. Sure I i'uss but
do you do anything about it?
MOM:Well, I do give you nice baths...
BABY : Huh! But I need Johnson'sBaby
Oil and Johnson's Buby Powder,
too. With them to smooth me up,
I'll be a pink-winged cherub!
MOM: Hoth, honey? How come?
BABY: Johnson's pure, guntlo Oil to
keep me like satin from topknot In
toe, Mom. Kcmemk-r the Doc said
it's made of very S|H.'cial, light




And don't forget when chafes
and pricklesmakeme yip
whisk out soft, silky
Johnson'sBabyPowder!
JM : Angel , I'm ashamed
ofme! Nomoredoorsteps
bul let's take the bas










I'J-ia. It auiirii-siu (fn-utly will. Ihr
pic-
i Lin. i>f Iniu in your artit'lu un einixrirri-
liuub ubjiTi.irs
"








Tit.- publication of \<h-i K. Itutrch'i
ri-iiiarkablt) c1imm>>up of Aiul>iUHaUlor
Kirk (LIKE, Autt. 13) will no doubt in-
cn'iis.' public cunfldunOB In our fun-Inn
wrvicn. Th.To is no doubt that tbe
war i-vhuIUmJ. at. Mr. liuscli ctayti, "from
ii situation which umr.i ilcxu-roUK and
iHi-ii.|i?d diplomacy could anHurwiUy
liuvn
n-ctilli-il."
'rim i*iir->n i i-i of btiyti who havi- bmia
hliiuwliti-nil kuuw llin irrribl" ali.K:k
unit th* | attiring aiiKulKh aui" .1 by lh









Hi> hope fur thi' appoiiitiiit-ijl lo diplo
maUU riT.Ln.niM I nlll> Uf III'" WllUSB
lieurls ami mlmls am cunipli-iHy ab-
tMirtxHl In i tn- work uf I*-in ring thu lot
of mankind, and iiiui thi! guviTiimi'iits
of thu wurhl will pltieu that bunlrn uii
mt'ii
tvliiiw'
fiualillcalioiM at Irani. a;>-
pruximaii*. thosu su wanuly muoin-




'Wintu In Home on Dm staff uf The
Slurs and Sin in-s Meditemineun ilurliiK
tin-
jmuic yuar, I was often a iiui-xt of
Ambasnador Kirk's at thu MarlHTlni




llit- ini'.ilahlo ailvtT o.niaiii'-rs lillitl to
th>< hrim with billowy, Unify, delicate,





At autumn time in Old
Virginia.
all nature Is aflame with
golds and
scarlets, in tones that
pale the most
lavish palette. Romance, too.
is still





with a historic set







Koum M.. .1. Capliol Sir...
RICHMOND It, VIRGINIA
MOTION PICTURES ON VIRGINIA AVAILABLE
jot
"t\MtO"
Even the tiniest cut may lead to
dangerous infection.




jured area with Jodine. "Quick,
the Iodine
Bottle"
is wise first aid.
See your doctor if wound is se
rious or doesn't heal as it should.
IODINE EDUCATIONAL lUlf All, INC.
120 aWoadwar. Ntw York 5. N. Y.
IODINE
CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
10
j /A & y* &
"Smash-Up"
LADY TIPPLERS
Suggestions are offered for
improving their behavior
by NOEL F. BUSCH
QUITE aside frnm its merits as enterlainmenl, Smash-Up
constitutes an alarming sign of
tin* limes. This ran bo
proved by comparing il with its 1909 counterpart, a novel
railed The DangerMark, bv RobertW. Chambers, w hose heroine,
Geraldinc Scagravc, acquired a taste for stimulants hy soaking
lumps of sugar in Uip svnip of braiulied peaches whirl, she stole
from the dinner table and Hid in a cologne bottle. Ocraldinc's
\icious habits of overindulgence led lier eventually to sip a
highball, whereupon she fainted. Her guardian summed up the
situation in a nutshell. "It is a shameful filing that it should
happen lo anv (Ceraldinc had overstepped I he Danger
Mark.)
In tlie olden days lady tipplers were rare lo start with, ami
what few there were at least Iried to conceal Iheir weakness, shut
up in some allic and ignored hy society. Of lale, however, ihey
have venturer! into the broad daylight, and Smash-! !p shows that
fvcrvone is now so inured to the spectacle of Madame or Made
moiselle lurching down the avenue for another quick one that
her adventures en route can be regarded as a proper subject for
romantic drama.
What the spread of female alcoholism indieales, psyehialrisls
agree, is that modern women generally ami U.S. women in par
ticular are emotionally upset, but as to what upsets them, all ihe
ilnctors differ. < )ne school says that women are miserable because.
despite their advances in rerent years, thev have not yet achieved
economic, intellectual ami emotional parity will. men. The oilier
school savs that women, while advancing, have been advancing
in the wrong direction,. According to this school iheir efforts |o
achieve paritv of anv sort have merely got them more mixed up
than they were in the first place, and they should now go back to
cooking, sweeping and attending to their children.
Such division of expert opinion suggests that, whatever may
he (lie cause of women.* difficulties, the eure will be long de-
laved. Hence the immediate question is what, in I he meantime.
the milder cases can do to make themselves less of a burden lo
the rest of the population. A
few*
hints may be in order.
First of all, lei lady tipplers be reminded once again that the
bar is a men's club, not a hospital for housewives with the
fidgets. While in it. they should try to act accordingly.
When she enlers the bar, the lady should do so wiihout fan
fare. Taking a table near the door so that she can leave wiihout
an.nnvii.-g other patrons,
she should ihen order some simple pn.
tion like beer, wine or whisky which will not distract (he hurkeep
from his major duties. While drinking (his she will see to il
that articles of personal apparel or adornment do not fall into
disarrav. If a gentleman accosts her she will reply graciously, as
the circumstances indicate, taking good care of her manners.
The ladv should not grab other people's fruil, olives or pretzels.
She must refrain from palting dogs, rats or other pets who may
appear, as these
animals are often temperamental. Hat, coal and
gloves should not
he dropped on the floor. The handbag will
In-
opened if at all only
to
pay llic bill, and there should he no argu
ments about this
matter.
If drunken political discussions start, the lady will refrain
from taking
part in them. She will eschew gossip, critical remarks
and the
impetuous rejoinder. No more than half an hour after
her arrival, she
will get up and go home. Drinking in ihe home,
of course,





BABY: Shame, mom! You
said you'd like to have
a baby's easy life but
now thatwe've changed
places, you fuss!
MOM : D'you blame me, lamb? These
straps! This wriggling around! If
I'm uncomfortable, how does your
tender skin stand it?
BABY: Stand it? Mommy, I'm miser
able! And now vou know, too. why
babies need -Johnson's Haby Oil
and Johnson's Baby Powder!
MOM : Honey, I'llffrt 'emquick! Then
what do I do?
IABY: Just this, Mom. After my bath,
protect my skin all over with pure,
gentle Johnson's Baby Oil. And
don't forget to use it at diaper
changes, lo help prevent what my
doctor calls "urine irritation
V*
Other times. T'll thank you for soft,
sool hing sprinkles of Johnson's
Raby Powder, to help keep chafes
and prickles away!
MOM: [ haven't been a careful mother,
have I? Watch me reform!
r^y
BABY : Watch me reform
a.V'?i\
tan- W.' h Johnson's to
Li---' /A take care of my skin,






A HIGH HONOR FOR YOUR DAUGHTER
THE NAZIS look upon us as a degenerate nation.
Hut they have a great respect for our accom
plishments. Ami, if they win, tiny may decide that
we have smiii-tliing in our blood which they can
use in building ihrir master race.
For they're great believers in eugenics, these
JNazis. They're strong for selective breeding.
You they may cast aside and put to some igno
minious task, such as scrubbing the sidewalks or
sweeping tile streets. But your daughter. ..well,
if
she's young and healthy and strong, a Gauleiter
with an eye for beauty may decide she is a perfect
specimen for one of their experimental camps,
A high honor for your daughter...
Does this seem a story spun in the realm of
lan-
tasv':'
It isn't. It is now happening, all through
Europe. The latest experiment of the victorious
Nazis has been to ship Austrian and Hungarian
girls to the Northern countries. The result of these
unions. ..unblessed, of course, by matrimony. ..will
not be known for some time. But the Nazis, you
must admit, are not above innovation.
Two, three, four, five years from now they may
ship American girls to some far corner of the earlh
...may
select your daughter. ..if you relax, if you
fail to do your part now. If you say, hopefully, "It
can't happen here. We can't
lose!'
No, we can't lose. We can't afford to. We must
nut. Else all the terrors, all the degradation, all the
misery and suffering
that have been loosed upon
Europe will be loosed upon us. We of all people
will not escape it. We shall be the chosen...we
shall be the elect... in ihe Nazi scheme of things.
We who have only just begun lo win. Wc who
risk Ihe danger of resting on our new-won laurels
and considering the job done.
This is no lime lo relax. This is the lime. ..the
opportune time. ..to do all we can to get this war
over sooner.
We must measure up to the job!
AMERICAN
LOCOMOTIVE
JO CHURCH ST., HEW YORK, N. V. MANUFACTURERS
' TANKS -CUN CARRIAGES- AIIMV AND NAVY
ORDNANCE STEAM AND DltUL LOCOMOTIVES
i/luc'fg) /*. I
LIFE MARCH 29, 1917
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[ IN AND LAST OCT OF A TRANSPORT AIRPLANE IS THE AIB HOSTESS. ABOVE IS MISS HELENA MEHL OP TWA'S KANSAS CITY TO BURBANK RUM
BOY MEETS GIRL- ON THE AIRWAYS
'. crashes in as many weeks this last winter did
>ch to shatter the public's confidence in air
Passenger revenue on the Pacific Coast
1 nearly 50% after the 21-passenger Douglas
neted into San Francisco Bay on the night of
9. The air lines were at a loss to explain the




des in CoUitrr's and Fortttnz place major
lie on the Department of Commerce, reasoned
the development and operation of air transpor-
had racea far beyond the Government's
ational aids. On Feb. 48 Director of Air
nerce Eugene Vidal suddenly resigned under
. On March 17 a special Senate committee, after
a two-year investigation of air safety, issued its report
inwhich it declared the preseat Department of Com
merce setup unable to supervise U. S. air transport
system, advised immediate expenditure of $127
414,000 for such "proven
aids"
of air transportation
as establishment of additional Weather Bureau sta
tions, directional beams, two-way radio communica
tion stations, emergency landing fieldsand, especially
in the far West, blinkers on mountain tops.
That public confidence, after all these crack-ups
and charges, is still as great as it is in air transport!
is due in no small measure to the air hostess whose |
cheery presence in the plane bolsters
passenger'
morale. As a phenomenon of American life, she
appeared on the sky scene only a
few years ago. She
accepts the risks of her profession with singular
fortitude, goes at her work in the air with smiling
confidence. With one exception, the hostess in each
of the recent transport crashes was killed. A year
ago, when a big TWA transport piled into the
AJJeghenies, it was Hostess Nellie Granger who
stumbled down the rough mountain in search of
help. In the public mind the air hostess has become
the new heroine of the skies, replacing the barn
storming "devU
dog"
and air-mail pilot. Yet off
duty she is just a normal girl who likes to dance and
go out on a good time. When she gets married, she
generally leaves the service. Since Jan. 1 more than
30 air hostesses have been married. If you would
see how the hostess works and plays, turn the page.
SEiSlSBeilKSal
WSsmSm
NINE HOURS OF AN AIR
HOSTESS" ffSPENT 10,000 Fl
1 I
Xfiedllled Stops Hostess Mehl checks the passenger manifest with the jjrouQd operators. At plane's departure she takes "'plane
pouch"
(mail and express records) fn
iss Helena F. Mehl, whom you see both in the air and on the ground on
se pages, is a vivacious, attractive West Virginia redhead. Born in Parkers-
g, she is H years old, stands -> ft. (> in., weighs 108 lb. She is a typical air
tess. She graduate*! from the public schools in Parkershiirg, received her
se's degree from the Mercy Hospital in Pittsburgh. She has Iwei. Hying
about a year and a half. To get her job she underwent rigorous physical .
1 mental examinations. To keep it she must take periodic tests, must not
ti weight. Had she l>een over -Hi years of age or had she weighed an ounce
r 1U lb. when she applied for the job she would not have been accepted.
duty, she makes certain that
passeng rs'
seat belts are fastened when taking
or landing, introduces people to one another, points out various items of
:rest along the route, serves meals and sees to the general comfort of her
sengers. As hostess she should be nice and chatty with male passengers with-l
encouraging familiarity. At all times she must smile. That is a company]
er and often, when the plane runs into bumpy weather or Hies through
, that smile does much to reassure nervous passengers. She earns -Tilo'O a
ith and has generous time olf lietween Hights. Cntil her marriage to
.-ph McCoy, a home-town boy she secretly married last month, her private
was spent in the kind of fun and frolic shown below. Because she is chief
tcss of TWA's western divtsion.-she will continue flying another few months.
A match for a man smoking
Blby passengers, even when with their mothers, demand a good deal of the
hostess'
tin*-
OFF DUTY AN AIR HOSTESS MAY LIE ON THE SfJRSEBACK RIDING OR
labies most ell in tbe air as adl .
ID the California SUB Hostess Mehl often Ituslc with her IrientL. .luring her layover io Los Angeles. Her home port is Kansas City. < able equestrienne. n.i,^ \m,i
INT 10,000 FT. ABOVE GROUND
i If*i iv, p-l
(continued)
St eat la the air as well as on the ground. Miss Mehl holds the bottle.
)K RIDING OR DANCE IN A NIGHTCLUB
A diaper Change is on; for Miss Mehl ho is aUo a trained i
Willi, Hostess Mehl keeps in trim with a morning canter in the park. Tables He turned 08 July, Mfcn Mehl's escort's jub is to keep all cigarettes light,
T
I
TltB First Air HoSteSSeS. These pioneers were hired in 1 930
by Boeing Transport Co. (now part of United) to prove
the safety of air travel. All eight are now married. Today
four companies (UAL, AA, TWA and WAE) employ i70
hostesses. Two (Eastern Air Lines and Pan American Air
ways) have flight stewards, a maleequivalent. Possiblymore
useful in that they carry luggage and shine shoes, stewards
will never replace the hostess in
passengers'
hearts.
THEIR WEDDINGS ALL OCCURRED DURING THE SAME WEEK
(continued)
AIR HOSTESSES GET MARRIED
AT RECORD
Greatest personnel problem facing the lame tk
lines is keeping their hostesses single. When a
hostess marries, she usually leaves the company.
Ordinarily an air line loses five or six girls a year m
this manner. But none of the lines were preparwd
for the avalanche of marriages that have swept '.h*.
companies since the first of this year. In the la.st *a
weeks United Air Lines alone has lost 17 hostesse* t
romance. In the week starting March 3. thin hunioi
marriage movement reached an all-time high <*h*
six girls of the American Airlines resigned to tikt
husbands. Most of the girls chose either pilots *
traffic men from their companies. It is an cxcpptn
for a hostess to marry outside her own company
although no sense of loyalty prevented one .\A
hostess from marrying a TWA pilot. Second choice
went to doctors; last, despite Hollywood, to ;o*>
sengers romantically met up in the clouds.
ORB 01 SIX American Airline hostesses to get married over the March 13-14 week end was
Alee Isaacs. Three of the other five are shown on this page with their new husbands.
Miss Isaacs married AI Aldridge. manager of American's airport at Port Worth, Tex. Mrs.
Aldridge enjoyed the excitement of flying but admitted she was now ready to settle down.
;-jk***tL
Memphis Manager of American Airlines station is James O. Connor, shown with
his bride Ann Clegg who was born 5 years ago in Fullerton, La. A registered nun'
from Dallas, she joined American Airlines in 1984. flew the southern
transcontiaeo-
tal route between Fort Worth and Memphis where she met her future huabaflA
Ii roaaniic Newark :
B. Weir. An East 0
Ae jnined TWA in IE




y**n with the compan
resigning to marry Tc
M till SaptlSt Hospital in Memphis Hostess Ruth Osbora of Fort Smith, Ark.
fWTivwl her nurse's degree. On the stuff of the John Gaston Hospital, Memphis,
is
Dr. Leo Harris. Since early 1**5 Miss Osborn flew through
Memphis on American
OM Of the MrSt f(Hir hostesses hired by American Airlines in IM*. Nina E Bell was born
in Springfield. M, received her R. N. degree at the Cook County Hospital. Her run was
Ixtween Chicago and Newark and a few weeks ago she passed her 500.00ft-mile mark.
///* fip-jr
uik
If rBUQtlC Newark TWA Hostess Mildred Piggins met TWA Traffic Manager Lawrence
Bv Weir. An East Orange girl with an R. N. from the Homeopathic Hospital there,
h* joined TWA in 1935, flew between Newark and Kansas City. She became Mrs. Law-
amrt B. Weir on Feb. 27 one of 30 air hostesses married since the first of the year.
SJSler ilOSteSSeS of United Air Lines made this arch over Mrs. George A. Cruse and her
new husband as they started on their aerial honeymoon Lately toHonolulu via Pan American
clipper ship. As Hostess Thelma Griffiths, she met Mr. Cruse, a New York broker, while









HllteSS Jeanne Baird of Cleveland, Ohio is one of American
Airlines'
earlier contributions to the marriage market. Two
years with the company, Miss Baird flew 230,000 miles before
resigning to marry Tom Ferris, Toledo, Ohio newspaper man.
HllSteSS Carolyn OlSOn of St. Paul, Minn, once
nursed Footballer My Ubl back to health.
Last month she resigned from her United job
to become the bride of
Minneapolis'
My UbL
HflSteSS Verda Bradley was born In Lilly, Pa. She received her
R. N. from the St. James Hospital in Pittsburgh. Joining TWA
Ln 1935 she flew between Newark and Pittsburgh untd Feb.





sir. We mustn't interpret the teord
'kaitess1
Cartoonist Peter Arno in The Sew Yorker.
Hardest hit hy the marriage bug was United Air Lines.
Quick to show their loyalty to their company were these
five hostesses who took a vow not to get married this year.
United'i Traffic Man John Shields doubts their sincerity.
Advertisement
i/fua *tj
ilau.QrQUS OOrotliy Sflapard, of New Orleans, is active in American Women's Voluntary Sen-ices; observes ground trailer for
planes at flying field. For her skin, lovely as & magnolia, Dorothy uses Woodbury Soap, says: "It's a deb > bonanza of
beauty!"
FOR UNCLE SAM
Is Glamour Girl all evening
Popular Dorothy Shapard, New Orleans debutante,
has brown-gold hair, a complexion fair as themoon.
Her beauty secret-ia quick cleansing withWoodbury
Soap before dates. She says:
"I take aWoodbury Facial Cocktail to bring that
clear romantic look to my complexion. It's good
beairty strategy to use this mild skin soap for eve
ning sparkle. My date book proves
it!"
America's best known skin soap Woodbury Fa
cial Soapis made of costly beauty oils. A special
ingredient helps keep Woodbury exquisitely mild.
Fragrant as a bouquet. Gives copious, creamy lather.
Get Woodbury Soap today. Use it faithfully for ten
days. See your complexion take on angel smoothness!
1. Choll) Knickerbocker (Maury Paul . society
reporter, finds Dorothy sorting books to send
lo soldiers in camp. She says: *T always have
aWoodbury Facial Cocktail before the eve
ning. 1 stir up the creamiest of lathers . . .
2. "Then I WaSh my face with Woodbury.
being sure to dispose of all soil. Lastly.
plunge my face in rinse water, lukewarm,
then icy cold. It's a treat to skin made drab
by city smudge.What lovely glow it
bring*!"
3. Adorable IR a gown of mousseline de soir. 4. FaillOllS for gentle akin care, rich and soothinC
Dorothy spins throuph dance after dance, in its cleansing action? Try Woodburvtbe true
"No matter hnw late the hour, I cleanse my skin soapfor the next Ud days. Watch for the
skiu again with Woodbury Soap before turn- dawn of a new clear loveliness m your complexion.
ing in. lt'f tops for keepinc my skin
soft."
Firm, long-Iastmg cake, only lup. Get it today!
62
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t__ tpod > n-Skdlng for the
wttM my tfxxvf*rj white I
t And
Portugal. He was in-
a, and excHJllocuJIy
mSr-
l a man. *nd a wry
1 heipful associate.
i r*mlAaC Oar train bad
Portmruew-ptuau-b fron-
k(x*red to be delayed. Jose
walking on tbe pis.ti'orm. Ttw
Wpproached. bowed to Prlmo
I liLTornHKl him that when-
.Unrrlcanfriend were
t would proceed- At this
ffatheru Dictator of Spain.
the guard, bat iold blm
l should be beid for no one,
I tether would be seriously
knew thai ale son had
I Wd to believe that since I
IPrtmo de Rivera's character
fr0Dt rmnni Be wished for a
derao-
Ud the V/rm speJn. and. next to com-
11 to a , abhorred fascism.








erT muctl Interested to your
ttnals
'
tb*> fac* lb*t body of Jose
j. . frlrao de Rivera, son of Spain s
, lder the monarchy, was carried
', rial and burled beside Spanish
. visited EI Escort*! at one time,
i one remaining crypt open.
ke. a
for Alfonso. This w&a taken
en that he would be the Last
as. by any chance Jose
Prlmo de Rivera could have
crypt.
ARLE3 C. SPINK A SON
to .Vrua
Mo,
kingly crypt still awaits
V special crypt was built for
Audio Primo de Rivera. ED,
I aright through my new bi-








' I And no one quality which
'
i particular portion of New
jolt* *o well a. the fact that
Vows all the rime.
I
St?"*1 f * *ororlty beginning
*". after a time; at Stanford
**) aU PI Phis are popeyed
1 f**** ' the girls on the staircase
! *" tnoming mail Is very en-
JB"t Mom-, never write a Theta








*J"*ttoii on your splendid art-
*m of India (UFE. Dec. 11).
.
*"* * moremteiligent pres
entation of the [ndian problem. The
Gumbers may very well stick to Asia be
cause they have shown they know that
continent. Leave Europe aod her prob




As another couple who passed through
India, once on a time, we enjoyed the
Guntbers'
article on Nehru of India but
were surprised greatly to read of "black-
dad
widows."
That white Is the widow's color In
India was our recollection.
Originally white saris may look black
after they have been worn for several
years. Maybe the Cumbers saw soma
dirty saris! That U possible.
WILBUR L A BESSIE H. WILLIAMS
Scran ton*Keystone Junior CoUege
La Plume. Pa.
Widows'
weeds in India are more
often white than black. But both are
common- ED.
Sirs:
Three cheers for your article on Nehru
and India!
It's about time somebody called atten
tion to the hypocrisy of our beloved Eng
lish cousins!





Replying to letter in Dec 18 Issue of
LIFE with regard to the wearing of "half-
Welllngton"
boots by British naval of
ficers. It has always been understood that
this was done to eliminate the necessity
for wearing socks! It Is a well-known
fact that British sailors wear high-topped





I wonder what other readers think of
your glorification of college fraternities
and sororities. Back Ln unenlightened
1916 I Joined a sorority, the so-called
best one on the campus The
"dopes"
who didn't tit our superficial pattern and
were never asked to house parties are now
the leading citizens.
I was really glad when I heard that
sororities and fraternities were going out
of fashion in the big Eastern colleges.
You see, I was a snob at college if yon
weren't yon didn't get in the
"right"
house. After I left college I realized what
a limiting, negative Influence the thing
was.
Two years ago the best fraternity out
here had eight refusals (maybe It was
four). The young people were getting
hold of democratic principles that we
lacked.
Now LIFE comes along you're an In
fluence, you know. You make frmternl-
dee and sororities sound like weU. like
what they're not . . . but you give the
Impression that not to belong is to mist a
lot. As a matter of fact. It does mean
missing a lot of dull talk, petty people
and being forced to spend ail your time
with snobs and hangers-on of snobs.
ALICE RICHARDS
Los Angeles, Calif.
Sadie Hawkins & the Bible
Sirs:
I have Just read with much interest
the article on Sadie Hawkins Day in your
Dec 1 1 issue.
I was particularly interested ln tbe
slogan you quote from Daniel. XII. 4:
"Many shall run to and fro. and knowl
edge shall be
increased."
It seems to me the Texas Wesleyan
Bible students would and this one more
appropriate found in Jeremiah. V, 1:
"Ron ye to and fro through the street*,
. . . and see now. and know, and seek in








Does Body-odor give you
INFERIORITY COMPLEX?
Before you use any soap to overcome body odor, smell
the soap! Then you'll decide to bathe in the costly per
fume of Cashmere Bouquet Soap the fragrance men love!
AMA.t's love tarns on such unexpected
things! Just when you think he's
yours, something happens to transform
your confidence into confusion.
Nine times out of ten vou blame the yoa
that is deep in yoa. Your whole person
ality goes vacant and hopeless.
But, such disillusionments should only
be temporary. Too bad, most women take
them deeply to heart, when the trouble
can be so easily avoided. It's too big a
price to pay for ignoring this secret of
arming yourself with loveliness.
Yes, go by the "smell
test"
when you
buy soap to overcome body odor. Trust
no soap for body odor until yon smell the
soap itself for daintiness.
Instinctively, you will prefer the costly
perfume ofCashmere Bouquet. For Cash
mere Bouquet is the only fragrance of its
kind in the world, a secret treasured by
as for years. It's a fragrance men love!
A fragrance with peculiar affinity for the
senses of men.
Massage each tiny ripple of your body
daily with this delicate, penetrating
lather! Glory in the departure of unwel
come body odor!
Thrill as your senses are kissed by Cash
mere Bouquet's exquisite perfume! Be
radiant, and confident to face the world?
You'll love this creamy-white soap for
complexion, too ! Its gentle, caressing
lather removes dirt and cosmetics so thor
oughly, and leavesskinsmooth and radiant.
So buy Cashmere Bouquet Soap before
you bathe tonight. Get 3 cakes at tbe




Tunm lit...warns awe's MUSK









Because ... to he attractive you must
be dainty . . . and to be dainty you
must discover the secret of bathing
with one soap that actually banishes
body odor . . . and at the same time
adorns your skin with a protecting fra
grance men love! You see, it's no longer
necessary to risk your daintiness with





YES, INDEID , . . the name, pearly while soap
your grandmother used . . . gentle, fragrant
Cashmere Bouquet ! You'll revel in its rich,
lasting suds that leave you exquisitely
fresh and sweet . . . your skin delicately
Bcenled with a subtle, protecting fragrance.
m
DEFINITELY ... in fact, you'll find the linger
ing, alluring scent of Cashmere Bouquet i? a
big belp to romance. What's more, actually
thousands of lovely women have proved to
themselves that Cashmere Bouquet is one
perfumed soap that won't irritate their
skin.'
TrlArj A 5WELL IDEAI It's always a pleasure
to give a smart girl like you a glamour hint
... to tell vou about the lo* elier * ay to avoid
offendiog with Cashmere Bouquet Soap!
Cashmere Bouquet can mean to you! Re
member, there's no finer complexion care than
Cashmere Bouquet . . one perfumed soap
that can agree with vour skin! Be rval smart





Inspired by your cover picture of
ih*-
WAAF who starred in This Abort All
(LJFE, Jan 26k 1 am winding you a
picture of the- real thing. Sht. is Fitt-
woman Frances O'Connor, photo
graphed by the light of a bomb-set lire
while on active duty during an air raid
in London.
Firewoman 0 Connor, now stationed
atWhitglfiHouse.Whitsift street, Lon-
FIRE-LIGHTED FIREWOMAN
don S.E.I 1, England, is a Canadian gui





As a king-snipes son who lived 15
years in a section bouse. 1 must say that
with your story on Casey Jones ,LIFE.
Jan. 201 you have reopened an old rail
roaders argument witbont settling H.
Exactly how much protection did tbe




would indicate that the freight's rear
was inexpertly protected.
] have protected the rear of more
than one stalled train, or work train the
first when 1 was aboui 13 My dad s in
structions were very clear.
Go back at least half a milf- 15 ttit-
graph poles i. more on curved track, and
set out two guns .torpedoes to you' on
the rtgnt rail. thj-< rail lengths apart.
(Only onr was set out for Case; i Then
come back toward your obstruction, so
you'll be abreast of the engmt- when it
stops after running over your guns
When the encme^T ruts tbem. he is sup
posed to reduce speed, prepare to stop.
and acknowl"dg>: wiic Lu> whistle Ifht-
fails to mop. or to acknowledge your
guns or flag, you are to run up and Lay
your Sag or lantern across thi- rail and
let hiiTi run o\er il. and then let the r~
mains lay. as evidenci of where you
pave him the signal Id your Casey Jon*1?
diagram, the flagman i> up th- trac*.
from ins torpvdo. was thu.- bj -passed
before Cas-> htard the single lorp*-d(->




As late a.- 1895 a single torpedo wa<
a stop signal. Though two torpedoes
are required tenia j . ohr carries tbe ^anie
warning if only one is set. FlapmaLt
went up the track in order to take hi-
position where Casey would have 1 * 2




Of your Jan 12 cover, showinc Paonc
Coast soldiers walking under a tran-
parent nei. you say tins is exct-litnT
camnuflag'
Almost to the day a year ago you pul--
Lished an article of nun* oc modern cam-
Ouflas:<-HrChmque (LIFE Jan 13.1941),
In which was pointed our iha' empty
nets or insufficiently garnished Deis, not
having any mapc properties, are not
camouflage but merely serve as a sup
port for camounagt material to be
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I en to tkmt that once 1 had properly
fitted glasses 1 could go on wearing those
same glasses year after year.
tt imr ICCirrtd to me that eye- chancr
thai one WJ ouurrow lense.- ur.t-L
one day I broke my glasses.
sen I kiC ti km my rye
1 learned thai those old plaK* hudi '
tx-en adequate furyears. My eyes net-dec
tin-
pfLiterlion apainst ciare which 1 n<>\-
gel with my new Soft-Lile l^euse*. \\ Li^t
a diPeren'-** that makes! Fret from giare-
strain, m\ eyes feei revca.
BE SURE ABOUT YOUR EYES!
Even ii yon wear clact:e.-. have you:
examined. Be sure your lenses are r-<
for your eyes tor/ay. Examination
show that Soft-Lile Lenses will pivt
too, new ey*--comfort. r^r---
These srjentifir; lenses filter
out glare, are fleah -toned, , $,<
better-lookinc Ask ahoul
<.'







I Had SM ALLPOX1...
Strang* ThingsCan Happmn to Romanes)
Whan a GiWNsjgloctsHor Hands I
A gixl*ihandsplay a leading role in romance.
Ii yourhand* are not soft,dainty, smooth
all yourother charmsmay fail towin iheman
who ia attracted by "beautiful hands that
tempt a <
ingredients. Consequently leavesNO SOAP
on your akin to dry it. It ia a rich, concen
trated lotionblended toan exquisite smooth
ness. It helps your hands to preciouswhite
softness so quicLIy, so easily.
Campana Balm ia more effective in two
importantways. It helpsprotect and soften
your akin. And doea it wisely, because
T
. "*j * i a*
Campana ia accepted for advertising in the
fry This Non-Soapy Lotion renowned Journal of theAmerican Medical
Be choosey about your lotion I Remember Association. It is first choicewithmultitudes
that Campana Balm contains NO SOAPY ofphysicians and nurses.
2 KINDS to suit amy SKIN, SEASON OR CUMATE
Ask for"Regular
**
Balm ifyour skin ia extra dry and extra sensitive
towork, water, andweaihcr. Very quickly smooths swaywinterchap-
pins and roughness. Get
"Special"
Balm (lighter in weight finishes
fm) forless ilrj ,1mseaaiuvs nfcin. sml foemild rlimitrt .seasons
Campana Balm
The famous Skin tottener
"I cnU torn smetf cUssbl** set ol
"
AaJ law IdiauiwdCnBalsa.
werk rlartsse ituo > party
drEwith What a lium lotioaf Jobs mymf
''
| red, rooeE haada that
IS- bsadr
~ <




Space naturally precludes a complete
refutation or many of tbe misconcep
tions given your readers by your article
on Quebec (LIFE, Oct. 19). French
Canadians, ofwhom there are 3,750,000
In Quebec, are recognized aa a loyal,
peace-loving, hard-working. Christian
roup In Canada who could easily give
the lead to other North Americans ln
many ways. True, their Infantile mor
tality Is high but so Is their birth rate,
which explains the growth of an etimlo
groupof 60,000 to above the 6.000,000
mark today over a period of one and
three-quarter centuries.
The tithe system, established In 1666
throughout French Canada,meets with
the full approbation ofFrench Catholics
so that whatever an outsider may say la
naturally beside the point. Aa pointed
out by the Hon. A Oodbout, Premierof
Quebec, There la no foundation for the
alleged pro-Axis sentiment in Quebec-
French Canada has repeatedly exceeded
her wartime financial quota* since the
autumn of 1939 while her men have
rallied to the armed forces of the Do
minion ln accredited manner. This par
ticipation ln overseas service la best
attested by the recent Dieppe raid In
which the great majority of those en
gaged were Canadians of the two offi
cial languages of the Dominion.
The fact that the majority In French
Canada recently voted against compul
sory service overseas cannot be Inter
preted as meaning French Canadians
are less devoted to the supreme cause
than other members of the United Na
tions. Let us recall that Mouth Africa,
Australia, Northern Ireland and India
possessvoluntaryenlistments andwho
will be found to deny the worth of this
system thus far In these countrleaT Be
sides, Canadians have had compulsory
service since 1940 for home defense.
W. A. U STYLES, M.D.
Fluahlng, N. Y.
Sirs:
. . . LIFE should know better than to
confuse Rome with the Vatican ln
speaking of the Church as one of the
factors ln the Canadien'* attitude to tbe
war. That the United Nations are light
ing against Italian Fascism, with Rome
as Its capital, has no bearing on the fact
that Vatican City, the French-Cana-
'
dians'
spiritual home. Is surrounded by
the cl:y of Rome.
LIONEL J. LANDRY
Asst. Professor




not at war, but LIFE's statement waa
baited on the fact that the Catholic
Church has traditionally been known
u the Church of Borne.ED.
Sirs:
Congratulations on your article. The
War Makes Trouble for Catholic
Quebec,
It Is the most understanding, accu






The bit ofbiography printed withmy
picture ln the photographer-of-the-
week box (LIFE.Oct. 19) waa extremely
accurate except:
1) I waa never condemned to die by
the Tsarist Government.
2) I never became a Cossack (In fact
one does not become, but la born a
Cossack).
3) I did not Join the Red Army to
escape the Cossack firing squad.
4) I never faced execution outside of
(continued on p. 18)
jj/au 'JlnjtHf
"Til lift that never lets yon
down"
The MI&ACt* happens at the base of tbe
bra-cup where a patented cushion inset
softly lifts your bosom, holds that firm
rounded contour, never becomes limp or
lax through seasons of washing and wear.
Kiss the bras good-bye that pur red ridges
on your pretty shoulders. There's neither
bone, bulk nor pull in peema-uft's gentle
support. See peuu-uft today at leading
stores. Bra and Bandeau styles $1.21 to
$2.30. Long-Line models $2 and $2.30 4












ll laiimailS get aCO* ofdark
polish. Since nothing goes fast enough
for impatient ta, she blow*
! Itai
"
the/will dry quickly. Until they dry,
she can't do anything else or the
polish wdl smudge.
He hair, washed and put up the day
before, is put
every strand
ia right. Then the head is
.rapped in
*
excited little girls from Valley Stream deck
themselves out in their new formal finery
: _l:l
pmaOlswang, 16, and friend Jane Fest, 15,
of Valley
I Stream, Long Island, are like thousands of
American
ligh-school girls who now at Christmas-party
time are
laving a great
feminine experience the wearing of
he Brat long party dress. Young
girls are always
ab-
Blutely sure they will
never in their whole lives forget
Out first party dress. As
years go by many of their
fouthful certainties turn out to be wrong
but in this
they are quite right.
There are very few
women whose
emotions ever fail to echo the warm
and wonderful
feeling that the first party
dress brings.
Jane's and Irma's party dresses are long
with wide
and frilly skirts and waists
that fit very snugly. They
are the kind of dress that
goes bestwith just a simple
string of pearls,
the kind that transforms
scornful
tom-
bovs intodreamy-eyed females. A party
dress like these
II. HIS are given a delicate dab ol borrowed
perfume which. Jan. confidently
hope, wUl̂ eate an
^"glamor and allure but which the boys at party will not notice or only
make fun"^eyto
ThB llBS get a covering
already
worldly-wise in
calls for an elaborate ceremony
of preparation
which
starts hours before the party
does. It involves an end
less filing of hair, nails, eyes,
lips and a doing, undo
ing and desperate redoing
ol everything.
The dress
becomes even more important
than the date and, al
ter the excitement of admiring
and of being admired,
the party
itself-the blessed occasion that
has made
the dress necessary-seems
almost like an anticlimax.
of unaccustomed
thickness and brightness, put on
with a hand
make-up. Mother will probably
make Irma tone the lips down.
fffw'W 'ff""Y
aiagM^ aitaJassJEJESssas^^
Fl8d DeiD, Pfe, waswounded in action after the
landing at Fedala. He comes from Ashland, Ky.
PvL AlV.D Fraflklio suffered his wound during tbe U. S. landing oper- H CUi6DCe Meld. Pfc, of Cimarron, Kan., tended
ationa at Fedala. He and his brother once ran a farm at Rosefield, La, El his own wounds received in action at Casablanca.
Corp. GdOrge W. SCOtt, San Fruncisco, waa res- H PvL LerOJf WoOteO, Sturgis. Miss., wus in uction for i>5 hours at Sail. He
cued from waters of Fedala Bay after torpedoing. HI was struck by a bomb fragment while guarding a warehouse on beach.
Corp. Roy Jones was wounded whilestormmg the
Fedala beach. He wus a farmer in Kinston, Ala.
Sgl. William R. TaggS. of Chicago, was hit while
attacking with his company at Tort
I.yautey.
m
Corp. JameS E. LewiS fought for 40 hours at Sufi before being hit dur
ing u lioinbing attack by French planes. He comes from Punsey, Ala.
Arthur P. Amidore, Pfc, was hit during fierce ac
tion at Casablanca. He lives in Wilmington, Calif.
Home from their [first fight, II. S. soldiers smile Amem, .
with their medals at Army's Walter Reed Hospital
Iast week the news from North Africa was still vague, l'eople knew that Rommel
> had been broken at El Aghcila and, with part of his army trapped, was fleeing
with his columns down the coastal roads to his sea liusc of Tri|M>li (see follmring
pages). Tlii-y knew that Durlun had publicly slated tliut his rule was only temjKirary
and that lie would abide by his countrymen's decision after an Allied victory had
been won. But what they mostly wanted to know aliout was the situation of the
'or more than a month the buttle had been joined. At lirst, the American fK-ople
bad ex|x-clcd an immediate victory. Then the disturbing rc|K>rts of Axis air-lioruc
reinforcements, of the (jcrniull resistance and finally advances begun to sift buck
20
e)o he's promised to love, honor... and
throw away his flute! h*%
Hollywood at War (continued)
/ tit i ,-> ->
no sooner remtsd a room to
this handsome young fellow than he
turned out to be a flute player!
About midnight he starred tooting a
big silver flute, and the other tenants
started banging on the water pipes!
2. He hod paid lei advance, 50 I couldn't
throw him out. But after two hours of tor
ment, the other tenants served notice that it
was him or them! So [ made an effort to reason






he replied. "I drank coffee at
dinner! I seldom touch itthecaffein in it keeps
me awake! But I couldn't resist so I can't
sleep. Playing the Bute quiets my
ner\es!"
4. "Drink Sonko Coffee I" I told him.
"Delicious coffee . . . but it's lJl% caffcin-free
and can't keep you
awake!"
"You're a pretty
widow, and I like
you,"
he replied, "but I




I said. "It's a delightful
blend of 6ne Central and South American
coffees. The caffein is taken out so skilfully






6. We didn't hoar fho flat* the next night. 1 he
following morning he came downstairs, crying:
"It workedl I switched to Sanka and I slept
fine."
(P. S. Now he's proposing to me! How you
going to hgure these flute players, anyway?)
Sanka Coffee
HAL eOll...7*
CAfHIN-Fia...DINK IT AND SHIP
Make Sanka Coffee rtnmf . Use a hrapint
tablespoon per cup.
If percolator is used,
"perk"
Sanka Coffee a little longer.
TUNE IN ... two great radio shows are





Sunday ajunocn: News by
Wllll.m L ihlrar,
the famous author ol "Berlin
Diary."
See your local newspaper for tunes and
stations.
Lewis StOfie, the veteran M-G-M star, .serves us Lieut. Col. Stone, head of Ihe First
Kvueuntion K.uun. i.i, < 'iiliforliiu Stule (.'lltml. Hi- will help evacuate citizens in case
of fliicre,cucv..
Slum-
.vu.s lieutenant in Spuui.-di-AiucriciinWar, tniijor ill World \V..r I.
% Jaile WymaO SllOWS her DedalS, adorning an "It. A. F. I.lue" dress deigned hy a
Hullywoud palriot who says girls should "go militury in a feminine
way."
These arc






















America earnepW mto . vaat educa-
tehing which
began in the ~m,*^00 pup^costs
*2.000,000,0OO a
honal system which today











no. take children to
central,
modern
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gives instruction on
all
sheets ,n the primary
*h
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stocking, ^^g> gathering eggs, runnmg
trac-




















































At luncht imc the whole school sits on the steps. Teacher's radio blares out war news but to
these run! children war in something that happened In history. They are chiefly interested in
their tin lunch boxes, filled with thick meat sandwiches, bread and jelly, milk and apples.
Id One \*l%t rOQlH all 17 pupils learn their leson.i at nm-e. Grades are arranged by runs -tart* % '-/ aidexss near her. Mea




To make the moat of limited time, teacher gives classes in rotation, calling each grade by
lurs 9
.^ 'tftcre are ten Schaffs,
During reteSS, kids whirl on woolen merry-go-mund or play cops and rubbers, prUouer's base.
ki'k-llie-i:in. A ki-*-l>idl ifatue i.i u.iiiiilly in proirre-w, girl* playing outfield a* hy* pitch and run.
Tiiey are loiter .it
-port- i|i:.n ;il iliidving for 1uo.1t are of European pea*.-int *tock anal Ienra
in.' 1hiich hard to li I'-m -"" si.iif .,...* l,fli limLi .1 mtipt.il as he pun-, over a history lunik.
Ti pronoti patriot:
tower, lower it at 1
*qht) ilona slacks 1
**. sweep out the
dfssa near her. Meanwhile, others .ire supposed to study but it is almost impossible to
pre-
r.1*' "hispering, scuffling, picture-<irawing in copybooks. Since must of the children are relateil
;'- i"** *re ten Scbaffs, three Schanzes, three Sillivans and one Berry), family rivalry is strong.
Biggest bOf ia 16-year-old Wayne Sillivan < 'landing } who fancies himself a man although
he is still in the eighth grade. Like must young country schoolteachers, Dorothy Albrecht
has M>me trouble with older boys who make sheep's eyes at her, must be tactfully squelched.
' irOHaOtt patriotism among farm children, teacher has them raise flag
to pole on schoolhouse
*0*W, tower it at day's end. When classes are over at 4 o'clock, Teacher Dorothy Albrecht (see
*9ht) dons slacks and starts denning the blackboard. Since she is her own janitor, she
must
****
swp out the schoolroom and senih the floor, empty
the stove and put the room in order.
One-room school to
i/i*%$c,p.y
At tbl etld Of a hard day, Teacher Dorothy Albrecht in comfortable pajamas stretches out
od bed to read up on the next day's lessons. Next to Dorothy's pillow lies the heavy flashlight
which is her only weapon. But ihe Is not afraid of living alone. There are farms nearby aod
she has never been mulested. Beside her sagging iron bedstead is the old pot-bellied -love.
for which she must haul coal from the harn. Dorothy's only relaxations are reading and
working on short stories by which she hopes to achieve fume ^s a fiction writer some 'lay.
'"<--r ^'p&Ai&im
*1 Window overlooking tremendous sweep ofMontana landscape, Dorothy sits at
her desk
towrite letters home hy the light of a kerosene lamp. Her father and mother live in Billings,
** miles away, where she went to the Eastern Montana State Normal School for
two years.
Weekly battl is taken Saturday night in a wnshtuh on kitchen floor. Water must lie hauled
up from a cistern, carried
100 yd., heated on the iron cookstove at the right Between baths,

























THEIR FIRST SIX MONTHS STUDENT NURSES
MUST TAKE CALISTHENICS ONE NIGHT A WEEK
UNDER A TRAINED GYM TEACHER ill
THE STUDENT NURSE PREPARES FOR AN ARDUOUS BUT NOBLE PROFESSION
At Roosevelt Hospital School of Nursing she studies, has fun, cares for the sick
Many of the 19 nurses peering into the stair
well at left have
no caps. This means that they are novices.
Fresh from
their high schools, they entered the Roosevelt
Hospital School
of Nursing in New York last Sept.
15 to train for a difficult
but noble profession. By now the few misfits have
been elimi
nated. March 15 will be the first important day in
their new
careers. For then,with solemn ceremony, they
will be
"capped"
by the school director. Thereupon they
will drop their proba
tionary status and officially
become acolytes in a great sister
hood of healers. Two and a half years
later they will again
line up for an important
ceremony, this time to
receive the
golden pin that qualifies them finally for the worthy
title ol
graduate nurse.
In the meantime they will have
studied hard at microbi
ology, hvgiene. materia medica
and the science of nursing,
will have spent hours of vigil in wards,
will have had classes
in nutrition and psychology. But not
all of a nurse s life.
as these pictures by Alfred Eisenstaedt show,
is hard work.
The modern nurse plays hard, swims,
dances, keeps hersell
fit leads a healthy social life.
For she well knows that nursing
today
requires more than knowledge. It calls for
patience,
devotion, tact and the reassuring
charm that comes only from
a fine balance
of physical health and adjusted
personality.











P"alln, fOOH dlt; is the most interesting part of a
,r* ' lire. Not till the end ol her first year is she consitl-
"I Prepared for it. II is a momentous .lay in her career
* slw finallyputs on a sterile mask anil cap. iva>hes her
hands and arms for five minutes in soup and water, then
I
rinses them in alcohol. Another nurse slips on her a ster
ile laparotomy gown. Student nurses handle instruments
and sponges. Graduate nurses handle -futures. Before grad
uating, every nurse at the Roosevelt Hospital must have
at least two months of intensive operating room duty.
f/lu> rrjf'f
///*. **> p'l
Il thl ODtratiut ampbitbeatn nurses watch an appendec
tomy. The operating surgeon (right of tabUt centre) often
explains the pathology of the case and his surgical tech
nique. Across tbe table and to his left are his two assistants.
At tlie bead of the table sits th* anesthetist, administering
ether. Over the instTLLment trays hover the suture nur*
(left) and the instrument nurse (ri hi). In the first three
rows of ihe benches ait novices. Behind them -at student
nurses and graduates. Im the front cover of this lssu* you
see the same scene in reverse, -bowing
observers'
faces.
CONT1NUCO OKI NEXT MCI
,//$, iT^.f




ill IBIS, the young student nurses march down themain
Kridorof the Roosevelt Hospital on their way from class-
ram to wards. Within three years they will be fully pre-
A natural aptitude is needed
to make an ideal nurse
hre almost any girl could be a nurse. But now,
ith many State laws to protect the patient, nurs-
I has become an exacting profession. Its candi-
< are carefully chosen. They come from good
6". Theymust have a high-school education'ana1
Wig in science. They must be over 18, under 30.
nut that does not mean they necessarily pass the
!months probationary period. For nursing is now
Wative profession and its practitioners must come
*ith a natural aptitude. It takes patience and
lAive
understanding to allay the fears of the bed- .
"a. After three years at a nursing school and one
"> a registered staff nurse in a hospital, many
"< lo enter public-health services. Here a still
"creative field awaits them. With tact and fore-
it they must teach families to keep well. They
M help teachers.proteet-schoolchildren-iigainst
|H. Into their hands often falb the hygienic
" of city.
"<*. the ideal nurse today transcends mere
"H science and materia medics. Hers must
'cultuit broad enough to meet many social as
flumedical demands, to secure the health of fu-
*
generations as well as assuage the current dis-
"' Roosevelt Hospital's school, shown on these
P*. waa chosen by LIFE aa typical of the hun-
Jof^ood schools throughout the United States
** I'ris may learn the profession of nursing.
pared to help fill the shortage of registered nurses in U. S.
hospitals and homes. These preliminary students work
only from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. They pay 450 tuition for
the total three-year course. Upon graduating and passing
the State Bourd of
Regents'
examination, they become
R. N.s Registered Nurses, earn *75 to 4150 a month.
'><
L
BlOfl of the graduate nurse is this Roosevelt Hospital
nurses training school pin. It Is blue enamel and gold. Its
three feathers symbolise the nurse's motto; "I
serve."
Symbol of tbe nursing profession U the surgical scissor*,
always tucked in the back of the apron belt. The nurse
thus unlikely to injure a patient while leaning over hi* bed.
//As*?,,^
II Chlfgl of all nursing techniques is Edith Hayes, 1926 graduate of the Roosevelt school.
It is she who first inducts young student nurses into the practical art of nursing, who
teaches them to make beds, administer medicines, practice the proper hospital etiquette.
Director of Roosevelt's nursing school is A. Isabelle Byrne, 1911 graduate. She served in
the World War, became director in 1930, is now recognized aa an able organizer, a firm but
kindly disciplinarian. She is responsible for the welfare of Roosevelt's 68 student nurses.
"Cappltlf'*
StkTtiCtS take place in the reception room of
the
Nurses'
Home. The novices, having successfully paused
examinations for their crucial 6rt six months, are now
permitted to wear the bibbed apron, the striped uniform
and the cap of the full-fledged student nurse,
^inp1* but
sincerespeeches are made each March \S by the president
of Roosevelt's Alumnae Association, the president of the
student council, and Board of Trustee President Thomas





. . . better look to your breath! Use
Colgate Dental Cream the toothpaste that
cleans your breath while it cleans your teeth
are the cause of much bad breath.
And Colgate's has a soft, safe
polishing agent that cleans enamel
thoroughly, yet gently makes
teeth naturally bright, sparkling!
So next time you buy toothpaste,
buy Colgate's the toothpaste that
does two jobs for the price of one!
/-lOLUATE DENTAL CREAM, you
^
see, has an active penetrating
foam that gets into the hidden
crevices between teeth helps clean
out decaying food particles and




WHILI IT CLEANS TOUI TIITH
SPEAKING OF PICTURES
(continued)
Top Sergeant Bruce Bieber (l.IFK. July 7) still looks and acts like a typical top
sergeant, still sits at Ins desk at Fort Sam Houston. Reactions to his story were
muinly emotional: congratulations from bis superiors, admiration front his men,
some jealousy from other noneonis and their wives. His own wife was undisturlied
even though his heavy fan mail included a number of mash notes from lonely ladies.
Actre$S Jinx Fulkenhurg (I.IKE, Jan. *7) was best known a year ago as amodel who
never used powder on her face and who could look like a sea breeze under a buttery
of spotlights. She is best known today as Columbia
Pictures'
dim hope in a grude-U
production culled Sing for Your Snifter. I'nder Hollywood's Kleig lights, she is
rupidly becoming just another girl who looks best when she is lying on a fur rug.
Negro PriVlte Hi.yn.ond Carlton (l.IFK, Aug. 1 1 ) has rend and written more letters
in Ihe last live months than ever before in his life.With the conscientious thorough
ness Hint makes him n fine soldier, he bus answered all I liemail he got at Fort Bragg
from readers who liked his story. Most of them were girls but Raymond, though
he loves (Hipulurily, still has bis
"steady''
and gives the others the polite brush-off
10




GlieSt Ol honor. Emmelyn Tarter, enjoys having her deltoids manipulated by ma-
>en.ie. Daughter of a socialite dentist, Emmelyn is 19, attended Stephens College.
(, nfyl\\*\l\ WinshJp gets pedicured and manicured simultaneoii>ly. Member of famed







pin? Lay a Luden's on your tongue.
As it melts, cool menthol vapor
rises, helps penetrate clogged nasal
passages with every breath. ..helps
relieve that "clothespin
i H*len McDuftJe lies happily, helplessly in an ecstasy of cold cream. Bl
J daughter of a local latvyer, Helen is id, attended St. Mary's College, I
IF YOU WANT
to subscribe to LIFE, write to
P.I. PRENTICE. Circulation Manager
..iFE






AMERICA'S NEWEST BOAT CREATIONS
Ail now! 113 bMulifvllv irraomlinoci boon ham
which la thoou. Guaranld io*di from 20 la 50
tVD.h. Gitalin Ijigry, comfort and i*aworthinou.
1941 CHAMPIONS OF THE WATERWAYS
DfAifBS:Writ, or -rr. for hvnehitt /Wi.
Wril* or aik for Naw 1941
Portfolio ol Gai Wood Bool
PictUTM >
GAR WOOD INDUSTRIES. INC-
lut Olriiiu * JI4 Rl<n flu*
MwiHilh, MicFiifii
Prtcti tturt at SllM/uctary
LtHle John, Sad Eye and Big Ear










Weary Atlanta debutantes are treated by a wise
hostess to an afternoon of massage and relaxation
At 4 p. m. on Dec. IS. members of the Atlanta Debutante Club entered a
handsome house on West Wesley Road. peeled off all their clothes and
^pent the next two hours ridding themselves of tensions generated by the
holiday season, fortifying themselves against social efforts to come. Though
Atlanta debutantes are -.tanchest in the Sooth, even young re-ilient legs
occasionally rei'iiire re*t. Being a resourceful as well as a merciful hostess,
Mrs. Carter Smith had planned a new kind of party.
Surreptitiously Mrs. Smith had sought out each girl's favorite beautician
and masseuse and signed her up for the afternoon of the IHth. She drafted a
light menu of raw vegetables and fruit juices. Then ^he sent little rhymed
invitations tu the debutantes, asking them to drop in. in "any old
frock."
She and her cousin. Emmelyn Carter, received their guests at the door in
aegligees, quickly hustled them upstairs to -.trip. Grateful, chirping like
tired birds, the girU stretched out on chaise longties and felt familiar
fingers fingers which knew every joint and vertebra in their an>tt>cratic
young bodies caressingly dispel the party pains. Pulses subsided. Eyes
brightened. Skin bloomed. Soon all were chattering like the schoolgirls
they had bcein not many months ago. At i>:J0 p. m. they reluctantly
rose, dressed, anil set out once more on the party round, murmuring a line
from Vergil: "Dens not/is haec otia
fecit"







RestOfalive tranquillity reigns in 'he playroom of Mrs. tarter Smith. In foreground, emer
ging from a heet, are the
relaxed toes of Margaret Win-hip who is happy doing nothing, fit
ting behind her, bi
aod Jean Pentecos
Uff-Calory fOOdS are wheeled in by hostess,
Mrs. Tarter Smit h.
mmu: grapes, grapefruit,
raw carrots, celery, orange juice, lo.
Ikr i




All ihe little tired lines are smoothed from RU'.->
Frances MWly. Daughter of amanufacturer. F.N
age by .left Beautician
. very gracious, popular.

Ou following pages are ten of Hollywood's fa
vorite actresses, most of them photographed
by Eliot Elisofon, and below on this page is a,
limb by limb report on their weights and measure
ments. LIFE presents this portfolio of pulchritude
not only as a guide to ten lovely -tars but also as -in
indication of current taste in American womanhood.
For in such matters. Hollywood both influences and
reHects the ta.ste of the nation.
Physically, the average star of today is taller an.l
healthier than her predecessors. A common egres
sion among young men of Hollywood is.
""
Don't get
yourself an actress for a because the girls usu
ally >coot home by !) o'clock to insure a vivacious
look nextmorning beforea camera. Fur the same
rea-
son. most starlets drink little or nut at all. Ambitious.
tuincrou.se their value as actresses,many iturs private
ly study singing, dancing, diction. Wholesome living
has l>een forced on Hollywood hvouuse commercially
it pays off. -V
Styles in femininity change with the times, al
though such basic types as the siren and the home
girl are reasonably eternal. Back when the movies
were born, the ^tars were predominately fluffy and al
most Victorian in their need for masculine protection.
In those days most of the movie-goers were male.
Later, to suit the post-war temper of the 19*20'*.
came Mich flapper playgirls as Clara. Bow. Then in
the IQAO'a, new humorandsophisticationwerebrought
to the screen by -uch smart-.VIices as Claudette Col
bert, llyrna Lov and Carole Lombard- who were es
pecially welcome in sn. era of depression because they
seemed to know all the answers.
Today there is a trend towards more purely female
allure, because men at war >vant women to be attrac
tive. They alsowant them to iie sympathetic and com
panionable.
The importance of an actress, however, is by no
means determined hy her male admirers for currently
the majority uf movie-goers ire women. W omen must
approve the styles and manners of every movie rpieeri.
Increasingly, itars are recruited from the ranks of
professional models, ivith the result that today's star
lets are hetter dressed and Nettie-groomed than ever
before, Lhuiuib it is douhtfui if-Pney are better ac-
tT-.-es^^ R A
To scrBH students of Mhnfanh.x-I. LIFE does
not presume to offer any inctum or final word. It
only offer-, the following pictorial evidence and
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VERONICA LAKE 22 i
5'2"
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CAROLE LANDIS 23 5'53A"\ 114 ! 361A ; 35 24
ROSALIND RUSSELL 31 ;
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120 j 34% 36 25%
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36%
BRENDA MARSHALL j 27
5'3*
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LANA TURNER ! 2I 2
5'3%"
110 34% 35 24 34 5%B
ALEXIS SMITH I21 0 ST 128 34 36 24 | 37% 6%BI ,
HEDY LAMAR R |26 2
5'6"






I tcltdtol - Jsuit-tont,
i no* . |D4C
1
*:
LUCllle Ball'S ByGS areWrc, talkative and forpel-me-not blue, a rare shade even for movie
BCtre^sc*. I'nlikc seme Hollywood stars who wear corapleie set* of false eyela-hcs. Miss Ball
ues them on only the outer half of hei
ready large eyes. Note the difference be
lid This glVfS a plumeo upward till lo lier a!_
en her apricol-colored hair and dark cvcljrows.
LllCille Ball's IllOUtll is large and well-dinped. To mutch her hair shr uses an or-m-re-loned
lipstick. Miss Ball's mouth began its career villi 20 baby teeth which she lu-l after the ago
of T. Like mn-l aclres*
wisdom tooth. Unlike
-he rer-eived her full complement of 3i
iosl actresses she uses no urtificia] lsds
lull teeth, losinronb ore
i order U. bcaUtiN thru.
Best ankles were those of Showgirl Hazel Brooks, chosen
by Varga to model for a part of his composite Varga Girl.
HIM (III.
Peruvian artist's sleek calendar
cuties come to life in "Du
Barry"
BeSt tOfSO. seductively clothed in block satin and lace, belongs to
shapely Ruth Ownbey, one of the Du Harry Was A Lmly girls.
Pinned up in U. S. college dormitories. Army bar
rack.-, and shipboard lockers are millions of Varga
Girlsthat sleek sophisticatedcreaturewith bare legs
who never existed in real life. Creator of these pic
ture girls is Peruvian Alberto Vargas who stripj>ed
his own numc down to Varga. In his iO-ycur career
he has drawn mure than i.i.OOO beautiful women.
To publicizeM-G-M's Du Bum/ Was A Lad;/, Art
ist Varga was recently called by Hollywood to paint a
composite Varga Girl using the movie's showgirls as
BOSt kDCeS picked by Varga were those of Mary Jane
French. Showgirl's stockings are long, made of rubber.
models. From each he singled out one particular fea
ture lips, legs, hands, knees,etc.but nowherecould
he find one girl in the flesh who had all the attributes
of the girl of his imagination. As a part of the film's
story the girls bring to life the now-famous Vurga cal
endar, which shows twelve of his beauties in seasonal
poses and sells 8,tlOO,UU(J copies a year. Shown below
directing the girls in his calendar sequence, Varga
paints both from memory and frommodel. He always
draws girls in nude, odds clothing, if any, afterward.
Vlfll I0SIS KtV WlltillBS with a rake and a watering can to portray the month of Mny in The April girl is Kay Aldridge whose profile was used by art tat Varga in his coinpwtite pie-
hismovie calendar scene. For his
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Most Beautiful Brunette: Nedra Evans
W#
:'^~7






MlSt beJOtifal eyes are picked with strict disregard for cute
raWkv lips ur other distracting contours. Judinng in various
categories waa conducted by five art directors two nights he-
fore tbe presentation of winners to Chicago's advertLsiog elite.
CHICAGO ADVERTISING MEN INSPECT NEW MODELS FOR 1941
At Chicago's Art Center on the evening of March 13.
more than loO advertising artists, illustrators and
photographers looked over the latest 1!>+1 styles in legs,
rye*. Im.-siins. hips, teeth and general all-round femi
nine allure. In an altogether critical and workaday spir
it they surveyed the models un display with an eye
wholly nui fined to their commercial needs. This was no
?vrning uf fun. It waa an experiment in business rela-
xwi.h. designed to improve the haphazard system tinder
which models with beautiful legs, eyes, bosoms, hips or
teeth daily trudge from office to office in the hope that
Iheir peculiar assets might till the advertising wants of
th* moment.
To introduce the best of UHl's current model crop to
the art directors of local advertising agencies, the So
ciety of Photographic Illustrators sponsored the show
and contest pictured here. From 50 entrants, ii., were
picked as archetypal representatives of beauty's
varied forms. One by one they were introduced to the
men who would mean jobs and money to them in
months to come. One by <>ne they were inspected as
solemnly and detachedly as new motorcars at a deal
er's convention, new fashions at a spring salon. Two of
tbe girls shown on these pages Miss Profile and Miss
Hands are students at Northwestern. One Miss
Brunette is the muther of a two-year-old ->on- Miss
Lingerie is a professional dancer. Miss Smiles is an ex
pert figure skater. All have great things ahead of them.
Host beauiilul lets in- r.
art student. Sought hy n , -he proposes t
resa < roll, former
marry instead.
MOSt bc2otitHl tiandS spring from wrists of IS-yenr-nld Alice





Kershner clo*^ her hm,
i.o.>.i concept iool
lact<"
hho\ a/ter an in.-pection at jate.
Allhnush Marguerite k.fc
r>-
girl, ihe an.l thousands like her are .l..in* hani.
rital aork.
In U. S. industry they help make weapons of war
At Vulteeand LockheedandVega,atGeneralMotors andMartin anaWright,
at Douglas and Brewster and Boeing, in arsenals and ammunition plants,
tn motor works and assembly plants, girls in uniform are welding an ;\ iring.
riveting and loading, assembling and inspecting man .- weapons for war. V
quarter of a million, maybe half a million [certainly more tnan a million be
fore the war ls won; have gone from high school and college. ;'rom de-k and
counter to do the jobs the L . S. needs doae. For this theircountry pays them
well in money and prestige.
The woman worker in a war industry tn the U. S. has acquired some of tbe
glamor of the man in uniform. In labor's social scale, -he beioniLs to the elite.
At the very top is the girl who works in an airplane factory. She is the glam
or girl of l'JW. She might He Marguerite Kershner, -howri un ;his page, "-he
might be Linda Gray. Both work at the Boeing airplane factory in Seattle.
Marguerite does electrical wiring. The work ls exactum ind tedious but wom
en s nimhle Lingers are adept at such jobs. Marguerite makes '>.'** in hour.
Sooie times she works TO hours a week. One Sunday she made *U. Oil* is uer
first factory job. She has worked as salesgirl, usherette, .-ievatorupa-rator iil




be br-iL,ed. there s JT^ise finder her nails, her make- 'D s .-CDlllKPi
curls mi t of place. When she checks in the next morning it h ;u . 01.
hariTls w ill f*e smooth, her nails polished, her makeup md urls lo i nier. i
Margue ite is neither iirudge nor >iavev but tue llflliillL*
the spot-welding department. Lmda went to Universityor
worked at flying fields and schools. She has been dying for -
civilian aviation in Seattle was banned. Lmda decided th.i
fly planes die would help build them. She gets up at ' A"> ;
7:31 to I with half-hour for lunch, spends two evenings
draft-men- school. To and from workshe wears the regular:
:ng -lack -nit. Her suit and Marguerite's are not official
are the overalls or suits worn by many thottsam
them. But uf all the women in uniform these are the girls





Eletlrical wiring for panel boards of Flying Portrevea j Marguerite's job. Work in
volves tying md fitting of wires around small parts. Foreman rates ner among ^t.
jo-lvf 4; I J If J.






J^olkd Dmry Lans's Last Que, in which chey had the detective,
Ctrl
[jpe. commie suicide just before being nabbed as the murderer.
fvjjur Barnaby Ross novels have recently been reissued in new
^j]]ar editions containing a prefatory note explaining that Bar




their early years in the business Dannay and Lee manage^
rtfctltf happy cooperation of their publishers, to keep the identity
Jlioch BarnabyRoss and ElleryQueen a secret. A crisis arose in 1931
r^a EUcry Queen received an invitation to lecture on myscery-
LAwriting at the Columbia University School ofJournalism. The
EjjjM flipped a coin, Lee lost and delivered the lecture wearing a
Wack mask. During cjje following year, Lee spent a lot of his
onder the masJc, sitting at tables in department stores auto-
arfring
books. He seemed to be having such a fine time that Dan-
0JQC 1 mask for himself and started going around telling people
gut* Barnaby Ross. A lecture bureau subsequently sent the authors
ieouple of cross-country tours, with Lee as Queen and Dannay as
ID0, both masked. Appearing on the platform ostensibly as rival
IjBtrT writers, they would challenge each other's skill as a detec-
fKindwind up their routine, whichwas as carefully rehearsed as a
ijirieville act, with Barnaby Ross giving the clues to a torturously
{paired murder case and defying Ellery Queen to solve it on the
rptQueen never missed. Often after a performance, members of the
ptScocewould come up and ask the masked marvels for a few clues
itoot some local unsolved murder. Reaching for their hats, the
ibths would mumble a little fast double-talk about corpus delicti
J habeas corpus and get out of the hall at high speed. All of this
mease had considerable publicity value. Before long, people were
posing that Ellery Queen was S. S. Van Dine in disguise, and somc-
fltwho had caught a glimpse of Dannay's mustache when the flap
shis mask was fuffled by a breeze, announced that Barnaby Ross
m actually the late Alexander Woollcott.
Although Ellery Queen's identity is no longer a secret, the mys-
ht of how Lee and Dannay work is still about as baffling as the
^
taboats of the missing Judge Crater. They regard their collab-
e methods as a trade secret and when cross-examined, usually
iwater with questions. "Ever ask Hecht and MacArthur how they
work?"
asks Dannay. "Or Nordhoff and
Hall?"
asks Lcc. Some-
SHe. they break down and offer a few clues. "In its simple
form,"
"pLee, "our collaboration is like this: one of us does a plot and
tooa it off to the other for
writing.""Or,"
says Dannay, "one of
writes a plot and the two of us start
"Sometimes,"
says




says Dannay, "the two of us write a plot and one of
ccan it to
pieces."
Apparently one partner is strong on plots, the
*W on writing. .
) nolle killiajs
Unlike many detective writers who habitually start with the
Uurion of the crime and work backwards, Dannay and Lee begin
I0K any place, developing cheir plots from such random starting
Points as aa exceptionally unusual due, a remarkable suspect or a
"nge background. For example, Calamity Town, a recent Queen
r^d, grew out of a casual, one-sentence reference to predated letters
*nich one of the partners ran across in reading a popular
biography.
****,while visiting a freak show, Lee and Dannay fell to wondering
*oat would happen if a Siamese twin committed a murder. In Tbe
Twin Mystery which resulted, they considered the legal and
pKtical angles, including how to electrocute one Siamese without
Paging the other, and in the end lamely resolved the problem by
t-aring the twins of the crime. Passing thewindow of a department
ltorr-, one of the partners stopped to look at a display of a modern
frtmentwhich featured aMurphy bed. Thiswas the genesis of Tbe
*S Powder Mystery, which begins when a bed in the
window of
"Wh'i department store is let down and out tumblesMrs. French,
* of the owner, disheveled and dead.
A a rule, Dannay and Lee avoid erotic methods of
killing. They
Wo shooting, scabbing and poison. "Once
you got a corpse, what
*e hell difference does it make how he got that Dannay
ex-
r*n. After getting the corpse,
the authors generally gather a
cer-
,1<n, -amount of research on the story's minor theme, which in
the
rt has included such topics as philately, Chinese culture, life
in a
'""ll town, ballistics and Egyptology. They have accordingly
from
I to rime consulted with stamp dealers, laundrymen,
representa-
ofColt's firearms company, the Assistant Curator
of theMetro
politanMuseum's Department of Egyptian Art and, most frequently,
* ExyaapaeMa: Britannic*. Lee and Dannay were persuaded to the





In a soldier's emergency ration kit.
..with each grimly
telescoped meal... four cigarettes are packed. Why? They will
not keep a soldier alive. But our government knows that
those cigarettes help to keep him fighting.
To a woman, how well she looks is a barometer of how well she
feels... how well she fights for Victory.
With restrictions on rubber came this question :
Are foundation garments essential? The government has answered that...
by recognizing them as important to health and morale.
Naturally, foundations today can't be made the same as before the war.
Nor can there be so many of them. Isn't it sound then
to buy those that are the finest... that will do the
most for you? Munsingwear
"Foundettcs"
are that kind.
In them, you'll find newly developed materials and cuts
that more than compensate for wartime restrictions.
You'll find garments that last longer because
their quality is the
very- best. For figures
from 14 to 40, at better corset departments.
rOME.y ARE .VEEDED







nut rourtOATion garments . also cudervear. sleeping tear, hosiery
MTJNSINGVlAn, INC. MINNEAPOLIS MET YOBE, . CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES
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She turned her back
on the Social Scene




I a quickWoodbury Facial
Cocktail-
does Beauty Duty for
lovely Marguerite
Kirchner
Sue's thrown in her lot for Victory, wiring
panel boards for Hying Fortresses
in the
Boeing Plant, Seattle. Savs
Marguerite Kirchner:
-My job is worth every
broken finger nail and





Woodbury Soap to help
freshen my
complexion,
coarse pores and a dingy,
dirt-clouded skin are
no beauty problems of mine.
-





soap made for the skin





ttle Washington, looks trim
















auai .:.!,. l. 1,1a,. with no ill elf.
rn..
> eight hours Jay, -,l
.11 f ect*
' 'Un. I altribute this lo
Woodbury.
,..i ,,;, "[lite 3. "Mr beauty
routine?'*Marauerite e.v
,. rune out for
a little re^ano.
I hk T
^ ^ ^ ^ Wo,jJlmry.,
Woodbury's [ ^h U[her ^ Jcrub tJ1 my
4. -For tbe Skin You Love to
Touch,"
lake a Facial Cocktail every day with popular
Woodburv Soap. Intended solely lo
cleanse










W. call tWl Dtaur .^irbara Rm
Snak^ater. Th. you ladi, ^ ur
dauKhter. .-, is monitt, ,M. to ,
her dm tooth on an.ter unl.me i-eruinx
rfn. For one so youn* ,u .ho,, an
amazin* incrsr m our =rurssion icl-
T,.T,U3 kl' """", a-jniL,no.ja, is
J
.4 rt. long and only one of her mans-Uv
playrhinra. ^ vu ,
ouf^,an,t-^.nik"^-
Tararerf ,u caorlvlry -7,
'" '
irounu h*r as -n. ..l>,
ivmlo-e. InciCenraiiy j,







As on* of many who arc .pp,w-.t -.5-
irlamor xirls -vVr compl-rely fon^um*
their duty aa sued. r. would lik ro pr.-S(fr
this wvidfiacH that rhey do nor i'ade-
terr-n oy thf lack of time aQlI th(, stem
workmanlike surrounding of the c-^soa,
Aircraft Company plant ofWichita L'aa.
UtS3 Nrina Werwr. aO-Vf^THtlfi riv^r,.,
Che"dwt-tni-rai . Ifnartment. :i*s f*,-
ror-tlnbri r,r a sD.t 0, aluminum -n
^hai [ earner [j ivchnieaily oilwl f.-i-
-nin id hw make-ao. C under-nia,'
in excellent for fr-jiinine moraleand
leva*
de. for our*.





js^ajdsaT. "tin? or drinking to
'tai** iItay brine on headaches,
^oniwm. jfid the heavy, ituny
Jrcaasf o( itiilindigc^tion.
When
H**t iaup^ns. just remember
'
< -iwA ut -parkiins.
taney-tist-
^r Stt in 1 ?iass of
water
'jtf4 iiiiiiu; by relieving excess
*Mcn jciii A larger quantity
jriEsa 'vrore breakfast acts 'as
*
iti resiling laxative. 3uy
mKtiJ-caown Eno . . md use
>fcrtiB!c vou fee! out-ot-sorts.
WJanever You Eat, Drink or
Smote Too Much . . . Take




10 aubscriL* to LIFE, writ* to
: . r, O. PRATT, Circulation Manager




I Eyes Are Tired
|JDO TMl%
^Erestired? Do they smart
and burn from overwork,












*"*' and oh, jo aoothingT
Jja- use twodrop, in each eye.
'flt awaFMurine goes to work
re/,evo the discomfort of tired,









Vour bicyclist <LIFE. May JS> who
tried unucc^fuUy to litjlii a c.x:ar*t
while rtdinu; iQould learn how ro opt?a
aadcloseamacctibook. takeout a snatch
and Eitiht it. ail with one hand. f. demoa-
3trace in cola phototrrapru'c -equfnetbow







CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE























a double life I
m









nwJed for all sorts ol
essential "war















time-and Toushay'U help you
W yol




you'd use a lotion,
too-to soften
chapped
^i "ugh eloows and knee,-as a powder base,
or for a
Spring Xver body rub! Toushay's
mexpensive-so nch
aTewd^psgoalongway.









WAR WORKERMuriel Lunper and her mother have
both taken war jobs at Bendix. Muriel is testing alti
meters, her mother is on the assemhly line.
OFFICIAL WAR MISSAOI
There's awar job for you in a |ilant. st<ire, office, restau
rant, in transportation, community services. Take it
to help shorten the war. Cherlc local Help Wanted ads
for specific needs in your area. Then pet advice from the
local United States Employment Service.
ENGAGED, HAPPY"Hold that enpaeed
look,"
orders their Navy friend, as pretty
Muriel and her fianee i-mile up at his camera.
A snapshot taken on last summer's vacation,
SUES
^^^m/k^Q^UfcS^/'fet' dnnphtrr nf
the well-knnwn Mr. andMrs. If'illiam S. hunprrnf
U'ashinptnn. D. C, enpaged tn Raymmrl if.
Ilitchrns nf
Baltimorehe, ton, has an essentialwar
job at Bendix, in the plant-prntrctitm department.
TV
t-aking up at 8:30 P. M eating lunch at 3 in
the morning, going home when most
of us
are just starting our day, seems quite natural to




hours working on a war job have
made me extra
fussy about how I look. I love slipping into some-
lliinc pn-llv at home, anil adore creaming my face
uiih Pond's to help smooth away tiredness and
makemv skin feel all glowy and so clean and
soft!"
CopyMuri.-l's sofl-smoolh beauty care, like this:
Smooth on snowy-while Pond's Cold Cream and
ML'RIEL LUXGEIVS BEAUTY is serene and poised. Small and slipht, her eyes are a dreamy
grey-blue, her hair light gold, her soft-smnotli Pond's complexion fine-grained as a rose petal.
HER Riyc, llie diamond is pet in platinum with a
small diamond cither side. Tbe slender land is gold.
MedeJ
OMmS.'
pat briskly, gently to work its softening creami-
ness all over vour face and throat. This softens
and releases dirl and make-up. Now lissue ofT.
See how clean and sweet you look !
"Rinse"
wilh mnre Pond's for extra cleansing
and snltrning. Whirl your Ponds coaled finger
tips around in liltlc spirals out over vour eye
brows, up over your cheeks, around vour nose
and mouth. Tissue olT again.
Give your face this twice-over Pond's creaming
every night, every
morningand for davlime clean
ups! You'll (ore how beautifully clean, how much
softer your skin will feel.
It's no accident lovely engaged girls like Muriel,
noted society beauties like Sirs. Ceraldine Spreckels
and Britain's Viscountess Milton are so devoted to
Pond's Cold Cream. Cet rnur Pond's loday! Have
your first delightful Pond's creaming tonight!
Gfa/fty
mam' moe- 7ivmen,Me citc/iei(j //fart
a'/w otaeLjvce. ciaim.
titatry biece.
THERE'S A CLASS SHORTAGE NOW SO BUT OSE BIG I-ONli's JAR INSTEAD







Cake, give* a liraml-m-w, *,i)ii-smi'l|i
runiplrxinn in a niinulr. It's 3 roiulii-
nalinn jutwilrr
Ii.tm' ""'T pml'-rtion)
and jKiwdrr lK..;md il slay;, on!
AMKKICAN Airlines l'lij;lil Wi. 7 lu
l. Chicago is ready mi tin- nin-
w;iv. Carpo ahoard: passengers
checked; flours locked U^hl on the
silvery-slim ship. Itul not until
KiUlljl A<!<'!lt Hetty Itf'IK-ll [nils lirr
finper un her pretty little nose dors
ihe pilot know wlial he wauls In
knew mosl tif all: lliat lie's ready
In mil ami leaving un schedule.
Hcllv Heard is our (if iln- ci.im-




ian service tn release a man In I.jjhl.
And she loves il!
Il lias mearil tc!eMopin<j lirr life
... making the most ol cvei'v
min-
Ule. Kur lier heanly care,
she"*- Mirk-
iiiLil'i Diiliarrv Heaulv Preparations
. . . first iiilroiltieed lo Iter in the
I ;i rm i us Success School Course
She found howmueli more effective
these ro-relalrd preparations are.
Kach one is scientifically fnrniulaled
for a special purpose. Hut all aro
chemically Mended to he
compati-
hle, so thai they work together to
live heller results.
1 low ellcelive co-related DuHarry
DulMRY
BEAUTY P It E P A It AT I 0 [V S
11 Y K1C IIAR'D H UDNU T
Fcaliirrtl in ihr Richard Umlaut Salmi
and liultarry Snrrrss School. iV).", Fifth
Avt-n.tr. Xn, York. ..Ami at llrilcr
Cosmnic Cunnlrrs Kvrryicltrrc
Beauty Preparations are has heen
proven In over 1 lO.fKX) Success
School pupils. Newest of these
products is DuHarry Beauty Cake
Make-up, which Miss Beach hanks
on to keep her lovely Success
School complexion, in spile of
airport winds and dust.
Hiili' lilllr Mr-iui-lies and fine lines.
I hiHam Rcanly dike makr llie skin
lunk wMiirl.-rdiliy luminous; provides
a flalh-riiif:. Iit>lin Itimli in whatever
c plrtinn Itnir villi wi-li. Sl.."iO.
v..
^ ~l
A | , 1 1 1 y llult.irry ll.-a.il, Cake Makeup
will) .1 |'.'"l nf r,illi,n or a
liltl'- spuns'-
rl;onp,-in-il in wal,r...nr Dullarry
Kiiumlaliiiii [.nliini ii-kiii is<lry.Siiii.il II
un uulil iv. n. Ilii-l wild liultarry





GET THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY.
Buy smooth, easy-to-apply Palmolive
Brushless in the new glass Victory
Jar! 5 oz. for 4 5/ ai all drug counters.
Save moneysave tin save the nui
sance of having to return an empty
tube and end RAZOR BURN!
Yes! Palmolive Brushless is guar
anteed to end slinging, burning shaves
or we'll gladly refund your money!
HERE'S WHYI Only Palmolive
Brushless, of all nationally advertised
shave creams, is enriched with olive
oil! Containing just the right amount
of this smooth oil, it actually lubri
cates yuurskin. Beard comes off clean
and quick yet your face feels cool,
smooth, comfortable! Get Palmolive
Brushlessnext lime you buy.
BRUSHLESS
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'>" Sl-
New York
Sliding I CQUgh, Courtney lies on lloor of dusty cellar where Clark's party hid. Artist
Wallace Morgan shows Clark loading his carbine while looking nervously at Courtney.
CLARK'S MISSION (continued)
money in case wc were captured. We had been joking about what we
would do if things went wrong. We decided that, should we meet
anyone who offered us resistance, wc would just have to "bop him
on the head and hope he would forget about it when he woke
Clark and his men were provided with money too.
We got the boats ready and decided that Holmes, who knew some
of the men ashore, should go first with Livingston, our navigator,
Lemnitzer and Footc went next, then Wright and Hamblen. The
first three boats got off safely. Clark and I were going last but before
he could get in, a wave came up and overturned me. That was the
first time Clark showed any excitement.
"I've got to get he shouted. "I've simply got to go
now."
I recalled Wright's boat and Hamblen gave up his place to Clark.
My boat was cracked in several places but Hamblen and I decided to
take a chance and went on anyway. We caught up with the rest of
the party and all landed more or less together.
I heard Holmes or somebody sloshing up the beach talking with
people he seemed glad to sec. The rest of us followed and carried our
boats up a cliff to a
white-walled house which turned out to be the
place we had been making for all the time. Inside the house Clark
and his men separated into groups, talking with men who had been
awaiting them. Everybody was talking at once, gesticulating and
toasting each
other with highballs. Wc had a drink of whisky too,
then went up to
our rooms. Clark had asked us to keep out of the
way as much as
possible. The Americans thought the less seen of the
British uniforms the better.
By this time everything seemed more like Alice in Wonderland than
ever. But what interested me most at that point was getting dry and
into bed. My last thought before going to sleep was that I'd be in a
nice mess if trouble began before my trousers came back from being
dried.
All the next morning wc cleaned and oiled our weapons and Footc
repaired the damage to my boat. My trousers were still not dry, so I
wrapped a curtain around mc and had lunch looking like that
Hollywood sarong girl.
"For God's sake, put those things
away!"
The men who waited on us in our room seemed friendly. They told
us how the Arabs had to go around in rags because of the blockade.
That afternoon there were a couple of false alarms and everyone
rushed to hide. Livingston, Footc and I got our guns ready just in
case, but every time
Clark and his men saw us they told us "for God's
to put those things away. I guess they thought wc were itch
ing to shoot someone.
Between the alarms Livingston studied his
books as usual.
Wc hardly saw anything of our party all day. Theywereconferring.
In the late afternoon wc saw a servant bring in 16 chickens. They






Old style drinks can't









delight you. The thirst
ier you are the more
you'll love it. Try a bot










Zc?c//es, /teres Aowyou can he/p coo/:a tank/. . f
"Funny thing! We women understand why sugar, coffee, gasoline and oil have
to be rationed . . . but few of us dream that the Gas that cooks our breakfast
bacon is also a vital war material!
"It probably never occurs to us that we are actually helping to build a
tank or a plane or a ship or a gun when we avoid wasteful use of Gas in
cooking and especially in house heating and water heating.
"
Fir Gas is used in making nearly every kind ofweapon we need to win the war!
"Wewomen have always known that Gas is the fastesc cooking fuel, that
it's completely flexible and easy to control.
So we can easily
understand
why Gas is important in helping to give our fighting
forces better equip
mentthat it's speeding production in order
that our boys may finish the
job over there and get back home.
"So let's all remember . . . it's just as patriotic to use Gas wisely as it is
to make




1 ForGat fuel. Today the Gas industry is producing
more Gas than at any time
in history. Yet because of the difficulty in transporting
fuel oil and coal to make
manufactured Gas-and because of the shortage of
materials with which to enlarge
plants or build new natural gas pipe lines-there may
be times in some sections
when the demands of war production will
reduce the amoun of Gas norma ly
available for household use. It is for these
reasons you are urged to use
Gaswisely.
2. For nutrition information. If you are one of the 85 million who depend on
Gas for cooking, feel free to ask your Gas Company for the latest information on
preparing nutritious wartime meals.
AMERICAN GAS ASSOCIATION
BuyWar Bonds today savefor tbe Certified Performance Gas range of tomorrow.
S
gas as*.ns
is vital to war production
. . . use it wisely!
//tks+jr-
APRONS
Stylish housewives now wear them
for work and dressed-up parties
TH ATRON, LIKE ONC BEING WORN V LADY AT RIGHT. TOO LONG FOR DAY DRESSES. WEARER MUST BE IN EVENING CLOTHES
TheAmerican ttproii industry is in u rather dazed .statu
today. Like un adolescent girl, it is hur<lly able to
recognize itself because it has suddenly grown so big
and pretty. l*ast year, it sold
Hi'
, more aprons than
it ever sold licfurc. Ami its products, once the apolo
getic budge of the kitchen drudge, are now humlsomc,
well-fitted garments thut ladies ure pleased Lo show off.
There are more kinds of aprons now than ever lie-
foro uprons for knitting, crisp piuufores for shopping,
sturdy aprons for dirty work, milled ulfuirs for serving
dinner, even extra-long aprons (above) for dress-up din
ners. Aprons now are so good-looking thut women no
longer pull them off as soon as they leave the kitchen.
The new styling is one big reason for the apron boom.
The other big reason is thut women today have to do
must or ull of their own housework and must wear
aprons to protect their clothes. A minor fuctor in the
boom is the great number of brides, most of whom
apparently rushed out and bought themselves pretty
little miniIters to wear ut their first domesLit- tasks.
66
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n nith the workers at Boeing riding claSS meets on jeffy. Linda ft/fi is an expert Roller skating is weekday nliit paatime. Dancing
iuinr*r-
^''S'Jerite just rides, aujhts are Friday and Saturday, movies Sunday.lout one night a week. Wednesdays at Olympic Aca-
You ean'f go looting at labels every time yg
8ut it isn't difficult to tell the difference befw<
subterfuges by the taste! Smart pouring place
know and know it's good business to serve w
^
'
Bacardi is wonderfully versatile aim'
i^,. Use it to make tha incomparable I
course . . . the really Cuban Cuba
popular Bacardi Collins . . . the So
Bacardi & Soda . . . and Bacardi sir
to drink it in the land of Bacardi.
IT'S FULL 89 PROOF FOR F
THEM'S A DlffR.NC WORTH ,
Rum 89 Proof Schenlty Import Corp, New Yorl*. N. Y. (
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lT.IICYCt.es OH ROLLER SKATES. COURIER SERVICE IS CONSIDERED MOST EXCITING WORK BY JUNIOR AWVS. HERE 8ETTY VAN RENSSELAER IS TAKJNC BO
000 SU8-0EBS DO HARD USEFUL WAR WORK AS JUNIORS IN AWYS
Ions ,n the L . ^. have found a new* mission in life. Their car- a switchboard. Their services include running errands, clerical work.
'"''"and exuberance have been put to usefulwarwork through hospital ami settlement work, salvage collections. Service stripes cost
mxilWies of American Women's VoluntaryServices. Nearly only lc but require SO hours for red, 130 hours for white, ISO hours
''iiwryoiina ?irls between U and IS are now enrolled in 1 10 for blue. One of the first A.WYS junior-, in Xew York City is IS-.ear-
U\\> iinits throughout the country. Under the auspices of old Hetty Van Rensselaer who today ha>i more than .00
hours'
serv-
\\\\ 3 they learn first aid, air-raid precautions, how to work ice to her ere* lit. Her activities are -.hownon this ami following pages. betty van Rensselaer
IS
if'







Group Of juniors, with Betty at front (right), leave headquarters to report to u
unit. Betty says furmatioD marching is fun, makes for quicker going through (towiS
At DEarby Shanty junior* gather Tur lunch, pay for it themselves. Cta flu-h day* &*:
ty tfoucr right ba< hamburger, milk and icecream, otlierwL-* just sandwich ami
i
CONTINUED ON Mf ?*j
Junior AWVS (continued)
TRIPLE LIFE? Sure,
I Lead a Swell One! /
that's why the Buxton
"3-Way" is the only y




I need e cert of pocket
tile to keep my paperv




compartments, 8 smaller ones to keep every
thing in perfect orderyet doein't bu|pe
As a Man
About Town
For evening I wot
o billfold that's
dreny-woln- Jr
thin. The inner par- *T
tirion of my Buxton
"3-Woy"
makes the
grade. It's good looking. And although it
holds everything I need, H slips into the




ness or pleasure, I
wanlo secret hideout
'
for my larger bills,
checks, important papers. 1 get H by reversing
the center partition at my Buxton
"3-Way."
rt locks iiste ptoct by itself ond n keeps
out of sight thingt I don't want seen.
SXMloSlO,
<!*;-/** Picture) The center
partition put beck reverted
mekes still e third billfold . . . with
secret pocket, grand far traveling.
Triple Life! Buxton "3-Way"
Billfolds have much more than a
triple life when it comes to wear!
That's because they're stitchless !
They are ingeniously folded into
a patented, self-interlocking con
struction that requires neither
stitches nor glue to hold them
together. Flexible, too they ex
pand as you cram them full, ease




That'swhyBuxton Billfolds can be
guaranteed until the leather wears
out and they are guaranteed.
TXee / A whole bookfu) of sift ideei Tor
Graduation. Father Day and every other
occasion, too. Ranging from thoughtful re
membrances at 75rand S)
tobeautifulmatched acts
at $35. Tells about
leather, too. Write
Buxton, Inc.. 4245 Or
leans Street, Spring-
field. Ma>s., or Dept.




Magazines and bOOkS formen in the servicesare collected and tied by AWVS jure
Betty {center) is making scrapbooks for hospital children from old Christmas cs
PBX Switchboard Operation Lspopular.Here Betty, at a dummy traminp board i*
oemDE incom,ne calls from three telephones operated by Ann Leamy. behind half
Typing and filing are routine office jobs which senior AWVS entrust lo junior
r**4,'





Sheer black. ..accented with immaculaU white.. .a drr^- in kecj>
you cool and imwilted all through you: busie-t da\ ! A Betn
Hartford classic coal dress made of sheer rayon noven will]
Tubize varn ' fine ravon combine* beaut y and the y> caring quality
you want in all your clothes today \, Beautifully tailored, with
pracefullv gored skirt, tab pockets, and detachable while dick'"w
collar. Black only. Size- 14 to 20 and 38 lo 42. Under SC. At yotir
favorite slore. or write to R. Kolodnev & Co.. Inc.. 1410 Broad-
wav. New ^ork. N. \.
The Tubize Certified Quality Latrrl is
\our assurance that the faltric has
been tested and is certified for
color, strength and cleanability.
t-
Up steps of New York Post Office eoesBettywithboxofpriniedniattor.ThoucT
form- jre do! ublipalory, Betty always wear* one on duty, says it en : 'itesbu^LtJ
A! the Stamp wiildOW B<>Uy stands in line. With poise and ^lf-confidence. Betty
pl.unt-d that youmrtr prb (14-17l re n**v-r scnl on ermnti' outride neiphrx..r*. j
Slacks Ot iVst-ClaSS mail must be taken lo bid hmnch post offices Bettv walk- fn












It seems absurd. A flavor so exciting
that really nice folks forget them
selves and scream for more. Well,
it's happening. It's that tantalising
toasted wheat kernel flavor of
Triscuit. seasoned to set up fierce
longings for encores.
Be tolerant. Try a Triscuit yourself.
Bui have plentv on hand because the\
lead you on and on and on. And you'll
want tbem with your soups and salads
and all sorts of drinks. As a canape
base thev won't wilt a whit, even
under moisrv toppings. Don't wait
one minute. Ask vour food store for





SO u L P4t O"
SALTED AND DELIGHTFULLY
FLAVORED WHOLE WHEAT WAFERS
JUniOT AWVS (continued.
At home, Betty cooks b<-r breakfast, eats it alone on diDing-mom table before leav
ing for school. Betty says AWVS training has taught her to d<j thing' faster, letter.
School homeWOfk is a nasty chore which takes time from her AWVS work T..ex|->
ditr the job Betty turns on phonograph, plays rumba record.-, munrbi-> ciiocointes.
/n A l/C sometiiinc
difTejvnr? You
V r\ri is find it a ca.w* of Jove at fir
hire tb*1 firs; rime you try a flavoriOl Unde
wood Deriiec Ham Sandwich.
ta^ jt |/p m Wbn wouldn't? I Dderwcy;
m\t% KC is fine ham, zesrtiiv Fieasom




mori*>v.too for M i.r >snnt
Siampi. You'll End I'Ddei
wwnl as thriftyasit issatisfyine.Torpicnic
parues. salad'- or snacks, tiet some todai
Write for t.he FftEE ''Fine
Fo^i-"
bookie
RODiaimm; aozens of recir>e~ you ouch: i
have. Win. \ nderwood
Co.,"
415 WainL




Star. A.c v0 o
CANARIES ... THc DNlr PCti
THl'
S -
///* t>, 7 r
"U r (i i.mm ii ihr production it ivlufichn**. juivj //rrie i"rtie. J/iai/i f'rtyueiuy ll'eiilittg Department, Republic Drill Tuot Ounftuay
Meat sandwiches ...
quickly fixed . . . without
> waste . and with the
variety any war worker
craves. Here's timely
help for your lunch box meals*
DOING a man's job call* for a man-size meal
on the job! Good meal sumlH.rl.es that
stick lo the ribs . . . and different kinds from
day to day to keep an appetite really keen.
5AVE TIME: * >f course, you buy Swift's Premium Tublc-
Ueaiiy MfJb sliced (don't forget, several very thin idices
arc Lusher ihauouc thick slice) . . . oominutes of pre
para-
lion lime arc naved when yuu buy your "inukiuV ready.
WASTE SAVER,TOOl Yuu Uuy just what you need, by
llie nlice. 'J'hat eliminates waste, anil make* il easier to
"[.hare the
meat."
GOOD NUTRITION: Tine ingredient-; blcndcil with Iruc
home, kitchen care, these Suift's Premium ready -lo-nerve
meals can't lieln but be nutritious. Fact is, Ihey contain
tbe
-aim'luf:h ipialiiy (irolein, minerals anil vitamins as
the selected meal eulo fnim which all uf ihcm are made.
IF YOUR DEALER is lemjiorarily out of some familiar
varielicB, try ulber Swift's I'remiuin Table-Heady Meats
be dues have. They're all line.
TEMPTING LUNCH BOX MEALS: This is ihe tide of
an infunualivc lillle folder by Martha Lo;:au, ilume
Kcouomisl, whirh tells bow lo uiukc ihe monl of lunch
box meals. |..r a /fee cii|>y, semi a [* isl can) lo Martha
l-o^an, l)e|il. LM-22, Swift & (Jimjuiuv,Chicago, Illinois.
SWIFT A COMPANY FOOD PURVEYORS TO THI U. S. A.
Swifts Premium
IOIOGNA, SALAMI, IIAUNSCHWEIGER,




IN WESTERN IT IS SERIOUSLY THREATENED AND NEEDS AND MORAL
There is strong evidence that the institution of
the family, not only in the U.S. but throughout
Western civilization, is at a crisis. Some people
are more alarmed about it than others, but cer
tain statistics are painful indeed. For instance,
one out of three American marriages now end
in divorce.
"What's wrong with marriage, you
ask?"
said
JohnHaynesHolmes on a recent radio broadcast.
"Our society is sick. Our social order is going to
pieces."
And a few days before that. Dr. Carle
Zimmerman. Harvard sociologist, told the Amer
ican Social Hygiene Association: "Evidence in
dicates that our middle-class family system has
reached its maximum demoralization (or will
very soon). ... If left alone the family system
will break up before the end of the century. . .
The familyr is not a biological necessity. Prim
itive man thought that birth was a matter of the
seasons, and it was not until he became better
informed that he assumed responsibility toward
his offspring. Once he did so. the family became
the basis of human society. And the metabolism
of the family hasmeasured the health ofWestern
civilization ever since it began some 3.000 years
ago. Professor Zimmerman points out that the
Western family has collapsed twice before, in
Greece about 300 B. C. and in Rome about 300
A. D.. in each case marking the decline of those
states. Both times the manifestations were the
same: 1) almost universal corruption and disre
gard of the marriage agreement; 2) vanishing
birthrate; 3) denigration of parents; 4) juvenile
-and adult delinquency.
It remained for our own epoch to give the
family its first legal kicks in the teeth, when in
France (1791) and Russia (191") the familial
legal system was temporarily overthrown by
revolutionary governments.
Nevertheless the
body ofWestern common law stronglv supports
the institution of the familv. In the frequently
cited language of Justice Birdseye of the New
York State Supreme Court in 1857: "The fam
ilv is the origin of all society and of all govern
ment. . . .The whole frame of government and
laws has been said lo exist only to protect and
support the family. . .
The Bad News
Most social scientists are agreed that the
familv, particularly the American family, needs
all the support and protection it can get right
now. Some of them point out that our family
system is undergoing the
Greco-Roman style of
dissolution, in all its four tragic phases.
1) We are witnessing an intercontinental di
vorce spree.The all-round champion is the U.S.,
where about one urban marriage in two goes on
the rocks, thus approximating the
record hung
up by the "Bolshevik free
lovers"
prior to Rus
sia's familial reformation of 1936. And nobody
knows how many American upper
middle-class
families are precariously held together
because
the partners feel that the Internal Revenue Bu
reau doesn't leave them enough money to sup
port separate establishments. The morality of
this situation is no less extraordinary than the
statistics. As Dr. Holmes has truly said, "When
aHollywood actress takes a fourth husband who
is finding in her a fifth wife . . . they
have no
more to do with marriage than prostitution has
to do with
2) The sociologists draw another parallel be
tween the classical and the current family crises
in the "international sit-down
strike"
against
motherhood which has been accelerating since
the Industrial Revolution. Here again the U.S.
is well up front: 44% of our families have no
children at all and 22% have only one. At this
rate the U.S. will begin losing population by
1980.
3) Sociologists Austin L. Porter/field and H.
Ellison Salley find the old sex mores so broken
among all ages and classes that "it is becoming
increasingly difficult to define sex delinquency
and perhaps meaningless to try to do so, except
in certain types of behavior involving cruelty
and
exploitation."
4) If parents are showing less respect for chil
dren, children, in the classic mode, are showing
less for parents and everybody else. J. Edgar
Hoover's No. 1 job is protecting our atomic se
crets; No. 2 is curbing juvenile crime. The re
cent batch of laws requiring premarital health
inspection and "cooling periods prior to
marriage licensing are nothing more than a rec
ognition by the state of the decline of parental
control.
Why?
As social scientists see it. the chief enemies of
the Western familv art- "the selfishness and
brulalitv of our Thev see these qualities
arising in part from our familv degeneration and
then returning to further the family's destruc
tion. (To some sociologists, incidentally, the
wholesome familv means a permanent pair of
parents and at least three children.) As an insti
tution, of course, the familv needs no defense.
It is the traditional seat of humanitarianism in
the human race, the center of all-important in
formal child education and personalitv develop
ment. The wealth of nations does not consist in
natural resources but in the character of the
people. No one can seriouslv deny that the fam
ilv is the basic cell responsible for the produc
tion of those people and that character.
W hat practical steps mav be taken to relieve
the present V\ estern lamilv crisis? On the legis
lative side American spokesmen like Dorothv
Thompson are urging national divorce laws like
those of Canada and Britain for the U.S. Their
aim would be to prevent states from offering
competitive divorce bargains and to bring great
er securitv to children of parents who after di
vorce escape their responsibdity across state
lines.
Sweden, alarmed bvits steadily declining birth
rate, has done roost to prevent the dissolution of
the familv from economic causes. The Swedish
svslem includes loans to encourage early mar
riages, subsidized family housing, maternity va
cations and care. The United Nations has just
chosen to recognize the difference of monetary
needs between familied and unfamilied employes
bv scaling salaries on the
basis of "equal stand
ards of living for equal Aside from a
trifling income-tax deduction, however, the
American who has given hostage to fortune
remains pretty much the forgotten man. _
SomeAmerican social scientists have another
plan for bolstering up the family. It is to lay the
hard cold facts before the "prestige hop
ing that these educationally
and economically
advantaged ones will see the light anvf3
their familial duties. The "imitative
in society is expected to cause othn-
do likewise.
Every remedy proposed for rescuj
y today was grasped at, in onew
by the Augustine Caesars in th
store the Roman iamily in the last txr^^^^
of the Empire. They may work now. "JV^
"
work then. 38|
But if the sociologists offer us dufcfe53
we can look elsewhere. The problaT-
'v''
well as social. And what we have tharr
and Romans didn't have is a unheal
code the most important of whose c
definition of right and wrong, ]
than personal.
Christ and Milton
The strongest foundation ofChritii_
and theChristian family is aChristian r>&A
and a Christian heart. To the Cat|_
durance of die family depend* on3
year-old body of canon law. Thai la*




words of Jesus Christ: "What
hath joined together, let not man put*.
There are no reliable over-all j*.
religious affiliations of the 31 out*j!
icans who get divorces. There is*i
presumption, however, that few -jm
Catholics. There is just as
sumption that most of them have $1
connection with any church at aft/?*?
That leaves us with that group tiiaL
tained by practicing Prote^tanu.lfei^
Protestant divorce was most simpfe*!
JohnMilton. Marriage is not a vkt^-^^
reasoned, but a contract; if it is acts
be broken. This puts the problem **$
in marriage squarclv up lo
ofmorality, ethics and justice Ilf^jg
situation for a Protestant to t*tfc.
world of unworkable contractu i**i.
tolerable, a world of broken coiUrttSSS
world o| chaos. Good Proteslawii
more than good Catholics, have lUr^
and duty of restoring the lapna ijf
marriage contract. The Catholic*-^
in their position by their anoieet*
would be well if the strong nco<Bfij8
ment among the Protestant taUtD&l
thoughtful study toward
fonno
doctrine to fortify the institaiKiM!
at this time and in this crisu,
PICTURE OF IKf
To the spectator chew**-*
graceful billows ot
man who has to tight it, iifc
common!) noxious
chore. Sp* i
broke out on the morning**, i
huge drum? of chemical* ib
*.-
front warehouse. The *jO as
five alarms with 30
piece* f-
boats found ir a coufhiog.
r**c
the two firemen on ibe
WaWFo
wait for favorable pust*l***&.








N v THOUSAND fronts our women are enrolled in
rhe cask of winning the war.
Today Mrs. America is doing double duty! In every
city, town and hamlet her busy tinker's are knitting
tor the boys in Service. Her boundless energies are
devoted to the Red Cross, the Nurse's Aid and
countless other activities. Right now, as part of our
Victory program, more women are working in
factories than ever before.
For every housewife, whether she's stitching para
chutes or doing war work at home, there still remains
the all-important job of protecting her family's well-
being at a time when the nation's high health standards
and morale must be maintained.
So whatever her war efft>rts, she is stilt on the job in
30.1)00.000 kitchens providing for (he health and huppi-
ness i'i her family!
In th^'Hupl r-nlp nf
yyifgi
aad f.rj^n Mrs. America
has a valuable ally in the House of Heinz and other
makers of quality prepared foods. Since the famous
57 Varieties are ready to serve, they save time every
day . . . lessen her work in the kitchen . . . provide
more hours to give her country!
It is because American women are so free in their
homes that they are able to serve their country so
well today.
For there's spare time in every Heinz ready-to-serve
food on the {racer's shelves today!
It would take hours to duplicate Heinz foods, that are
ready to serve in a few minutes. In addition,
prepara
tion time is eliminated fuel and shopping effort saved!
For instance, soup-making in the home takes an aver
age of 4 hours. For many years. Heinz Soups have
saved all but a few minutes of this time. Similarly,
baked beans require a day and a half for preparation
. . . but ever since Heinz Oven-Baked Beans were
introduced, only heating before serving has been
necessary. And Heinz Jellies and Relishes eliminate
tedious days of household canning every year.
So Hein z foods tire s ivtrti and art 11 cont nue tti save
millions of kitchen hours f ir the women of America
precious IIours that ca n he devoted to the needs of the
Prepared in the small-batch, old-fashioned way. Heinz
foods are ready to help you keep right on setting the
finest table in the world. Heinz Tomato Ketchup, Chili
Sauce and Tomato Juice are rich in the homespun
flavors America has always loved. The same is true of
Heinz Pickles, Relishes, Steamed Puddings and Jellies
Apple Butter and Peanut Butter. Heinz Baby Foods
like all the 57 Varietiesare made of the highest-
quality ingredients the land affords.
And because we have been working constantly on the
development of new methods, new products and new
packages, women everywhere can continue to depend
on us for many delicious, time-saving foods their
families need and want!
For more than 73 years nourishing Heinz foods have
graced the tables of America. Today they mean more
than flavorful, nutritious eating. They also represent
a ready source of the vital extra hours your country
asks of you now.
H. J. HEINZ COMPANY
Maker Of The Famous 57 Varieties
fhu advertisement ia rrprinttd hrrt because nf tht widespread interest and comment that followed itt recent appearance in 420 netvspapen
///v 5, 91
Lost: the very thing we're
fighting*
for!
THE AXIS will never take his family's security away
if Bill can help it. He fought for it in the last war,
and he's readv to fight again. But tonight that sleepy
little tyke's security is no longer sure. No one took
it away. Bill lost it.
It's all a bewildering nightmare to Bill now. He'd
always been a good driver; it couldn't happen to
him. Then that rainy night . . . the sickening skid.
The driver of the other car wouldn't be able to work
for months, maybe years. Bill remembered how
quiet the courtroom was when the judgment was
read ... a judgment that would take years of sac
rifice to pay.
Bill knows now it takes more than fighting spirit
to preserve his family's security. Too late he knows
it takes foresight at home, too. How easily this
tragedv could have been avoided ... if his car had
been insured!
//'. the Duty of EveryMan to Protect
His Familyfrom Disaster* hike This
explained hy (i. J. Mwhirln
Founder and Chairman of ihe Board
Slate 1'iirni Mutual Automobile
IiiHiiroiire Co.
"With the world at war, security at home is more
important than ever. We of State Farm Mutual are
glad we are
able to help by offering auto insurance
buy unit
so reasonable in cost no driver need be without it.
"By cutting unnecessary costs. Stale Farm Mu
tual is able to olTcr more auto insurance for your
monev. For example, we save you moncv by renew
ing vour State Farm Mutual policy every six months
(so long as the risk remains the same), instead of
reissuing it. iou pay the acquisition cost of your
policy not once a year, but once in a lifetime, and
your premiums are easier to meet. too. Economies
like these have saved State Farm policyholders over
$50,000,000 in the cost of their insurance.
"By offering more insurance for your money,
State Farm Mutual has become the world's largest
automobile casualty insurance company. Policy
holders receive prompt service, whether in their
own driveways or thousands of miles from home,
through more than 7,000 representatives strate
gically located throughout the United States and
Canada. State Farm offers similar advantages in life
insurance, too.
"Whether your car is now insured in another
company or whether you carry no insurance, you
should get the facts about Slate Farm's More Pro
tection for YourMoney Plan. Just mail the coupon.
"
Booklet also covers State Farm's pnpnlnr 80% Collision Plan,
Emergency Rood Senire and Rail Pond Plan, Medical Payment
Pttin, Free Travel Service and 3-Hny Savings in Qir Financing.





S<**nil tht> coupon today!
FREE to Drlvon
Now Informative Booklet
Mr. G. K. Mr.hrrlc
'"',rm '""'imnct Comitaniea
lllnnminatnn. Minim.
PIohm *rm| m* ytyr new lok In pee-
?iilBiBa hm-ar tad* ,l..,..t anl.mKil.Bli>
inmiranre. I iimlerplonil lliia m|iiMt









HOME ... a maple-bordered
street ... a girl's laughter . . .
Mnrrjjn Vipr Vitrhrr) baking
a blueberry pie snapshots
can bring it all back . . .
When you send snapshotsyou're send
ing them a little bit of home itself. That's
why they love so to get them.
Send cheerful, happv pictures of the fam
ilyof his friendshis favorite places.




You may have to wait for your roll of
Vcrichrome (the Armed Forces still need so
much film). Rut Vcrichrome is worth wait
ing for because vou know, for sure, that
with Verichromc Kilm you'll get those pre
cious snapshots ... in sunshine, of course;
or even on cloudy or hazy days. That's why
On active service in the European theater.
Verichromc is far and awav America's
favorite film . . . Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.
REMEMBER THE FIRST TOKYO BOMBING?
How, 3 years Hgo, our dyers took off from ihr carrier
"Hornet" 7-10 miles off llie Japanese coast ... into
a [(air, with limited furl . . . know ion tlicv would
prohahly never n-ach China and safety3. .. And
how cijjht of the men captured hy the Japanese
ami helpless were harharnu.sly treated ... re
ported executed?A stem example to us at home
BUY-AND HOLD-MORE WAR BONDS.
Visit your man in the service Vt*& ^>u. with SNAPSHOTS
in lo$ ActT.ci buyers' stamps ah licked by dohoth
U. S. PUBLIC PUTS ITS MONET
A3 Americans overseas last week fought their enemja
with courage and determination, Americans at hoot
generously poured their cash into defense bonds aai
stamps. Since Dec 7, when war engulfed the V. S., uW
public has purchased a record-breaking 91,300,000,000 a
bonds. $53,000,000 in stamps. The stamps can be paf>
chased in denominations from lOe to &5 over
department-
store counters, at street corners, in schools, offices, grocery
stores. They are peddled by newsboy* everywhere. Butt*
UMOUft. STAMP GIRLS MARY GLEASOI
INTO WAR BONDS Al
bay a bond a citizen must present 1
post office, file a formal application.
Caught unprepared hy the spontan
Bent, the Government had not yet c
vrings drive on a nationwide icale
ast to coast local promoters boost
um, ingenuity and resource. Indu
tensively, put on stunts similar to ;
if successful Defence House in Los A
BTKVC VASILAKOS. WHO HAS PIDOLCD PEANUTS BC'ORC








wry a bond a citizen must present himself at a bank or
post office, file a formal application.
.
Caught unprepared by the spontaneous wave of Lnvest-
*ienU the Government had not yet organized its defense
vuigs drive on a nationwide scale. But in cities from
to coast local promoters boosted .-iales with enthu-
ingenuity and resource. Industry co-operated ex-
teiaively, put on stunts similar to Standard Oil's high-
T successful Defense House in Los Angeles (upper right).
A UTICA, N. V. STAMP GIRMWEARS SALES
RECEIPTS AROUND NECK GEORGIA CARROLL SELLS STAMP TO A SAILOR
OANCER VIVI BROWN AND CHORUS FROM A LOS






We're All Beh'nd You, Uncle Sam!
Everv American is in tbi< fighr ers Rely on Reliance-Made
in factories, on farms, in
homes and schools. Comfon at
work or at plav helps millions
do their jobs better. Thai's why
men and boys throughout the
nation relv on Hialeah and
Pen-
rod Summer Shirts for good
looks, long wear and perfect
ease. Just as Uncle Sam's fight*
RELIANCE MANUFACTURING CO.
212 Won Monro* Slrt, Ch.iogo. III.
2O0 Fifth Ave , N.w York. N. Y.
Parachutes, Air
Mechanics'
Suits. Fatigue Uniforms. Pants
and Shirts, Sailors White
Jumpers. Trousers and L ndcr-
wear.
nad* . II - ; andB:
. B,g Yank IVori C
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Furlough Brides .continue:,
BRIDESMAID'S BOUQUET IS MADE Of TULLL AND 1H TEN-CENT VICTORY STAMPS
VICTORY-STAMP BOUQUETS ARE NEWEST FAD
Newest fu<! in bridal bouquet.*; i.sth ^ ii'tory-stamp corsage (nee porcr\ Buu-
toniiit-rooj'^ar suiuijo wc-r^hrst sputted several months ago in theMid
west and arenuM heme **>ld by sture.- all over the I'.S. Corsages sell for ar-
tual viKt of stamp.- phi', the co>1 o'. mai- tug. AVith many
-ah-.- girU duiialuij-
jiart of their 1. i-urr tinu- to stump
sale.- store.* can't keep up with demand.
/<W
?5~
Bow American it is... to want something better!
THE HOME YOU'VE DREAMED ABOUT the colors you're going to
have in the kitchen and what is going to grow in place of the weeds in
that flower bed maybe the war has made you postpone it, but how
American it is to plan, to search for, to want something
better,"
all our
lives. It keeps us young, perhaps, and certainly keeps us awake and
alert, this constant habit of wanting better things!
WHEN IT CAME TO PICKING AN ALE, America followed its "something
better"
habit. And the ale that turned out to have this "something
better"
to live up to the
"Purity," "Bixly," "Flavor"
of its now-famous
3-ring trade mark quite naturally Im-ciiiiic . . .
America's largest sellingAle
To speed tbe day when we can have more "better
things"
buy war bonds and stamps




of Hair in 10 Minutes!
This Startling Invention of1898 Pioneered
Another Great American Industry
By the ingenious combination of a gas burner and electric motor-
driven blower, heated air was forced through a pipe to the desired
elevation. Women marveled at the time ?aved in drying their hair.
The news spread, more shops were opened. Todav. a nation-wide
industry of equipment and supply manufacturers, distributors
and beauty salons serves the women of America.
This is but one of many Instances where .Emerson-Electrichas
kept pace with the development of appliances and equipment
from inception to their present-day utility.
Wheneveryou visit "the btaeher, ihe baker, the candlestick
you U be beaer served by time-saving appliances, and equipment
provided joe your comfort, powered by Emerson-Electric motors.
the War Bonds You Buy Today Will Pay for the New Appli
ances and Comfort Conveniences You'll Want After Victory
pi
ne expanded war activity of Emerson-Electric
as created a new and vastly enlarged field of
anufacturing operations, particularly in light
"letafe and plastics Thisadded to the ex
perience of more than half a century in the
preci-
0n
Manufacture of motors, fans, appliances, and
rc
^elders will be reflected in the Emerson-
El
metric products of the future.
"After
Victory"
manufacturers of new and im
proved motor-driven appliances and equipment
will again confidently power
their products with
Emerson-Electric Motors, based on the latest
conceptions of design, construction and efficiency.




engaged in the production
of power-operated revolving turrets for
United
Nations'
Bombers, electric motors for
aircraft controls, shell parts also electric






















". . . and I dreamed that dinner came floating in
without my moving a finger, . .
ft
Isn't it fun to dream about a house where most of the dreary work is done by magic?
Well, keep on dreaming ... for tomorrow many of your wishes are coming true!
You'll have a Certified Performance Gas range so wonderful it will be like having a chef in the
kitchen ... a Gas refrigerator that keeps foods fresh so long it will save hours of marketing and
meal preparation ... a heating unit that cools your home as well as heats it without a thought from
you . . . and oceans of hot water to make everything easier!
All this, and mote too, will be possible through the miracle of the blue Gas flame tbe flame that
cools as well as heats!
In the laboratories of the Gas industry, engineers are now developing
these wonders . . . making them possible for every type of home.
Today Gas speeds war production. Use it wisely. But tomorrow it will
make your dream of more comfortable, economical living a reality. It's a
dreamworth saving for with everyWar Bond you can buy.
THE FLAME THAT WILL
-
BRIGHTEN YOUR FUTURE
An advertisement of tbe American Cas Association
33
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Beyond the war waits happiness
'he war youth has a new world to look forward
today s youns men and women can plan
P3d of dream, can be sure that the homes their
a
merely wished [or can become a realitv for
is surh. a home where every window can
3 IZarden view, where there is space for al! the
Tp* and purposes of living, where doors can
a>ide to enlarge favorite moms or to include
n Jnd terrace aa part of the living area.
is more than shelter from the weather, and
k
?'mP'e provision for physical comfort.
"use is designed to surround you with the
'nat lift your heart and make you glad.
'* a house to he lived in for a lifetime. If your
.grows so that more rooms are needed, you
*j th**m. Thev have already been provided for
'original plan. Even the closet and storage
*
have bepn carefully worked out to hold the
Possessions which all families accumulate
'?n the years.
*"p*te with the new inventions and convent*
H'hich copper has brought to modern living,
a house can be made available, through mass
Uction. for not more than $2,000. And the 36
f which it is built can be assembled in diver
sified arrangements, so it never need look or be just
like vour neighbor's. For you and those you cherish,
it can always be Home.
A. Lawrence Kocher
In this war. we are fighting not onlyl
against our enemies, but for a better!
wav of life for many more of us?
Homes such as those Mr. Kocher
has designed are an example of
what we can have by fighting and
sacrificing, and ninning.
Great architects and engineers
have developed brilliant plans for homes after the
war. New techniques will be available for building
them at lower cost. Enduring, rust-proof copper will
be waiting to give them protection against weather
and termites, to help heat them more economically,
to insure rust-free water, to afford n^w r-omforts and
conveniences to make vour home of tomorrow
better to own. or rent, or sell.
All of us today are working for Cnrle Sam. There
is no copper for building, or for anv other purpose
except winning the war. But in Reveres laboratories,
research is continually pressing forward in prepara











Naturally, in :his limited space. Mr. Kocher
could give you only a bare outline of his
conception. Revere has prepared an illus
trated booklet with complete details. We
will gladly send it to you, free. Trite us.
COPPER ANO BRASS IN:0SP0RATE0









home to house it lastingly.
" mere -.pace bounded by walls and divided into
Wtims.
Hot- rather, a way of life to keep pace with y




n this home, maturing children will not feel
amped. Your privacy will not be destroyed if cir-
nwanrea force Mother to live with you.
nw house has space for leisure, for eating, for
Ting. [[ is^ajran^edtomake work or play sjm_ple-
olanned to take advantage oTtfie new devices,
.
Pnl,0ns and conveniences that copper has brought
"indern living. It can be prefabricated. Or it can
Put
up by ordinary construction methods with
_
Material desired, such as lumber, brick, stone.
"t always this house will be inexpensive.
George Fred Keck




*** ^o w will have to wait until after the war for
v
*
^me nf our dreams. But we can plan for it today.
"
P'an for tomorrow, Americans, whether yon are
"W|flg boys and girls or older couples to -whom
time has brought serenity. And
if vour dreams or needs should
change, plan again. For it i3 evi
dent that architects, engineers,
builders, manufacturers all are
realizing that we will
want
homes that adapt themselves to
people that people must no
longeradapt themselves to homes.
We at Revere, know that on copper will depend
much of the realization of these plans. Already it
gives protection against weather and termites, pro
vides us with rust-free water, helps heating be more
economical, makes any house better to own, or rent,
or sell.
So Revere research is rapidly pressing forward
to develop new copper alloys, new forms of copper,
new uses for copper, that will help the home of
your dreams come true.
Plan showing how this house may be enlarged In two
directions, according to future needs and finances.
Naturally, in this limited space, Mr. Keck
could give only the briefest outline of bus
conception. Revere has prepared an illus
trated booklet covering further dermis. We
will gladly send it to you, free. Write us.
REVERE
COPPER AND BRASS INCORPORATED
Executive Officts; 230 Park Avenue, S>-v York
'
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